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Problems Encountered in Using Vehicle Ride as a

Criterion of Pavernent Roughness

B,E. OUINN

One criterion of pavement roughness has been the ride experienced in a pas-

senger vehicle. This ride depends on the properties of the veh¡cle as well as

those of the pavement. Recent changes in vehicle design (less weight and front-
wheel drive) may affect th¡s pavement criterion. To show the relationship be-
tween veh¡cle properties and ride, a simple mathemat¡cal model was selected
for the vehicle. Vertical vehicle accelerat¡on was used as a measure of the r¡de.
For a pavement of known propert¡es, the r¡de was determined for different
speeds and different vehicle suspension characterist¡cs. Significantly d¡fferent
values for the pavement cr¡terion were obtained for the same sect¡on of pave-
ment. lt is bel¡eved that ride can still be used as a criterion of pavement rough.
ness but that operating speeds and veh¡cle character¡stics must also be consid.
ered ¡n establ¡shing this criterion.

For tnany years the ricle experienced by the occupant
of a veh.icle has been used as a críterion of pave-
nent roughness. A person traveling over a section
of pavement in a passenger vehicle at a selected
speed subjectively evaluates the experience. This
evaluation is accepted as a criterion of the rough-
ness of the pavernent section in question.

In spite of the subjective nature .of this proce-
dure it has worked weLl for several years largely
because passenger vehicles have been similar in de-
sign over this period of tine. Moreover, cars used
to be heavier and the weight distribution resuLted
in alnost the same rvheel loads on the front and rear
wheels.

Within the past 5 years significant changes have
been made in the design of passenger cars. The
\'reight has been reduceil in sone nodels so that the
weight of the passenger is now a higher proportion
of the total weight. Of greater importance is the
fact that with front-wheel drive the front wheels
carry rnore of the total hreight when only the front
seat is occupied. In addition, the overall lengtb
of these vehicles has been reduced. As a result of
these and other chânges, there is a clifference in
the riiling properties of the newer cars. Thus, it
is posslble to have different pavenent roughness
criteria for the sane pavenent if different vehicles
are used to evaluate the ride.

In addition, the response of the vehicle to the
pavenent varies with vehicle speed. Depending on
the properties of the pavement, it ís possible to
improve the ride by selecting the proper vehlcle ve-
locity. In general¡ the effects of short-wavelength
disturbances can be ¡ninimized by traveling at higher
velocities whereas long-wavelength ilisturbances be-
cotne nore objectionable at higher speeds.

The Kentucky Department of Highways has evaluatetl
the riding quality of highways by neasuríng the ac-
celeration experienced by a person ricling in a vehi-
cle (1, p. 14). A difference of I percent was ob-
served between tests conducted with a full tank of
gasoline anil one conducted hrith a tank that was
nearly ernpty. ft is thus possible for vehicle prop-
erties to change neasurably during the operation of
thé vehicle.

The purpose of this paper is to outline a nethod
by which vehicle properties can be described ln a
meaningful way but the basic concept of evaluatÍng a
pavenent based on ride can still be used.
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DESCRIBING RIDE

The Kentucky Departtnent of Highways used triaxial
passenger acceleration as a criterion of ride. In
this paper only vertícal acceleration ls consid-
ered. A rnore aceurate deseriptlon of ride requires
a consideration of the allowable levels of accelera-
tion at various frequencies.

DESCRTBTNG THE VEHTCLE

A sinple ¡nodel of the vehicle is used (see Figure
1). The single wheel of the nodel is assuned to
have no weíght and to experience a vertical dis-
placement y. ThÍs displacement is produced by the
highway profile. To the wheet is attached the lower
end of a Linear spring of stiffness k that repre-
sents all the stiffness in the suspenslon systen of
the vehicle. fn a si¡nilar way, all of the damping
is representeil by a linear shock absorber that has a
danpíng constant c and is also attached to the
whee1. To the upper ends of the spring and the
shock absorber is attached a mass n that represents
all of the sprung nass of the vehicle. The vertical
acceleration of this mass is considered as the ac-
celeration experienceil by the passenlter and¡ hence¡
the ride criterlon.

The vehicle characteristic used in thls analysis
is the ratio of thê passenger acceleration dlvidleil
by the vertical dlsplacement of the wheêt plotted as
a function of frequency (see Figure 2). This char-
acteristic represents the application to a highway
problen of a frequency response technigue usedl ln
auto¡natic control problens to describe a system of
interest (2t p. 721. This technique requÍres that
the input and the output of a given systen be de-
fineil. À slnusoidal input is then applied at a se-
lected freguency to produce a sínusoidal output.
The ratio of the amplitude of the output to that of
the input is then ¿leternined at the selectecl fre-
quency to glve one point on what is known as a fre-
quency response curve.

This process is repeatetl until the curve is de-
fined over the range of frequencies of interest.
This curve describes the systen under consideration

Figure 1. Simple model of a passenger vehicle'
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Figure 2. Veh¡cle character¡st¡cs used to pred¡ct ride.
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and has nany useful applications. By using the ap-
propriate input and output quantitlesr curves of
this type have been used to predíct dynanic tire
forces Q) and to deternine pavement roughness sPec-
tra from vehicle notion (4). A response character-
istic can be determined eiÈher nathematically or ex-
per inentally.

In this case the system under consideration is
the vehicle. The input is defined as the alisplace-
tnent y at the wheel resulting frorn travel over the
pavement surface. The output is the ríde ä, which
has already been discussed. For this situation the
frequency response characteristic has been computed
mathernatically, but it can aLso be deter¡nined exper-
imentally, as has been done for actual passenger
cars (5). The amplitude of the sinusoidal inPut
displacenent is represented by Y' and the anplitude
of the sinusoidaL output acceleration is represente¿l
by !i.

The ratio of interest is :i/Y, whfch is shown in
Figure 2 for three different vehicle suspension con-
ditions. The mathematical ileveloprnent of */Y is
omitted here to conserve space and also because it
is believed that a serious study of this problen
should involve an experirnental deterrnination of âc-
tual vehicle properties.

The curves in Figure 2 shorv the effect on the ü,/Y
charâcteristíc of the natural frequency of the vehi-
cle (f¡) and also of the ilarnping in the suspension
system as indicatecl by the danping ratio (q). In
general, larger values of 6 represent nore highly
damped suspension systerns. The units of Ï/Y are
those of acceleration divided by clisplacenent, which
reduce to \/sec2.

DESCRIBING IHE PÀVE¡IENT

A pavement roughness spectrum is used to descrlbe
the pavetnent (6). This curve, shown in Figure 3,
indicates the extent to which various e.avelengths
are present in the pavement profile. The ordinates
of this curve represent the roughness spectraL den-
sity in square feet per cycle per foot, and the ab-
scissae represent the reciprocals of the hravelengths
in units of I/ft. The area under this curve repre-
sents the mean square value of the roughness in
square feet. The reciprocal of the cravelength ls
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Figure 3. Pavement roughness speetrum.

referred to as a distance-based frequency (fo) ln
contrast to the tine-based freguency (f) used in de-
scribing the vehicle. IInfornation for Figure 3 was

obtained by using instrurnentation (]) caLlbrated in
the units shown.l This description of the pavenent
depends only on the proflle and is thus geotnetrlc in
nature.

The question rnight be raised as to why Èhe area
under thê pavement roughness spectru¡n could not be
useil as a criterion of pavement roughness. The rea-
son ls that noÈ at1 wavelengths affect the ridíng
qualities of a pavenent. Thls is particularly true
of long navelengths, which usually make large con-
tributions to the mean sguare value of the rough-
ness. coing up over a hill and doçn into a valley
introduces an enorrnous wavelength into the pavement
profile, but if the pavenent is free of very short
wavelength distortlons the ride will not be ad-
versely affected. fn this way ride serves to ltlen-
tify pavernent distortions that are inportant to the
user.

À pavement roughness spectruln can be conputed
frorn elevation measurements (6) or tleterninetl fron
the data obtainetl frorn any device that tneasures the
pavement profile. It can also be measureil alirectly
by using special equiprnent l7l. The advantage of
using this descriPtion of the pavenent is that it
can be combinedl with the vehicle freguency resPonse
previously ¡nentioned to predict the ride, which can
then be used as a criterion of pavement roughness.

PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTING RIDE

Because the pavenent is described in terms of cycles
per foot, 'it is necessary to convert thesê unlts to
cycles per second (hertz) in ortler to be able to
conbine the pavement roughness sPectrun with the ve-
hicle frequency responsê characteristic. To do this
it is necessâry to knon the vetoclty (v) at which
the vehlcLe ls movíng over the pavenent. If v is
knownr the ordinates and the abscissae of the rough-
ness spectrum can be transforned to produce a new

roughness spectrum cu.rve expressed ln terms of a

tI¡ne-basèd frequency. This transfor¡nation can be
achíeved as follows:

fì=2.o Hz

€=e

=
,x
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f=Vxfo (1)

Py(f) = Py(fp)/v (2)

!rhere

f = time-based freguêncy (cyctes/sec or Hz),
fo = distance-based frequency (cycles,/ft),

Py(fD) = pavetnent roughness spectral density Ift2l
(cycle/ft) I ' and

ry(f) = transformecl pavement roughness spectral
density lftz / (cycLe/secll.

The results of this trânsforrnation are shown in
Figure 4, where two different velocities have been
used as indlcated and two separate and distinct
curves have been obtained. Thls lndlcates that atif-
ferent operating speeds will result in different in-
puts to the vehicle and, hence, different vehicle
outputs can be expected. The effects of the trdo ve-
locities can also be seen in Figure 3, where that
portion of the curve designated by the closely
space¿l tic marks above the curve is associated with
the higher velocity ânat that portion lying within
thê tno longer tic marks belorv the curve is associ-
ated nith the loerer velocity. Figure 3 shows that
long wavelengths becorne rnore signlficant in the in-
put Èo the vehiele at high veloclties whereas
shorter wavelengths become less significant. fn
terms of the input, the vehicle is exposeil to dif-
ferent highways at tlÍfferent speed"s even though the
same section of pavement is involved, which intro-
duces problems when ride is used as a criterion of
pavenent roughness.

It is possible to determine the mean square value
of the passenger acceleration by uslng the appropri-
ate infor¡nation in Fígures 2 and 3. This requires
the use of the following relationship (8, p. I97);

Pi (r) = Ptl¡¡ x (x/Y)2 (3)

where fi(f) is the acceleration spectral ilensity
1 (ft2 / sec/secl 2 /Hzl .

Acceleration spectral density curves are shown in

Figure 4. Transformed pavement roughness spectra.

\y=545 N4PH (243m,/s)
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Flgure 5 for the vehicle characteristic shoqrn by the
solid line in Flgure 2 for velocities of 27.3 nph
(I2.2 m/secl and 54.6 mph (24.4 n/secr. The area
under each curve represents the mean square value of
acceleration experienced by the passenger at the ve-
locity indicated. This is the criterion of pavement
roughness mentioned previously.

Becâuse the mean square vâlue of acceleration is
the variance of acceleration, the standard deviation
can be obtained by taking the square root of the
variance. Tests (9, p. f29) have indicated that ln
an acceleration tine record the amplÍtudes can be
approximated by a nornal distribution that has a
2ero mean. Once the standârd deviation is avail-
able, it ís possible to esti¡nate the probability of
encountering various nagnitudes of aeceleration and
thu6 evaluate the ride in a more meaningful way.

Figure 5. Accelerat¡on sp€ctral densities for two speeds.
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EVALUÀTING A LOCÀL PÀVEI|'ENT

fo illustrate the problems encountered, the rough-
ness spectrun of a convenient pavement section was
measured by using a ¡nodified BpR roughometer U).This pavernent was used daily but was generally con-
sidered to be rougher than average. The roughness
spectrurn, shovrn in Figure 3, was transforneil to á
time-based freguency for tero different velocities,
as shown in Figure 4.

Vehieles with various suspension properties $rere
then investigated for natural freguencies ranging
from 1 to 2 Hz. The lohrer freguency represents a
vehicle with a soft suspension and, hence, a better
ride. This is typical of heavier, higher-priced ve-
hicles, in which ride is an inportant characteris-
tic. The 2-Hz frequency is more characteristic of
stiffly sprung vehicles such as those in which han-
dling is nost important. Damping ratios from 0.8 to
0.3 were selected to represent shock absorbers in
good to poor condltion.

The standard deviations of the accelerations were
compute¿l for different speeds, natural frequencies,

-J
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and damping râtios (see Flgure 6). The interior of
the parallelogram in Figure 6 approxinates the re-
glon of possible values for the stan¿laral deviations
of passenger acceleration. Values ranging fro¡n 1.8
to 6.9 fL/sec2 (0.55 to 2.L rnlsec2 ) are lndi-
cated.

By selecting a vehicle with a natural frequency
of. 2 Hz and a da¡nping ratio of 0.3 (the upper bound-
ary of the region shovrn in Figure 6), standard de-
viations ranging fron 3.1 to 6.9 fL/sec2 (0.96 to
2.L n/sec2) can be obtaineil on the same pavenent
by varying the speed fro¡r 27.3 to 54.5 mph (I2.2 to
24.4 m/secl. The statisticâ1 significance of this
is shown ln Figure 7, where (assuming a nornal dis-

Figure 6. Standard deviation of acceleration as affected by vehicle properties
and vehicle speed,

Poverunl, Cumberlond Ave

tfil+.3048 m./s'?

I tils : 3Õ48 ñ/s

\þlocily (fÌls)

Figure 7. Probability dens¡ty functions for acc€lerâtions exper¡enced by a

veh¡cle at two different speeds on the same pavement.
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tribution) the probability density curves are
plotted versus acceleration for the two velocitles
under consideration. Broken vertical lines are
shown at 0.1 g (3.2I f.t/sec/secl and at -0.1 g. The
probability of experiencing accelerations outside
these li¡nits is represented by the area bounded by
the curve of interest that lies outside these ver-
tical lines. Àt 27.3 nph this probability is 0.31?;
at 54.5 nph it is 0.617.

CONCLUSIONS

For the sinple vehicle model used in this paper, a
wide range of passenger accelerations eras obtained
even though the identical section of pavement Ìras
being evaluated 1n each câse.

In the past, vehicle ride has been a satlsfaetory
criterion for evaluating pavenent roughness because
there was relatively little change in the design of
the most commonly used passenger vehicles. In re-
cent years, honever, nany passenger vehicles have
undergone extensive deslgn changes. lt is believed
that the riile in these newer vehicles can still be
used to evaluate pavements but that before this is
done a careful study of the effect of the properties
of the newer vehicles on riile should be undertaken.
In addltion, lt is also desirable that certâin stan-
dard conditions be established to obtain a measure-
ment of pavement roughness that will reflect only
the pavement properties.
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Evaluation of Panel Rating Methods for
Assessing Pavement Ride Quality
J.B. NICK AND M.S. JANOFF

The results of a p¡lot study that attempted to determ¡ne the prefer¡ed psycho-
physical scaling method for obtaining panel ratings of pavement ride quality
are reported. F¡ve pr¡ncipal tasks were undertaken: site select¡on, scale selec-
tion, panel selection, design and conduct of the exper¡ment, and analysís and
interpretat¡on of the results. Thirty-three flexible road sectíons covering a wide
range of roughness (uniform within each sitel were selected. and a 92-mile
route that could be traversed, at normal operat¡ng speeds, in 3.5 hr was estab-
lished. Three cand¡date scales were selected for evaluat¡on: the original AASHO
rat¡ng scale, a scale developed by Holbrook that uses precisely defined and
positioned word cues, and a nonsegmented scale with word cues only at the end
po¡nts. Fifty.four average drivers were divided into 3 panels and rated the 33
sites in groups of 3. Each panel member used only one of the 3 scales and
rated each section only once. A Mays r¡de meter was used to obtain rough.
ness measúrements for each sect¡on. The analysis was designed to (a) deter-
mine which scaling method resulted in the greatest agreement belween raters
and (b) determine wh¡ch of the three scaling methods resulted ¡n the best
correlat¡on between sub¡ect¡ve and objective measures of road roughness.
The results indicafed that e¡ther subject¡ve scale, if carefully used (i.e., with
exact instructíons and precise control of cond¡tions), can provide high agree-
ment between raters and exceptionally high R2 values.

in this paper, the results of a pilot study con-
ducted to evaluate three psychophysical scaling
methods for obtaÍning panel ratings of pavenent ride
guality are summarized. The pilot study was part of
a larger project conducted by Ketron, Inc., for the
Pennsyh'ania Departnent of Transportation (PennDOT)
for the purpose of investigating the predictive re-
lationship between subjective ratings of pavenent
ride guality and Mays ri¿le meter (MRM) measures of
pavernent roughness. The overall goal of the entire
project rdas to develop regression equations betweèn
the subjective antl objective neasures--one for each
of the three types of surfaces (flexible, rlgid, and
flexible over rigld)--so Èhat MRM measuremenÈs could
be used as surrogates of subjective responses to
road roughness.

As a first step in meeting the objectives of the
project, a pilot study was clesigned to evaluaÈe sêv-
eral candidate rating scales for assessing pavement
ride quality. The pilot study consisted of five in-
terrelated tasks:

1. Selection of candidate scaling nethods,
2. Selection of sites to be rated,
3. Selection of the rating panels,
4. Design and inplementation of the experinent,

and
5. Analyses and interpretation of the results.

The results of these tasks are surunarized in this
paper.

SELECTION OF RATTNG IUETHODS

Direct versus Indirect Scaling lr{etho¿ls

Because the overall goal of this study was to estab-
lish the guantitative relaÈionship beth'een physlcal
measurements of pavement roughness and subjectlve
perceptions of ride quality, it lras necessary to
measure the psychological experience on at least an
Ínterval scale. That is, to establish a functional
reJ-ationship between two measures, certain mathemat-
ical operations would be required that can only be

neaningfully conducted when both quantities are nea-
sured on at least an interval (or ratlo) scaLe. A
problern arises, however, in that externally observ-
able judgnents by hunan subjects must be relied on
to obtain the ratings of ride quality. Thus, es¡-
tain assunptions must be made about the ability of
the subjects to judge pâvenent ridability at the de-
sired level of rneasurernent.

There are two basic methods for obtaining ratings
on an interval scale: direct and indirect. The
fundanental difference between these methods is the
assumption about the ability of the subject to de-
scribe preferences or sensations at thê lntended
level af measurenent. Direct scaling refers to
¡nethods of obtaÍning judg¡nents of psychotogical
quantities directly on an interval (or ratio)
scale. fn these rnethods, the desired guantitâtive
leve1 of judgment can be obtained either by care-
fully designing the scaling instrument or by thê in-
structions the experimenter gives the indiviclual
raters at the beginning of the experiment. If it is
assuned that the subjects have been able to carry
out the task as intendedr then the scale values of
the stimulí (roads in Èhis case) on an interval
scale are given directly by their ratings and the
scaling problem becones one of nerely averaging the
r esults.

For indirect scaling methods, a subjecÈrs re-
sponse, whether it be a statement of preference or
an intensity of sensationr ls only considered to be
an indirect lnclex of a mecbanism mediating between
the hypothetlcal psychological responses and the
rnagnitudes of the external stirnuli. Thus, in these
nethods an investigator assu¡nes that, if a number of
subjects vrere asked to ju¿tge each of several stimuti
as belonging in one of a li¡niÈed nurnber of catego-
ries, only a rank ordering (i.e., an ordinal level
of measurement) of preferences of roaal sections
would be obtained, and additional statistical meth-
ods nust be used to obtain the flnal ratings on an
interval level of measurement.

Three scaling nethods were selected for evalua-
tion in the pilot study. One metho¿l was intended to
yield lndirect scale valuês an¿l the other thro erere
intended to yield scale values dlrectly (although
each lras eventualÌy analyzed as if it yiel¿leal both
direct and índirect values).

All of these methods involve the use of a graphic
rating-scale technique to record subjectsr re-
sponses. This technique ls a special type of cate-
gory scaling that, in one form or another, has been
used in alrnost all serviceability studlies. Depend-
ing on the underlying assumptions, graphic rating
technlques such as the one usedl here allow one to
treat the responses as either lying in one of a li¡n-
ited number of categories (indlrect nethods) or Iy-
ing along a llnear continuu¡n of unlinited categories
(direct rnetho¿ls) .

An entirely different approach, and one recom-
¡nended by HoLbrook (!), would be to ask the subjects
to match a nurnber directly to the perceiveil rnagni-
tude of ride quality and eIi¡ninate aIl intervening
categories, orderings, cues, co¡nparisons, and theo-
ries. Hordever, magnitude estirnation, as this method
is callecl, was eliminated frorn consideration because
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there rdas sone question as to hov¡ well the subjects
would be able to make the successive ratio judgrnents
required by this nethod over the 100 roads in two
days thât the main study would involve.

WEAVER-AÀSHO SCALE

The first scale considered for evaluation was what
is referreil to here as the weaver-AÀsHo scale. This
scale, shown in Figure la, vras originally used for
the ÀASHO Road Test by Carey and lrick (!). Becâuse
this scale and si¡nilar versions of ít have been used
in a number of studies, it xtas selected for evalua-
tion prinarily as a baseline instrurnent with which
the other scales coulil be cornpareil.

This scâle sas also intended to be the one used
to obtain indirect scale values by using an analysis
nethod adopted by weaver. Àfter the AASHO Road
Test, reviews such as that by Hutchinson (3) noted
that the rnethod used by Carey and rrick (2) may have
violated several principles of psychornetric methods.
The most notable violations were the following:

1. The systenatic errors of leniency (the ten-
dency of a subject to rate too high or too lowr for
whatever reasons), the halo effect (contaurination of
subjecÈive response caused by stimulus attributes
other than those under consi¿leration), and central
tendency (the tendency of subjects to hesitate in
giving extreme ratings) eere not cornpensated for or
renoved from the raw data.

2. The raters were not provitled with descriptive
cues, or anchors, that corresponded closely enough
to the trait being neasured (i.e., ride quality).

3. It was assune¿l that the raters were good in-
struments of guantltative observation and yielded
ratings directly on an interval scale.

There is considerable debaÈe ln the literature
about the last issue. Irlany researchers be1íeve
that, in this sltuation, subjects are only capable
of rendering judgments on an orclinal leve1 and not
directly on an interval level; that lsr becâuse it
is possible that the judgrnents are only rank or-
dered, it is possible to deternine whether one road
was judged better or worse than another but not by
what rnagnitude. Because of this nistrust of Èhe
ability of the subjects to rnake thelr judgments at
the desired level of measurementr weaver (4) of the

Figure 1. Scales tested in p¡lot study.
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adopted an inilirect scallng nethoal called the nethod
of successive categories to analyze the data ob-
tained by this scale. This method is basedl on
Thurstoners law of conparative judgnent and was de-
veloped by cuilfordl (5).

Àlthough thê ¡netho¿l of successive categorles re-
lies heavily on untestable' hlæothetical nodêls of
human judgment and requires a conplicated anâlysis
procedurer it hras seLected as a canilidate nethod for
evaluatlon in the pilot study for two reasons!

1. No study had yet been conducted that conParêd
the results obtained by the nore sophisticatedl dtl-
rect scâling methods with the results from an lndi-
rect nethod.

2. Because weaver had been usíng thls nethod in
New York for several years, apparently htith successt
a potential compârative data base etas provi¿led.

HoHeverr even with the implernentation of the
nethod of successive categories to transform ordinal
judgnents lnto interval-leveI scale valuesr this
scale still potentially violates the other two prln-
ciples of psychometric methods nentione¿l earlier by
not provlding nore descriptíve cues and by not com-
pensating for the presence of possible systernåtic
errors in the data.

Holbrookrs Scale

It is theoretically possible both to overcone the
potential problens inherent in the weaver-AÀSHo
scale and to create a scale that yields interval-
scaled ratings directty through nore careful selec-
tion and placenent of relevant cue t{ords a}ong a
continuum. Holbrook (!) ilevised such a scale after
considerable experimental work in selectlng and
ptacing 'the cue v¡ords (see Figure lb).

The cue erords were selected by havlng 80 subjects
rate 92 vrords that could be used to descrlbe varying
degrees of ride quality along an lI-polnt roughness
continuum. The 5 words shown on the scale eere se-
lected because of theír nar.row distribution ín this
prelirninary scaling task. The medlan values for
these 5 words along the ll-polnt roughness scaLe de-
ternined the location of the final scale.

This scale is presunably an inprovernent over the
weaver-AÀSHo scale because the cue etords, or an-
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chors, are not only relevant to the task of evaluat-
ing ride guality but are also placed along the scale
so that the intervals between then represent sinl-
larIy spaced lntervals âlong the psychological
roughness continuum. In adilition, because of these
characterlstics, the ratings obtalned with this
scale should be relatively free of the systematic
errors of leniency ând central tenalency. Both t!Þes
of errors are generally counteracted by anticlpating
their ¡nagnltude and dlrectlon ånd then adjusting the
position of the cue worcls along the scale to bias
the raters so that they wlI1 not rnâke these errors.
However, becâuse the strength anal the posltion of
the descriptive adjectives for thls scale have been
enpirically predetermined, the compensating adjust-
nents should have been made autonatically. (The
halo effect rnust still be dealt with by giving spe-
cific instructions to the raters.)

Nonsegrnented Scale

Even though Holbrookrs 6cale seems to represent a
considerable irnprovement over the weaver-AÀSHo
scale, there could still be problems with the use of
intermedÍate cue words. As Torgerson (!) notesr 'In
general, r+hen we atternpt to construct a scale for a
set of stirnuli using one of the subjective estimate
methods, we are free to specify Èhro and onlv thro
points on the continuu¡¡.' If nore points are to bê
defined, one must be sure that the place¡nent of
these points and their associated cues Ìrill repre-
sent conparably spaced intervals along the psycho-
logical scale for all (or alnost all) of the rat-
ers. Although Holbrook was careful ln selecting and
placing hl.s cues, the meaning of the internedlate
cue words--"smoothr''stabler' and "unsteady'--could
still be vastly different for rnany subjects.

To avoid the connotative problems associatedl with
the intermêdlate cue erordsr a better scale nay be
one in which only the ends are anchored and the sub-
jects are alloweil to place their rating narks on the
scale unaided, ås Torgerson has reconmendletl. Hence,
the last scale to be evaluated in the pilot study
was what is referred to here as a nonsegmented scale
(see Figure lc). This scale was intended to yleld
direct interval values by virtue of the instructions
glven to the subjects. The subjects t{ere lnstructed
to place their narks on the scale so that the ratlos
of the differences in the distance between theír
marks reflectecl si¡nilar differences in the ride
quality of the roads.

SITE SEI,ECIION

The original plan for site selection required thât
24 flexible-pavement sltes be usetl in the pilot
study. These 24 sites yrere to represent (a) four of
the five naintenance functional classlflcations
(t{FCs) lnto which PennDOT stratifies the roads ln
the state (l¡lFC-A was not represented because there
are few fLexible pave¡nents ln this class), (b) two
different topographies (flât and rolling or hilly),
and (c) three degrees of roughness spanning a broail
range within each l¡lFC.

Hoerever, in addition to the l¡lFcr topography, and
roughness requirenents, there were other site char-
acteristics that werê considered essential to a suc-
cessful study and êventually beca¡ne important con-
trolling factors in the evolution of the final
course. In order of descending importance, these
characterístics were the folLoning:

1. The sites túere to be as close as possible to
each other to ¡ninimize the travel timê between sites
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and through the entire course. Because it ras an-
ticipated that t$o runs a day would be maile. a ¡¡ax1-
¡nun total travel time of 3 hr ¡ras considered es-
sentíal.

2. The length of the sitês was to be adjusted so
that travel tlrne through each site woultl be equal
and raters would thus have the same ånount of tfune
to evaluate the rlde quality of each slte. Thus,
the length of each site clepended on the expected
speed to be used in driving through the site.

3. Each site eas to have a uniforrnfty of rough-
ness over lts entire length. In åddition, approxi-
mately 500 ft of roadway before and after each site
was to exhiblt the sane roughness chåracterlstfcs.
It was belleved that this would help the råters
avoitl any uncertainty as to what the rating should
be lf an unrepresentative surface or bunp were en-
countered.

4. The sltes nere to be selectedt only from rural
areas in ordêr to control the surrounding envlron-
nent and ¡nini¡nize the posslbility of being stoppedl
wíthin a site because of congestion or traffic
I ightE.

5. Ideally, the sites eere to be as straLght âs
possiblet if they were curveil, the curves nere to be
gentle enough to allorr speed to be rnalntained.

Initial field reconnaissance of potential sltes
on which PennDOT håd previously used the t¡lays ride
meter revealed that a signlflcant nunber of the
sites díd not meet these criterla or thelr tabulatedl
roughness hail changed as å result of reEurfaclng.
Conseguently, the site selection strategy conslsted
of mapping a convoluted route linking the few usable
sites and then selecting sites along thls route that
appearedl, by visual inspection, to neet the require-
ments. fn addltion to the ninirnum of 24 sites re-
quired by the initlal design, to prevent rater
boreflo¡n other sites were selected âIong the route so
that the tine between sltes ías not excesslve.

After the candidate sites ånd the route nere ap-
proved, l,lRU mêasurernents were made by PênnDOI. À11
sites and alnost all of the lnterslte roada were
measured at a noninal 6peêd of 40 tnph. The PennDOf
standard operatlng procedure Ls to neasure all roads
at 40 nph (or 25 mph if absolutely neceesary) be-
cause the PennDOT llRlrls have been callbrated at these
speeds and corrêlation factors are avallable for
comparlson of the results obtained when elther of
these tno speeds is used.

The resulting roughness distribution was found to
be fairly rectangular anil ranged fron a low of 94
in./nile to a .high of 752 ln.,/rnile. Furthernore,
when linkeil, these sltes formed a 92-¡nlle route that
took a manageable 2.75 hrs to drive at the posted
speed limits. The nedian tlne between sltes was 3.5
nln.

The characteristics of the sltes are glven ln
Table 1. It should be noted thåt the ultinate dls-
tribution of exposure tirnes ranged from 18 to 34 sec
and the nedian time was 27.5 sec. Ideally, the
length of a site nas to be the empirically deter-
nined distance that yiêldetl the deslreil exposure
tlne, which, according to the original deslgn, could
have been anln here between 23 and 29 sec. Fre-
quently, honêver, the actual end point was plcked to
coinclde erith the most convenlent vertlcal object
nearest to the ldeal end point that could be palnted
so as to be seen easily by the ilrlver. Hence, the
distribution was sotnewhat broader than tleslred.
Nevertheless, no evidence was found Èo guggesÈ that
the differenceE Ln exposurê tlnê had a slgnlflcant
impact on the outconê of the study.
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Table 1. Summary statistics for pilot study sites.

Site MFC

45
45
30
35
30
35
40
55
35
45
40
45
45
40
45
55
35
35
40
35
30
35
40
30
45
40
30
45
40
40
40
45
45

0.308
0.426
0.29t
0.285
0.245
0.200
0.400
0.3 90
0.300
0.432
0.372
0.364
0.272
0.252
0.299
0.400
0.324
0.3 35
0.249
0.209
0.208
0.285
0.274
o.257
0.228
0.331
0.204
0.294
0.292
0.275
0.272
0.389
0.3 69

|,626 25
2,249 34
1,536 35
r,505 29
I,204 29
1,056 2t
1,440 25
2,059 25
1,584 3l
2,281 33
1,964 34
1,922 29
I,436 22
1,331 23
1,579 23
2,112 26
1,7tl 33
|,769 34
I,315 22
I,104 22
1,098 25
1,505 29
I,447 25
1 ,357 3l
1 ,204 18
1,748 30
1,077 24
I,5s2 24
1,542 26
I,452 25
I,436 24
2,054 3l
1,948 30

l3l 424
76 17

2t9 752
161 56
102 41 8
60 301
95 238
42 r08
108 358
s2 120

100 268
40 109
33 r2r
28 109
39 130
38 94

209 645
97 290
51 203
45 216
6t 295

111 390
63 231

158 615
30 133
85 257

149 733
50 170
72 248

133 485
r 16 428
56 r45
76 207

SEI,ECTION OF PÀNEL !,TE¡4BERS

Panel Size

In the pilot study three panels of 18 observers nere
usedr one panel to evaluate each of the three scal-
ing methods. This panel size was selected as a con-
servative conpronise bethreen the requírement of 20,
to keep the maximum error Ín estimating the true
populatlon tnean ratlng for any given site at or be-
Iow 0.4 scale unit on the assunption that the sam-
pling distribution rdas not nortnãI, ând the require-
ment of 9 observerg for the sane error tf the
sanpling distribution was assu¡ned to be norrnal.
Ordinarily, snaller panel sizes woulcl be acceptable
because lt nould not be unreasonable to assume that
the distributlon of sample meãns approaches nornal-
ity. How€verr there Ìrere at lêast two reasons for
using nore conservative estimates. First, because
it could not be guaranteed a priori that the ob-
tained ratings would be on an interval level of nea-
surernent, the estlnated standard deviation of 0.6
(estirnateal fro¡n a subset of weaverrs data) used to
arrfve at a sarnple size nay have been wrong or even
neaningless. Second, in írnplenenting the Índirect
Ecâling analyEia nethod¡ the relatlve proportion of
tÍne a road ls placed in a partlcular rating cate-
gory by the subjects in the panel should be as sim-
llar as possible to the proportions that lrould be
obtained from the population. This could only be
ensured by usíng larger sanìple sizes. In additlon,
it was feLt that the increaEed experirnental control
during the pilot stutly as well as its prinary ob-
jectlve (i.e., to select a preferredl rating nethod
rather than to develop the flnal statlstical rela-
tlonship bêtween objective and subjectlve tlatal re-
duced the requlrenent for a larger panel. À panel
of 36 was ultinately used to derive the functlonal
relationship between subjective ride guallty and ¡tlRM

data in the nain study.
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Panel Conposltion

Because balancing the composition of the panel by
sex and age was the prinary concern in sel.ecting
subjects, no expllcit attenpt was rnade to seek a
balance based on other denographic variables. Thê
panêl was poststratified by niles driven per year,
years of drivi.ng experience, vehicle size nornally
drivenr seat position (front right, rear right, or
rear left), scâle used (one of three), and starting
point (three starting points were used). The last
three variables as well as the variable of sex were
evenly divided atnong the pane1.

DESIGN AND T!¡iPLEI|TENTÀTION OF EXPERTIAENT

Before they took the trip through the course, each
group of three subjects vras assigned to a particular
combínation of scaLe type and stârting point (three
alternative starting points were used to distribute
the possible effects of learníng ancl fatigue). The
groups were then given their instructions.

Panel Instructions for weaver-AASHO Scale

t- t* se of the
study, how the subjects were to use the rating
scale, the procedures to be used in making their
ratings, ând other generaL topics. The instructions
grere outllned on â chalk board to ensure that all
subjects received the sane informatÍon each tine.
The instructions for the Weaver-AASHO scale are pre-
sented here. Instructions for the other scales are
presented elsewhere (7).

Highway Improvement Study

Purpose: To survey typical Pennsylvania drivers
in order to ¿letermine what they think of the
quality of the ride provided by the roads in the
Co¡nmoni{ealth. PennDOT will use this inforrnation
to clecide which roads to fix first given lirníted
funds.

Object of Study: To obtaln your -ry.l opinion
of how rough or smooth a ride is provided by
roads in the area which represent the condition
of various roads throughout the Comonwealth.

Hon to llake your Ratings (A facsimile of the rat-
ing scale to be used was on the board for this
section. )

Object! To place a nark across the vertical Iíne
vrhich you thÍnk best describes the ride provideil
by the roads.

Definitíon of End Points

Impassable: A road which is so ba¿l that you
doubt that you or the câr will make it to the end
at the speed you are traveling--like ilriving down
railroad trãcks along the ties.

Perfect! So snooth that at the speed you are
traveling you lrould hardly know the road was
there. You aloubt that if sorneone made the sur-
face snoother the ride would be iletectably nicer.

À11 the roads whlch you ilrive over today will be
between these tno extrênes. That is, since ùhese
roads probably do not exist you wlll probably not
consider any road to be worse than inpassable or
better than pêrfect. In oraler to help you place
your nark on the 1lne, we have included a number
of yrords along the scale nhlch could be used to
ilescribe how the rldíng sensation see¡ns to you.

Test
Speed
(mph)

Length Travel
Time

Miles Feet (sec)

Axle Displacement

Total Inches per
(in.) Mile

IB
2C
3D
4D
5E
6E
7D
8D
9E

10D
1l E
128
13 B
t4D
15 c
16C
t7D
l8 E
19 E
208
2tE
22E'23 D
24D
25D
26D
278
28D
298
30D
3t D
32C
338
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For exarnple, if you should encounter a road for
which you could descríbe the ride as FAIR but not
guite GOOD, place your nark just belon the line
labeled n3n (illustrateal). On the other hand, if
you think the next road is still fair, but some-
what worse than the previous road, place your
mark at a point vrhich you think is the appropri-
ate distance down ín the FAfR category. To indi-
cate snall differences bêtween the ride quality
provided by the roads, you nay place your nark
anywhere you like along the scale.

NoTE: we are not asking you to place roads into
one of five categoriesl You should use snall
differences in the position of your ¡narks to in-
dicate s¡nalL differences between the ride quality
provided by the roads. You may place your mark
anlrwhere you J-ike along the scale.

Procedure We WiIl Use Today

1. We will ilrive over a predeterníned course in
an ordinary passenger car.

2. The tríp will take about 3 hours depending
on traffic conditions.

3. fIe will ask you to rate 33 road sections;
vou srill not be rating an entire road.

4. It will onl-y take about 30 seconds to drive
over each section.

5. As you approach each site, the driver will
calL out the nu¡nber of the site. Be sure
you have the proper form.

6. When the driver says START, begín concen-
trating on what the rating should be based
on ho!¡ the ride feels to you.

7. Maintain your concentration untí1 the driver
says STOP.

8. At that point, place your ¡nark on the scale
and pass the forrns to the person sitting in
the front right seat.

9. llany sites are only 3-4 ¡ninutes apart, so
make your ratings as quickly as you can.

10. This procedure srill be repeate¿l for each
site.

1I. There are planned rest stops but if anyone
would like Èo stop sooner, teLl the driver.

Special Instructíons

Do not consider any of the roail before or
after a test section. we are only ínter-
ested in a rating for a small section of
road.
Concentrate only on the ride quality pro-
víded by the roads. Donrt let the appear-
ance of the road surface influence your rat-
ings. Judge only how the road feels!
Donrt be distracted by conversations in the
car or by pretty scenery.
Donrt reveal your ratings to the other rat-
ers. There are no right or nrong answers'
so donit ncheat.n we are interested only in
Ieg! opinion which is as valid as anyone
elsets. ,

Be critical about the ríde guality provided
by the roads. If they are not absolutely
perfect as far as you are concernedr be sure
to give it a rating on the scale which you
think best refLects the di¡ninished quality
of the ríde.
Be aware that there are many ways that thê
ride could be considered less than PERFECT.
The roaal could (a) be so bunpy that ít
rattles youilbones and makes your teeth
châtter, (b) have bunps or undulations which
¡nake the car heave up and down as if it were
a boat in high seas, or (c) have other in-
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perfections in the surface vrhich you think
detract from the ride quality.

Drivinq the Course

The trip to the beginning of the course always
starte¿l with a drÍve through the parking l-ot of a
nearby shopping center, which was generally consid-
ered to be representative of a very rough road.
This served tvro purposes: it acted as a trial run
through a site so that the subjects could practice
making their ratings, and ít demonstrâted t'o the
subjects how the test car (a 1981" Chevrolet Citation
four-door sedan) perforned on a rough road in com-
parison with their own vehicles. The subjects were
aware of Èhe purposes of this trlal run but were not
told what the rating for the parking lot should bet
that is, the ri¿le quality of the parking lot $ras not
meant to define any particular point along the
scale. AlI of the runs were conpleted in 13 (work-
ing) days.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Data Reduction

The data vrere reduced by measuring, to the nearest
0.I in., the distance between the ratersr marks and
the low end of the scale. Iqeans and standard devia-
tions were computed for each of the 33 sites for
each of the three scales. In addition, the l3-step
analysis procedure used by ¡t¡eaver (!) was applied to
derive indirect scale values. These data were
transformed to proviale all positive scaÌe values.
The data for the three scales are given in Tables 2
through 4.

Ànalysis of Variance bv Rank

An analysis of varíance by rank sras conducted to de-
termine which scaling rnethod resulted in the great-

Table 2. Weaver-AASHO scale.

Indirect Transformed
Standard Scale Indirect Scale

Mean Deviation Value ValueSite

1. I
2
3

4
5

6
'7

8
9

l0
11

t2
l3
14
l5
l6
17
l8
l9
20
2l
22
23
24
25
¿o
27
28
29
30
3l
32
33

I .81 0.8s
3 .2r 0.6 5

0.86 0.48
1 .29 0.5 7
2.21 0.73
2.62 0.7 I
3.33 0.54
3.89 0.57
2.82 0.85
3.84 0.63
3.04 0.73
3.82 0.50
3.5 r 0.66
3 .59 0.69
| .42 0.46
3.53 0.s3
I .42 0.46
2.97 0.62
3 .45 0.54
3 .12 0.69
3 .07 0.6 5

r.9t 0.65
3.14 0.66
0.67 0.37
3.7 t 0.61
2.13 0.60
1.39 0.65
3.5 I 0.68
2.97 0.58
I .63 0.54
2.21 0.49
3.39 0.57
3.04 0.7 3

-0.906 L931
1.308 4.151

-2.367 0.476
-t.667 t.176
-0.134 2.'709
0.s38 3.38r
1.552 4.39s
2.355 5.198
0.7 59 3.602
2.233 5.076
l .01 5 3.8 58
2.t45 4.988
1.81I 4.6s4
L892 4.735
1.433 4.276
L766 4.609

-1.422 t.421
0.879 3.722
1.726 4.569
Lt32 3.97 5
1.135 3.978

-0.61I 2.232
1.264 4.t07

-2.843 0
2.103 4.946

-0.301 2.542
-1.480 L363
1.853 4.696
0.927 3.7 70

-1 .l0l I .'742
4.173 2.670

1 .641 4.484
I .093 3.936

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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est agreement anong the raters. This analysis
yielded two statistics: a chi-sguare value and a
coefficient of concordance. The chi-sguare value
r{as useal to test the null hypothesis that the sub-
ject yielded only random ratings on the test sec-
tions. As the data given in Table 5 indícate, the
chi-sguare values for aIl three scales were quite
significant becåuse, as expected, the subjects
easily detected a difference between at least two
sections and rated them accordingly.

The coefficient of concordance is sinilar to a
correlation coeffícient and can be useil to indicate
which scaling metho¿l produces the greatest agreement
anong the subjects. The coefficient can range be-
t\reen zero and one; the closer it is to one, the
better is the agreement between the subjects. Thus,
this statistic can be us'eil to tliscriminate between
rating methods that produce sígníficant chi-square
values. The coefffcients of concordance (and the
related average intercorrelations) show that the
three scaling methods are conparable to one another
in producing reasonably good agreement anong the
subjects when they are rating sites. Although
Holbrookrs scale yielded the highest coefficient of
concordance, it would be diffícuIt to choose one
method over another on the basis of these results.

Regression Analysis

Regression analyses were also conducted to get a
preli¡ninary indication of the form and strength of
the relationship between the objective ând subjec-
tive measures provided by each sealing method.
scatter diagrams of the nean ratings versus norrnal-
ized axle ilisplacenents (inches per rnile) are shogrn
in Fígures 2 through 4 and, in general, reveal lin-
ear relatíonships. Because a straight line accounts
for 84 to 90 percent of the variance ín these dâtat
it \ras considered unlikely that another functional
relationship could be found that would explain a
significant a¡nount of the remaining variance.

Table 3. Holbrook scale.

Indirect Transformed
Standard Scale Indi¡ect Scale

Mean Deviation Value Value
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Table 4. Nonsegmented scale.

Site
Standard

Mean Deviation

Indi¡ect Transformed
Scale Indi¡ect Scale
Value Value

I
2

4
5

6
7
8
9

l0
ll
t2
l3
l4
15
l6
t7
l8
l9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3l
32
33

1.63 0.68
3.47 0.79
0.7 4 0.46
I .04 0.45
1.84 0.75
2.60 0.65
3.50 0.64
4.04 0.52
2.63 0.62
4.01 0.4t
2.97 0.74
4.09 0.s 0
3.49 0.70
3.83 0.59
3 .52 0.81
3 .90 0.66
1.04 0.53
2.73 0.68
3.51 0.54
3.33 0.7't
3.1 I 0.65
I .82 0.7 9
3.13 0.7s
0.s2 0.32
4.23 0.41
2.3t 0.76
t.42 0.79
3.76 0.74
2.78 0.62
1 .5 3 0.40
1.98 0.5 I
3.29 0.68
3.23 l .01

-l .057 I .868
1.606 4.531

-2.709 0.216
-2.12s 0.800
-o.750 2.175
0.391 3 .316
1.714 4.639
2.554 5.479
0.575 3.500
2.44'.1 5.372
1.066 3.991
2.602 5.52'7
t .'714 4.639
2.2s9 5.184
1.730 4.655
2.369 5.294

-2.091 0.834
0.615 3.540
L826 4.75t
|.459 4.384
I .089 4.014

-0.885 2.040
t.207 4.132

-2.925 0
3.049 5.97 4

-o.01I 2.914
-t .s47 I .378
2.t36 5.061
0.653 3.578

-t 332 1.s93
-0.51 9 2.406
l.395 4.320
1.386 4.311

Table 5. Results of analysis of variance by rank,

Scale Chi-Squarea

Average
Degrees of Coefficient of Intercorre-
Freedom Concordance lation

Weaver-AASHO 439.95
Holbrook 461.61
Nonsegmented 427.66

âP < o.oor, crit x2132¡ = s t.

The linear relationship found between Èhe objec-
tive and subjective neasures was sonewhat unex-
pected. Previous research (3) had suggested that
the relationship betÌreen these tvro measures would
tend to obey Fechnerrs law; that is, the subjective
ratings (R) should be a logarithrnic function of the
physical stimuli (S), or

R=-alosS (l)

nhere a is a scale constant.
This fornulation inplies that small increases in

road roughness for snoother roads should cause a
greâter decrease ln the ratings than the same anount
of change for rougher roads. rn other srordsr people
should be ¡nore sensitive to snaller differences in
the variation of road roughness on very smooth roads
than they are on rougher roads. One possible reason
that thís relationship gras not found is that the
high end of the function is not well defined. only
five sites produced an axle ilisplacenent of 550
i.n.,/nile or morê. Perhaps if a larger number of
sites nith roughnesses ín this range had been in-
cluded in the studyr thê expected trend would have
been found.

This issue aside, however, conparison
three correlation coefficients shows thatr as

32
32
J2

0.7 64
0.801
0.742

0.7 50
0.790
0.727

Sìte

I
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

l0
1l
t2
l3
t4
l5
t6
t7
l8
19
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3l
32
33

2.37 0.6s
3 .93 0.43
1.06 0.40
| .66 0.7 |
2.70 0.69
3 .26 0.57
3.89 0.50
4.45 0.25
3.06 0.67
4.34 0.41
3.79 0.50
4.44 0.35
4.16 0.58
4.08 0.54
4.t't 0.46
3.91 0.54
t.4t 0.53
2.68 0.66
3.91 0.59
3.18 0.85
3.13 0.84
l 95 0.60
3.56 0.75
0.85 0.45
4.23 0.55
2 .24 0.5 I
1.53 0.57
3;76 0;t1
3.40 0.67
1.77 0.42
2.3 5 0.64
3.92 0.53
3.7 0 0.6 5

0.132 2.57 6
2.4rs 4.859

-2.t96 0.248
-l .008 1 .436
0.542 2.986
I .250 3.694
2.42t 4.86s
3.27 5 5.719
1.184 3.628
3.290 5 .734
2.187 4.631
3.331 5.775
2.917 5.561
2.707 s.l 5l
2.958 5.402
2.3'79 4.823

-l .61 0 0.834
0.490 2.934
2.444 4.888
I .231 3 .67 5

I .232 3.67 6

-0.727 | .717
1.926 4.370

-2.444 0
2.962 5.406

-0.085 2.529
-L.322 Lt22
2.094 4.538
1 .650 4.094

-0.966 |.478
0.046 2.490
2.528 4.972
2.t24 4.568 of the

in the
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Figure 2, Mean rating versus axle d¡splacement for Weaver-AASHO scale.
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WEAVER/AASHO SCALE
Y= -O.O0460X+4,13

r = - O.9¡168

INCHES/MILE

Figure 3. Mean rating versus axle displacement for Holb¡ook scale.

case of the results from the analysis of variance by
rank, there is little reason for selecting one scal-
ing ¡nethod over the others on the basis of the corre-
Iations. The alifferences among the correlations can
be attributed entlrely to sa¡npling variation. This
conclusion is supported by the total overlap of the
95 percent confidence intervaLs (based on Fisherrs

z-transforn) for all three correlation coefficíents.
Therefore, there are no quantitative argunents for
selectlng one rnethod over another. Conaeguentlyt
for the sake of uniformity and the potenÈial of
comparing the data collêcted in this study with
those collected over the years ât NYSDCXIT the l{eaver-
AASHO scale nas selêcted for use in future work.

I1

Y=-O.00516X + 4.57
r = -0'9185

I NCHES/ MILE
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Figure 4, Mean rat¡ng versus axle displacement for nonsegmented scale.
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NON-SEGMENIEO SCALE

Y=-0.00536x + 4.38
r= - O.9456

coNcLusroNs

The overall conclusion drawn fron this phase of the
study is that, if sites and panel menbers are care-
fully selected, subjects are properly instructed,
and extraneous variables are controlled, quite simi-
lar results will be obtained with any of the scaling
¡nethods evaluated in this study. Thus, the choice
of a scaLing netho¿l can be and should be made on the
basis of sone attribute or att.ributes other than the
ability of the subjects to use the scale, the corre-
lation of the scale values nith physical ¡neasures of
road roughness, and other such factors.

Furthertnore, no evialence was founal to support the
notion that the original metho¿l used by Carey ancl
frick violated good psychometric principles. The
simiLarity of results anong scales íntended to re-
move systematic errors and the Weaver-AASHO scale
appeârs to índicate that these errors do not play a
significant role in the rating of ride quality (at
Ieast in a well-designed experinent). In ad¿lltion,
the strong correlation between direct scale values
(averages) and indirectly obtained scale values also
suggests that subjects are capable of makinS judg-
ments directly at an interval level of rneasurenent
as Carey and Irick had implicitly assumed.
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deploynent of other slower, more specialized evalua-
tion equipment.

In this paper, the road nonitoring systen is de-
scribed and its use in research on the effects of
surface unevenness âncl lts development as ä conpo-
nent part of a total maintenance management system
are discussed.

DESCRIPTION OF T¡IE SYSTE!,I ÀND ITS USE

The high-speed road monitoring systêtn (f), shown in
Figure 1, is a laser-basedl system that accurately
measures road surface characteristics. Its on-board
cotnputer facilities, shown schematically in Figure
2, provide both tneasuretnent control ancl an on-sitè
data-processing capability. The system operates at
speeds between 5 and 80 km/h, and its perfornance is
not affected by variaÈions in speed. llith a dríver
and one operator, it can cover as ¡nuch as 200 km of
proflle, rutting, texture, and road alígnment parâm-
eters each day. Data arê stored on floppy disks ancl
can be either processe¿l on siÈe or transferred to a
central mainfra¡ne computer for pernanent storage and
further processing.

Figure 1. High-speed road monitoring system.

5.

High-Speed Road Monitoring System

P.G. JORDAN AND J. PORTER

A high-speed road monitoring system has been developed at the Transport
and Road Research LaboratoÌy. lt consists of four laser sensors mounted on
a 4.5-m-long beam that is supported by a two-wheeled trâiler towed beh¡nd

a small van. Measurements are made by the configurat¡on of laser sensors
under the control of a computer system located in the vehicle behind which
the tra¡ler is towed. Longitudinal profile, wheel-track rutt¡ng, and surface

macrotexture are measured as the system tfavels ovef the road networks in

the rcrmal traffic stream; provision is being made for the measuÌement of
road crossfall, grad¡ent, and horizontal curvature. The principles of system
operation in the d¡fferent measurement modes are described and illustrated.
Use of the measurements made by the h¡gh-speed system in studies of the ef-
fects of unevenness on thq road user and in detecting structural deter¡orat¡on
of ¡oads is described. lts potent¡al for use in making surveys of the road net-
vrprk at a relat¡vely low cost, locating areas of distress, and guiding the deploy-
ment of other, more specialized equ¡pment is discussed w¡th¡n the context of
the development of a cost-effegt¡ve ma¡ntenance management system.

Large suns of rnoney are being spent throughout the
world on road maintenance. Effective use of these
funds de¡nands careful allocation of resources. In
the United Klngdom the Report of the Com¡nittee on
Highway Maintenance (1) recomnended that higheray au-
thorities should use an objective maintenance rating
systen as the basis of regular road inspectíons. In
ansÌrer to this recon¡nenilation, various conputerized
highsay maintenance systerns (2) have been ileveloped
anil are in widespread use in the United Kingdlom.
À1I rely heavily on visual inspection to assess the
condition of the road surface by reference to, for
exarnple, vrheel-track rutting and surface cracking.
These visual condition surveys are increasingly be-
ing augrnented by input from ¡nachines that nonitor
various aspects of road condition .tnore guickly than
could a team of inspectors.

À high-speed ¡nonitoring systetn that measures a
number of different aspects of road condition has
recently been developedl at thè Transport and Road
Research lraboratory (TRRL). Iqeasurements are made
by the system as it travels over the net$¡ork in the
nornal traffic strean. The power of the equipment
lies in its ability to cover a large distance each
day, gather surface profile and al.ignnent data that
descrítre the condition of the network, and guide the
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Figure 2. Computer control and analysis facilities of h¡gh-speed road mon¡tor¡ng system.

Laser Sensor

The essential features of the laser sensor t!) are
shown in Figure 3. Laser light projection and re-
ceiving units are fixed to a rigid bea¡n in such a
xray that the projection an¿l receiving axes are or-
thogonal. The seniconductor Iaser source produces
infrared light at pulse rates up to 3000/sec. The
Iens in the projection unit focuses the light fron
the laser on a 0.3-mm2 spot on the road surface.
This liqht is diffusely scattered by the surfacei
sorne is coLlected by the lens in the receiving unit
and focused onto a linear array of photodiodes.

when the surface is displaced vertically ín rela-
tion to the sensor, the illuminatecl spot noves along
the axis of the projection bea¡n. Because the pro-
jection and receiving axes are orthogonal, the image
of the i1lu¡ninated area formed on the diode array
moves along the array and remains in focus' as shown
in Figure 3. By detecting vrhich diode in the array
has maximum 1ight intensity, the vertical distance
of Èhe sensor from the surface can be calculated.

The sensor has a working range of 72 n¡n centered
at a point 270 mm fron the sensor, and resolution is
+0.282 nm over the fuIl working range.

Prof íle. Itleasurement

For profile neasurement the hiqh-speed system Q)
uses four laser sensors fitted to a 4.5-n-long rigid

Figure 3, Essent¡al features of laser sensor.
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bea¡n in the configuration sho\dn in Figure 4. The
sensor configuration provides two profile. neasuring
systems: the sl¡mfletric (SYM) and the aslrrnnetric
(AsY). Each measures a different range of wave-
Iengths. Profile features wíth wavelengths greater
than 10 m are neasured by using the SYI¡! system (sen-
sors A, C, and D in Figure 4); this cornputes the
average profiJ.e heÍght over a 2.14-¡n length (every
2.14 n) to give the long-wavelengÈh profile of the
road. The ASY systen (sensors A, Br and D in Figure
4) is usecl Èo deter¡nine the profile in the 0.3- to
20-n wavelength range in terns of the average Pro-
file height over a 0.107-¡n length (every 0.107 n
along the road). A single composite profile con-
taining the vravelengths measured by both systems is
obtained by superinposing the ASY profile on that
measured by the SYM system.

The principle of operation of the Profilometer is
described in detail elsewhere €). fts main fea-
tures can be briefly illustrated by referring to the
sYlrl rneasuríng systen. By noving the equipnent for-
ward a distance equal to that beteeen the sYM sen-
sors, the average heights hA, hC, and hD of
each of the sensors A¡ C, and D above the road sur-
face can be conputed. The averaged profile height
(Y1) of the road traversed by sensor D is referred
to- a datun line defined by joining the average¿l
heights at the center points of the lengths tra-
versed by sensors A and c to give the averaged char-
acteristic measurement (U1) of the SYM systen:

\
I -\---

workinq range I f
72mm l...---*t

lmage of ¡llum¡nated area

Lateral support beam

lllum¡nated areas

Surface posilions
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Yt=U,=-(hA-2hc+hD) (t)

Àn important feature of Equâtion I is that thê
characteristic ¡neasurement U1 is, for all practi-
cal purposes, unaffected by changes in height or
pitching of the equipnent provideal the surface re-
tnains grithin the working range of the sensors.

The equÍpnent is noer moved forward so that the
positions along the surface of the average¿t profile
heights neasured by sensors C and D are coincident
with the positions of previous measurenents of sen-
sors A anal C. The ne}, averaged proflle height (yr)
ís calculateil by using the average¿l characteristÍc
neâsurements U1 and U2 as follosrs:

Y2=2U1 +U2 Q)

In general, after n steps the averaged profile
height (Yn) is given by

n
Y"=.). (n-i+l)Ui (3)

In the ASY system the spacing of sensors A and B
in Figure 4 ls 0,05 that of the SyU sensors and ASy
measurements are obtained at this spacing. By using
a clerivation similar to that given previousl-y, it
can be shown that after ¡n steps the profile height
(Yr) of the ASY system averaged over the ASy step
length is given by

Y- = [40Y1--1¡ -Y1--ao)+39Wm]/39 (4)

yrhere W ls the averaged characteristic nêasurement
of the ÀSY system, which in terms of Èhe averaged
sensor tneåsurêments (h¡, hB, and hO) is given
by

qr = - (39 hA - 40 hB + hD)/39 (5)

Equation 3 defines the Long-wavelength features
of the profile and Eguation 4 defines the short-
wavelength features. A composite profile containing
both the long- and short-erave features is obtained
by superimposing the ÀSY measurements on the SYM
measurenents by using a piecewise linear fitting
process that is describeil in detail elsewhere (9).
The low center of gravity of the trailer combined
with the averaging used to reduce the effects of
texture ensure that ro11 has a negligible effect on
the neasurements.

The perfornance of the TRRL high-speed system has
been extensively investigate¿l, not onLy by TRRL (5)
but also Índependently by Bundesanstalt fur Stras-
seneressen (BAST) of Vilest Gernany (6). TRRL made de-
tailed rod-and-level surveys at 0.1-n spacing, and
BAST made continuous neasurements with their pro-
filograph along a defined line previously neasured
by the high-speed eguipnent. BÍtuninous and eon-
crete surfacings containing different levels of
short- and long-wave unevenness were neasured. Vlhen
the survey and high-speed rneasurements were corre-
Iated, coefficient values ranged fro¡n 0.96 to 0.99
for the surfacings exa¡nined and for profile wave-
lengths up to 50 n. For hravelengths up to 100 n the
correlation coefficient is 0.95.

Figure 5 shows the systetn to have good amplitude
and phase response between 0.5 and 100 rn; good re-
sponse is obtained up to wavelengÈhs of several
hundred neters, the upper 1i¡nit being determined
nainly by the level of nacrotexture on the road sur-
face E). For wavelengths shorter than 0.5 n the
a¡nplitude response decreases because of the averag-
ing involveil in the derlvation of the ÀSY neasure-
ments.

Accuracy of measure¡nent is affected by road sur-

Figure 4. Sensor configuration on rigid beam for profile measurement.

Direction ol trauet þ

SYM System w Sercr¡ AGD
ASY Syitem usr S€nrcrs ABD

face and nachine factors¡ the maxinun tolerances ex-
pected for the measurêment of arnplitudes at wave-
lengths up to 100 n âre Êhown in Figure 5. The
abilíty of the system to measure long wavelengths
accurately rneans that it cån be used to exarnine not
only the riding guality of highways and alrflelds
but also subsidence problens. Àn example of sub-
sidence neasured over an 800-rn length of concrete
pave¡nent is shown in Figure 6. Conparison níth con-
ventionâl survey rneasurements on this site shoned
agreement to be within l0 percent at the maxi¡nu¡n an-
plitude.

lleasurenent of Wheel-Track Rutting

The method used for the measure¡nent of vrheel-track
rutting (7) is shown in Figure 7. The r{heels of the
trailer ride in the ruts, and the Laser sensor con-
tinuously rneasures the axle displacement fron the
road surface along a line centered between the wheel
tracks. The difference betlreen the axle displace-
nent rneasured on a rutted surface and the alata ob-
tained on a nonrutted surface gives the rut depth
average¿l over both wheeL tracks as shown in Figure 7.

To snooth the effect of the oscillatory motlon of
the trailer on its suspension, the rut measurenents
are averaged over a length ilirectly proportional to
the speed of the measuring systens e.9., for an op-
erating speed of 50 k¡n/h the length is 20 n.

Conparisons between.¡neasurements obtained by us-
ing the laser systen and average rut depths derived
frotn straightedge and wedge measurements show agree-
ment to within 2 mtn on najor roails and 3 mrn on ¡ninor
roacls (the difference arises fron the greater canber
on minor roaals) U) .

Exanples of rut depth profiles obtained by using
the laser systen at nornal traffic speed on a mo-
torway and on a single-carriageway principal road
are conpared in Figure I with rutting levels based
on CEART systen recom¡nenilations (2r. The notorway
is shown to have an acceptable leveL of rutting, but
the principal road has sections that would require
further investigation.

The co¡nputer faciLities, shown in Figure 2, en-
able the storage of as much as 500 km of rut dlata
per floppy disk. Lengths of road with crltical
levels of rutting can be located quickly by using
the on-board analysis programs.

Measurenent of l¡lacrotexture

uacrotexture is neasured (8) by using sensor C of
the high-speed road tnonitoring systetn (Figure 4),
which rneasures about 3,000 displacements/sec as it
tnoves over the surface. The macrotexture appears in
the forn of snall random variations in the nìeasure-

t5

Rig¡d b€am
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Figure 5, Ampl¡tud€ and phase-response measurement tolêrances of ampl¡tude.
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Figure 6. Measurement of subsidence profile on a continuously re¡nforced concrete
payement by the h¡gh-speed road monitor¡ng system.

nents superimposed on the much largêr oscillatory
motion intluceil by the trailer suspension (see Figure
9). To obtain a neasure of the macrotexture depth
(g) 

' the oscillatory motion is characterized by a
plecewise parâbolic curve-fitting procedure. The
Èexture depth ls then calculated in terrns of the
standard deviation of the residual displace[ìents, as
shown in Figure 9. The standard ¿leviation of tex-
ture depth is calculated over short lengths of sur-
face, usually 0.3 tnt it can be presented in the forrn
of a histogram or profile of texture depth along the
road surface.

comparison of texture neasurements nade by the
laser sensor trith those rnade by the nore tradlitional
sand-patch method (3) show good agreenent: correla-
tion coefflcients exceed 0.9 (!). selected sections
of rnotorway ranging frotn 6 to 21 km long have been
measured by uslng the laser system. The results
have shown thât Èhe system is capable of continuous
measurement of macrotexture at operating speeds up
to 35 kn,/h (9). on groovetl concrete surfaces the
laser systen has also been successfully applied to
the ¡neasurement of groove depth and spacing (Ì0).

I'teasure¡nent of Road Cross Slope and Radius
of Curvature

By using essentially the systetn shoçn ln Figure 2

but with the addition of transverse and longitudi-
naIly posltionedl inclinometers, the capability to
measure road gradient, crossfall, and radius of cur-
vature of benals is being incorporated lnto the high-
speed road rnonitoring systern. The radius of curva-
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ture of bends ls conputed by using the difference in
the distances traveled by the wheels of the trailer
on rounding a benal. noad graclient and crossfall are
derived fron incllnometer measure¡îents. The effects
of radial acceÌeration on crossfall measurements are
corrected by using the neasured radlus of curva-
ture. TraiLer ro11 effects are realuced to an ac-
ceptable level by averaging the crossfall ¡neasure-
ments over a length that is reLated to operatÍng
speedi tlpically, a length of 20 m is used for a
speedl of 50 kn/h.

Prelininary test trials have shown systern rneã-
surenents to be in good agreement with those ob-
tained by using conventional survey ¡nethods.

RESEARCH ON EFFECTS OF ROAD SURFÀCE I'NEVENNESS

To exploit fully the capâbllities of the road moni-
toring systetn, rnore tnust be known about the effect
of surface unevenness on (a) the cotnfort and safety
of the road user, (b) vehlcle operating costs, (c)
tlanage to the road structure, and (d) occupants of
buildings adjâcent to busy roadls. At TRRL the vari-
ous aspects of this problen are being investigated
to deterrnine the consequences of surfâce tleteriora-
tion and, ultimately, define intervention levels for
naintenance purposes.

Effect on Roa¿l Users

As a result of extensive studies Gl'12) ride as-
sessment by vehicle occupânts has been related to
surface unevenness. In these studies vehicle vibra-
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Figure 7. Measurernunt of wheel-track rutt¡ng w¡th high-speed road mon¡tor¡ng system.

Caliô¡arion

ho-hr = Averaged rut depth

Figure 8, Var¡at¡on of wheel.track rutt¡ng along a motorway and a pr¡nc¡pal road.

Figure 9, Measurement of macrotexture w¡th laser sensor system.

Tra¡ler suspens¡on osc¡llat¡on and lengths

to wh¡ch parabolic curves f¡tted

tion, defined by the root mean sguare (R¡¡tS) of ver-
tical acceleration, was correlated with subjectÍve
assessrnents of ride by both a panel of expèrt as-
sessors and large samples of the notoring public
driving their own vehicles over selected sites. The
test sites had a range of unevenness and carried
traffic operating at speeds greâter thân 70 knlh.
Because of the inherent variability of the subjec-
tive assess¡nents, the results of the studies have
been ínterpretecl in probabilistic terns. Relations
have been cotnputed that give the probability of a
ride being rate¿l acceptabLe or better for given
leveIs of RMS acceleration. For RMS accelerations
of less than 0.04 g the analyses show that 90 per-
cent of Íìotorists in automobiles rated the ride as
acceptable or better. !¿lotorists driving their own
cars grere found to be less critical of ride than the
panel of expert assessors and truck drivers, and bus
passengers were more tolerant of vibration than
autotnobile passengers.

By using profiles of the test sites measured by
the road nonitoring systen, the RMS acceleration
valuea have been correlate¿l with unevenness to give
ride criteria for neer and in-service roails. Figure
10 shows evenness criteria for roads with traffic

Rut measurement

speeds greater than 70 kn/ht unevenness is defined
in Fígure 10 in terms of the variance of profile
deviations frorn a moving-average datum. Each vari-
ance value reflects the profile unevenness that is
associatecl with profile features less than or equal
to the length of the moving average. In the practi-
ca1 application of these criteria, profiles measured
by the road rnonitorlng system would be analyzed by
using the on-board cotnputer to give the variance
values associated with rnoving-average lengths of 3,
7, ]-O, and 15 tn for comparison with the criteria and
thereby define the riiling quality of the profile.
This analysis is ¡nade baseil on profíIe lengths se-
lecÈed by the user, typicalty 300 n in the United
Kingdom.

The effect of unevenness on traffic speed has
been investigated as part of a general study of the
consequences of surface deterioration (19). The
level of unevenness at which traffic speeal began to
be affected on major roads in the united Kingdom is
shown in Figure 10. It was conclude¿l that, under
êxisting rnaintenance practice, deterioration of the
surface profile was unlikely to cause a decrease in
traffic speed of ¡Rore than 3 k¡n/h on najor roads.
Because there are relatively few major roads in the
United Kingdon on which unevenness exceeds the level
shown in Flgure 10, the benefit to road users, in
relation to reducecl travel tímes, fron inproving the
profiles on najor roads is marginal.

Other consequênces that are being investigated
include vehicle ¡naintenance and fuel consumption. À
piJ.ot survey of vehicle fleet operators indicated
that vehicle naintenance was not affected by the
levels of unevenness on major roadls in the Uniteal
Kingdom. on other roads there was sorne indication
of an increase in vehicle maintenance that was as-
cribed to unevenness.
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Figure 10. Ride (evenness) criteria for use on maior in'service roads'
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The effects of unêvenness on energy dissiPation
through tire damping and suspension losses and,
hence, fuel consunption are being examined. Initíal
results show that there is a sna1l but significant
íncrease in energy tlissipation for vehlcles operat-
ing on roads that have levels of unevenness repre-
sentaèive of those found on so¡ne urban and ninor
rural roads; the tevel of energy dissiPation depends
on vehicle speed and on the sPectrum of surface un-
evenness.

Skid¿ling and Safety

The safety of the road user is a prirnary consiilera-
tion of the ¡naintenance engineer in evaluating the
condition of in-service roads. Roa¿l safety is a

conplex issue involving the road userr the vehicle,
clinate, and road conditlons. Although ít is diffi-
cult to quantify the contribution of these elenents
to road safety, it has been estinated that road-
related factors âre involved in about a quarter of
all roail vehicle accidents (L4). Skidl resistancer
partícularly in wet conditionsr has been shown to
have a significant effect on accident. risk (14).
Aggregate characteristics, surface texturer and, to
a lesser extent, rutting are directly related to
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skid reslstance (15) 
' but thêir effect in any given

situation is also greatly affected by road allgn-
tnent. By using the ¿lata provided by the hlgh-speed
road ¡nonitor together with skid resistance datar the
effect of road alignment and road surface parameters
(both inilividually andl in co¡nbination) on accident
risk can be exarnined by neans of correlation meth-
ods. once the paraneter levels associated wlth a
significant accident risk were deter¡nined from stud-
ies, the equiprnent would be used to survey road
alignment and surface condition to locate those sec-
tions of the network that have a significant accl-
clent risk. f{ith a knowledge of trafflc densíties
and speeds, the cost in human and naterial resources
of road-relateil safety measures can be better es-
t inated.

Structural Deterioration

The traditional. ¡netho¿l of cletecting structural ¿le-
terioration on roads in the United Kingilo¡n is visual
inspection. The develop¡nent of the deflectograph
(16) and of criteria for interpreting its measure-
ments (1?) has resulted in widespread use of this
instru¡nent as a ¡neans of providing an objective
evaluation of structural conclitions in quantitative
terns. A disadvantage of both visual inspection and
the deflectograph for survey ¡vork is their relative
slowness.

The high-speed road nonitor has been used to
carry out a continuing survey of longitudinal pro-
fiLe on a sample of different road constructions
over a period of 4 years. Analysis of the data fron
this survey shows that the rate of change of uneven-
ness correlates better with the structural condition
of pavernents than does the absolute leve1 of uneven-
nessi the rate of change of unevenness¡ deflneil as
the proportional change ln profile variance over l0
percent of the norninal life of the test site, was
computed for each 25-n length of each test site.
The profile variance was computed in relation to a
datun derivecl frorn a 3-rn tnoving average of the pro-
t 1Ie.

Work is continuing on the develoPment of criteria
for the early detection of structural distress on
rnajor roads. In practíce, those sectlons where
structural distress was indicatedl would then be sur-
veyed in detail by using the deflectograph and vis-
ual inspection to ascertain the nature and extent of
the distress and deternine the necessary strengthen-
ing treatments (E) .

PAVEMENT ¡4AINTENANCE OPTIMIZÀTTON

With about Ê10r000/krn being sPent each year on ¡nain-
tenance of the U.K. trunk road systen and rîore than
€1,000 on other roads [€I = u.S. $2.32 (1980)J there
is clearly scope for investing noney in techniques
and equipment that help to reduce the total annual
maintenance b111 and allocate the available funds in
the ¡nost cost-effective manner.

In response to economic pressures maintenance
manage¡nent has developed slosrly over the years. Às
new equipnent and techniques have become available
they have been put to effective use, but without
producing a cornplete solution to the overall Problen
of allocating resources. The techniques useal in-
clude engineering judgnentt visual inspection ln
surveys such as CHARTT Ythich cost between Ê3o,/km
(rural) and E2sÙ/kn (urban); SCRIIIi, which costs
€,1o/k¡n; and the ileflectograph' nhich cósts e9olkm.
with the advent of the high-speed road nonitor 'which can survey the netetork at uP to 200 kn/day at
a cost of about Ês,/lane-kmr and parallel inprovernent

0.1
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of the bunp integraÈor G9), tno powêrful survey
tools hâve been ¡nade available that cân take the
subjective judgnent out of the first stage of in-
specting the network.

For the development of a satisfactory econo¡nlc
¡nodel of malntenance rnanagenent, the various ¡nea-
sures of pavement conditlon should be llnkedl to
costs of renedlal treattnentr vehicle operating cost,
and non-road-user costs. The results of road condi-
tlon surveys night then be used to adjusÈ ¡nainte-
nance interventions to ¡¡ini¡nize the total dliscountefl
cost to the cormunity.

In a road investnent moclel developed by the Over-
seas Unit of TRRL for use in countries nith unpaved
roads, an econonic optimum ls more closely ap-
proached by taking lnto account the effect of high-
way maintenance standarde on vehlcle operatlng costs
(I9). Vehicle operating costs are, of course, nuch
less affected by the relâtively loyrer leveÌs of de-
terloration of the generally better-quality paved
surfaces ín ileveloped countries. Hoerever, the ac-
curacy of rneasurenent and the processing capability
of the high-speed road nonltor allied with studles
on the effects of unevenness such as thosê described
previously now provide a means of examining this
difficult problen.

CONCLUSIONS

Described in this paper is the operation of a high-
speed road tnonitorlng system developetl at TRRL that
rneasures longitudinal profile, rut depthr and sur-
face texture. $lork is underway to include cross-
fall, gradient, ân¿l horizontal curvature. As fur-
ther enhancetnênts are required they can be added to
the systen to rnake it even more effectlve for rap-
idly surveying the condition of the roâd network.

Longitudinal profile and rut neasuremenÈs provide
an assessnent of ride quality and indicate struc-
tural conilition. Although the high-speed road rnon-
itor does not measure skíd resistance directlyr its
neasuremenès of road alignment, profile¡ surface
texture, and rutting can be usetl to locate poten-
tially hazardous sections of the roaal nettrork.

The contribution the hlgh-spee¿t road nonitor can
¡nake to a maintenance rnanagenent system has been
briefly discussed, particuJ.arly lts ablllty to pro-
vide up-to-date infornatlon on the condition of the
network and to direct nore speclalized eguipment to
those distressed areas where fts use would be most
cost effective.
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Use of Response-Type Roughness Meters for Pavement

Smoothness Acceptance in Georgia

WOUTER GULDEN, JERRY STONE, AND DENNIS RICHARDSON

The use of response-type, road-roughness-measur¡ng systems as part of surface
tolerance specificat¡ons ¡s attracting increasing ¡nterest among highway agencies
as a rapid, inexpensive means of measuring the smoothness of roads during and

after construction. Problems such as calibration, veh¡cle ma¡ntenance, and the
repeatab¡l¡ty of test results must be taken ¡nto account and resolved or mini-
mized when these roughness-measur¡ng systems are used for acceptance or
rejection of pro¡ects for smoothness, The Georgia Department of TranspoÌta-
tion has been using road meters ¡n its specifications since 1972 for acceptance
of pro¡ects and since 1979 for both rejection and acceptance. The evolution of
the road-roughness-measuring program in Georgia, the calibrat¡on and operat-
ing procedures, the current smoothness specifications, and the use of Mays
meter dôta during construct¡on are described.

The surface smoothness testing program of the Geor-
gia Department of Transportation (DOT) has evolved
over the years from the rolling straighte¿lge to
trailer-¡nounted !¡lays ride neters and fro¡n testing
for infor¡nation purposes onl-y to project construc-
tion controL and acceptance. Many changes in eguip-
ment and procedures were ¡nade during this evolution
to enhance the progran an¿l to ensure acceptance of
the test results by contractors and projecÈ engi-
neers alike.

Before 1966 the rolling straighteilge was used to
neasure and control pavement roughness. Realizing
the shortconings of the straightedge in relating
surface profile ileviatlons to ridabiLity, the Geor-
gia DOT began to experinent with the CHLOE profilo-
tneterr but it soon beca¡ne obvious that this device
was too slon to be used in a large-scale prograrn.

In 1968 Georgia began using the Portland Cement
Association (PCA) roadl neter on a l-i¡nited basis to
check the roughness of various rnterstate projects
and sone other selected paving projects. The roail
meter was installed in a carry-a1l type of vehícle¡
although it was designed to be installed in a stan-
dard-sizedl car.

The roa¿l-neter progran was expandled in 1972 with
the purchase of a PCA neter for each of the seven
highway districts in ceorgia so that each paving
project could be rnonitored cluring construction.
Each project was also measured for ridability before
constructLon so that it woulil be possible to deter-
rnine the anount of improvenent in ridability after
resurfacing.

The test results hacl previously been provided to

contractors an¿l project engineers so that they could
becotne farnillar with roughness testlng and the re-
sults that were being obtained. In 1972 the ceorgia
DOT began using the PCÀ ¡neter in lieu of the
straightedge for accêptance of pavenent stTroothness
on construction projects. If a project ¡net the pCA

meter specification it was accepted without further
testing, but if ít failed to meet these ridability
requirenents the failing sections $rere then retested
!rith the rolling straightedge. The PCA meter sras
therefore used only as an acceptance too1, and any
penaltíes were assessed bâsed on rolling-straight-
edge results.

The carry-all vehicles were replaced ¿luring the
next few years, and each district purchased replace-
ment vehicles independently. By ]-976 the meters
ryere mounte¿l in a variety of vehicle Èypes, sueh as
suburbans, statíon wagons, and cars of various sizes
and makes. During this tine the pCÀ ¡neter was still
used for acceptance testing only, and varlations ln
road profile response from the various vehicles were
uninportant to the contractor because penalÈies were
still being assessed based on straightedge results.

Irtonitoring of the results obtained with the PcÀ
meter and the rolling straightedge showe¿l no consis-
tent correlation between these Èwo ¿levices. Fre-
quently, a section that failed the PCA neter re-
quirements would be assessed no penalties based on
the rolling-straightedge netho¿l. Sections deter¡nined
to be acceptable by the roail neter vtere soneti¡nes
found to have failecl the straightetlge requirements.
It v¡as obvious that the two devices ¿lid not give
compatible results on all types of roads and rough-
ness levels.

In 1975 the decision hras ¡nade to standardize the
PCA meter so that it could eventually be useil for
construction control and entirely replace the ro11-
ing straightedge. A testing progra¡n was con¿lucted
to compare PCA neter results obtainedl by various
vehicles. The station eJagon was chosen as a standard
test vehicle and a fleet of station wagons was pur-
chased.

Several other chânges were made at the same tine
in an effort to standardíze the equipment and up-
grade the reliability of the testing program. An
automatic nuII system y¡as a¿lded to all PCA neters,
raclial tires were used. on all test vehicles, and
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tires were trued and balanced as necessary. A lever
arm system was ¿leveloped so that individual units
could be nechanically a¿ljusted to pro¿luce co¡nparable
readings. A precise speed-deviation neter was used
so that testing speed coul¿l be ¡naintained to tI
mph. A spare bank of counters was added to allovr
for continuous testing, and cruise control was used
to ¡naintain a unifor¡n testing speed.

In adclition, an operatorrs nanual was written and
all operators were given a training course in the
use of the PCA neter. The manual contaÍneil detaile¿l
operating instructionst standar¿l specifications for
factors such as speeil, tire pressure, and shocks¡
and detailetl procedures for maintaíning calibration.
Calibration test sections vrere also established for
each district.

By I979 the roughnèss-testing progr¿¡m hail pro-
gressed to the point where the PCA meter \das used
for construction control. Pâvenent sections that
did not neet the roughness specifications after
construction or resurfacing hail to be corrected by
the contractor at no cost to the state DOT.

By this tine it was becoming apparent that it
would be difficult to ¡naintain a standardized vehi-
c1e over a period of years. Problens occurred when
the road-tneter vehicles had to be replaced because
of excessive nileage and wear and tear on the sus-
pension system. The response of the vehicle to road
roughness is related to vehicle suspension ancl tlamp-
ing characteristlcs. It is important, thereforet
Èhat replacenent vehicles have the sarne basic
weight, wheelbase, and suspension characteristics as
the original vehicle.

Vehicles that are currently being nanufactured
are increasingly smaller and lighter in weight. rhis
means that existing standar¿ls for defining the
roughness of a road would be altered every tine the
roa¿l-rneter vehicles needled replacing. To elininate
this problem it was decided to nount the roughness-
measuring eguipment in a standardízed test trailer.

A drawback of the PCA ¡neter systern was that it
provided the roughness level for a section but could
not dlstinguish where in a section the roughness was
located. Such data are important because the speci-
fications requíre correction of failing sections and
each section tested is nornaLly I mile long. The
PCÀ meter does not indícate whether the entire sec-
tion is rough or excessive roughness cornes fron
speeific areas within the teste¿l section. Therefore,
it was decided to change the testing equipnent from
a vehicle-mounted PCA neter to a traíler-mounted
Mâys meter.

In 1979 the first trailer-mounted Mays neter was
acquired for experimental purposes. Based on the
favorable results obtained with the first unit,
trailers were purchased for each district in 1980
and the l{âys rneter syste¡n }ras put into full opera-
tion on January L, 1981. During the transition
periocl, projects contracte¿l Èhat used the PCÀ neter
specifications Írere accepteil baseil on ltays meter
results. If a section faíIed, retests were conductetl
with the PCA meter in order to be fair to the con-
tractor. All projects that were contracteil after
January I, 1981, were tested with the Mays metêr
only.

PRESENT ROUGHNESS-TESTING PROGR.AM AND EQUIP¡i4ENT

The trailer-nounted !4ays meter is used in each high-
way district ín Georgia to neasure the pavenent
roughness of all projects before, during, and after
construction. Each district is responsÍble for
schedulingr making roughness measurements, ancl cali-
brating the trailers a ¡ninl¡nu¡n of every 2 weeks.
The central office has overall responsibility for
the program, nonitors the results of the dlstrict

2I

calibrations, trains new operators, determines test
procedures and specifications, and naintains the
eguipnent.

In acldition to the !{ays meters maintainecl in each
district, the central office has two traíIers along
with all testing êguiptnent. One trailer is nain-
tained in a calibrated condition for use by any
district in the event of a major equipment problen.
The other trailer is used as a calibrated standard
trailêr and for research purposes.

The total equipment package used in the testing
program is as follows:

1. The lUays ride meter, which determines road
roughness by measuring vertical novement between the
axle and chassis of the test trailert

2. The roughness trailer, whlch was desígned for
use in a roughness-testing program, weighs 800
lb,/wheel, and ¡neasures 120 in. from axle to hitcht

3. The tov¡ vehicle, which can be any vehíele
capable of towing the roughness traileri

4. The ¿listance-rneasuring instrumentr vrhich
electronically measures the dlistance tested to the
nearest 0.001 ¡ni1e;

5. The speed neter, an electronic unit built by
the Georgia DOT to nonitor testing speed to within
!0.2 nph; and

6. The iligital roughness meter, an electronic
display unit designed and built by the ceorgia DOT

that elininates the !,lays meter chart paper and pro-
vides a roughness and testing length readout erith
one-button operation (results of as many as 63 testg
can be stored before the data have to be recortletl).

CALIBRATION

The calibration of response-type roughness meters is
a weak point of any roughness-testing program unless
a true profile of the roadway can be obtained thât
then can be related to the roughness neter output.
Equiprnent for obtaining such a profile is expensive
and is not readily available to tnany agencies. The
other alternative is to use test sections that have
been established on in-service roads. This is the
system used by the Georgia DOT.

Questions are always raised about the effect of
the short-term and long-term increase in roughness
of these calibration sections. One rvay to reduce
the effect of these changes is to establish a number
of sections on various roaderays so that cross checks
can be ¡nade. Central test sections (CTSS) have been
established for calibratíon reference purposes.
These sectíons are nonitored periodically with the
central office trailer and serve as an overall cali-
bration standard.

After initial calibration on the CTS' each dis-
trict established its own fielil pâvernent test sec-
tions. These sections are testeal every 2 weeks to
maintain accuracy. The central office calibration
control trailer visits each district periodically to
check the field test sections and randonly check
current projects tested by the district.

T9¡o field test sections are required for each
district. Each section consists of a L-mile length
of roadr¿ay tested in each directlon. One section
has a roughness reading in the srnooth range and the
other section a reading in the tne¿liurn-roughness
range. These sections were carefully chosen to
avoid features such as bridgesr busy intersectionst
heavy traffic, and sharp curves.

Each section is initially tested I0 times to
establish control Ii¡nits. A tnean roughness value
and a range are calculated along wlth the control
Ii¡nits. Birnonthly calibration checks are plotteil on
the control charts to determine long-range trends
and the câIibration history of each road neter. An
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exarnple of the use of such a control chart is shown
in Figure 1. The use of different trailers for
construction control dictated that all readings
obtaíned by all trailers on the same section must be
comparable. Conversion charts to correct actual
readings to adjusted readings to account for cali-
bratíon differences were deened inapproPriate for
use on construction projects. In addition, frequent
calibration makes it impractical to deternine nel.t

calibration graphs often.
To elimínate caLibration graphs or multiplying .

factorsr the Georgia DOT is using a mechanical cali-
bration arm to make adjustrnents. The nechanical
ailjustrnent device shown in Figure 2 basically
changes the length of the lever arrns between the
chassis and the axle cables, thereby increasing or
deereasing the inPut to the lilays trans¿lucer. This
procedure pernits fine tuning of the response system
and allows each trailer to record identical re-
sponses to the roâd profile. The lever arm also
allor¡s for adjustments when a component of the
trailer, such as shocks, must be replaced.

Another rìethod of calibration that has been pro-
posed in recent years is the artificial reference
surface (ARs) (1). Correlations were rnade ín 1980
by using the ARS and the roughness meters in use in
ceorgia. rnitially, a1I trailers were adjusted to
read the theoretical value of 16.2 in. when driven
over the test surfaces (see Table I). The trailers
vrere then taken to t\do test sites anil roughness
readings were obtained with each trailer. The raet
data rdere thên correctecl by using the appropriate
correction equation as prescribed in the ARS proce-
dure. The results of these tests and the corrections
given Ín labte 2 indicate a wide range ín test re-
sults in both the uncorrected and the corrected
data, especially on the srnooth section. The Process
was repeåÈed for tvlo different test sections with
the sane results.

The next steP consisted of using the calibration
adjustrnent arm on each trailer to obtain reailings on
a smooth road that were as close as possible to a
target value. Tests Irere then nade on a road with
hígher roughness to ensure that the trailers re-
sponded to the roacl profiles in the sane way. The
results of these testsr given in Table 3, indicate
satisfactory agreenent betrdeen trailers on the
s¡nooth ancl rougher test sections. Base¿l on these
test results it was apparent that the ÀRS rnethod was
not sensitíve enough for test results obtained on
smooth roads and therefore could not be used for
calibration purposes by the Georgia DOT.

OPERÀTING PROCEDURES

The ceorgia DoT operating proceilures are detailed in
a manual that is provideil to each operator (2). All
tests are nade at 50 mph on construction projects
with a ¡naxi¡num allowable speed variation of tl
nph. Tested sections are normally I nile long. A

mini¡nu¡n of two tests is required for acceptance
testing, and the results ¡nust be within 10 percent
or a third test is reguired. If none of the test
results is within the 10 percent variation Iinit,
the meter is taken back to the calibrâtion section
to determine the cause of the problems. lests are
not run when the alr temperature is below 32oE¡
otherwise, no temperature corrections are nade to
the test results. Roughness caused by bridges and
raileray crossings is not included in the roailway
test results. A üays neter graph is generally pro-
vided only on preconstruction roughness tests, for
failing sections during âcceptance testing' or at
the requesÈ of the engineer.
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Figure 1. Example control chart for average roughness readings on
smooth test sect¡on.
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Figure 2. Calibration adiustment arm hookup.

SUR.FÀCE TOLERANCE SPECIFICATIONS

For several years Georgia DOT specificatíons have
contained surface tolerance accePtânce criteria
based on use of the roail neter. These roughness
specifications have evolved over a period of years.
The najor steps are

l. Use of the rolling straightedge,
2. PCA neter run for information only'
3. Acceptance based on the PCA neter and

straightedge testing of failed sections for penalty
assessments, and

4. Use of response-type road neters for accep-
tance and rejection of projects.

The initial values in the specifications hrere
determined fron the infornation-onIy results ob-
tained vrith the PCA neter. Realistic values were
set that could be obtaineil nith good construction
practices. The ceÕrgia DOT and contractors were
familíar wlth the road meter an¿l the kíncl of test
resuLts that were being obtained at the tine the PCA
meter eras added to the specifications. throughout
the years the roughness liníÈs were lowered as con-
struction equipnent and proceclures were inproved.

In 1980 correlations were obtained between the
Mays neter and the PCA neter for the purpose of
establishing lqays meter specificâtions at the sarne

level as those established with the PCA meter.
The system currently in use in Georgía has dif-

ferent specification requirenents for concrete pave-
ments, âsphalt pavernents, änd bridge decks. The
surface tolerance rèquírements for asphalt concrete
paveñent are given in Tablê 4. The reguirernents for
portland cenent concrete Pave¡nent are as follows:
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Table 1. Results of ARS lests.

23

Mays Meter Readinga (in./mile)

Trailer Date
Left Wheel Right Wheel
Only Only Average CalibrationEquation

Both
Wheels

453
464
465
471
472
473
474
475
476

8967

8.6
7.6
8.2
8.2
8.8
8.5
9.0
8.6
7.4
q)

8.0
7.8
8.2
8.2
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.3
7.8
9.2

s/30/80 16.2
6lLolso 16.3
619180 16.3
616180 16.2
614180 16.2
6ls 180 16.0
6lsl80 16.s
616180 16.2
6lsl80 i5.9
s/30/80 16.9

Y = 0.987X+ 2.2
Y=0.953X+ 7.1
Y= 1.000X- 1.1
Y = 1.012X- 2.1
Y= 1.038X- 6.6
Y= 1.080X- 11.6
Y = 1.025X- 7.7
Y=1.025X- 4.4
Y = 1.000X+ 3.2
Y= 1.052X- 16.9

7.4
7.9
8.1
8.2
7.9
8.5
8.1
8.0
8.2
9.1

Note: In tests 453 th¡ough 4?ó the Mays mete¡ was mounted in a t¡aile¡; in test 8967 a Torltro wagon wâs used.
All l.aile¡s were set âs clo$e as po$ible to the theoretical ARS ol 16.2 by using the leve¡ a¡m adjustment. The
Torino wagon could not be adjusted.
aReading on ARS x 10.7.

Table 2. Measured roughnes versus corrected roughnesr obta¡ned by us¡ng
the ARS method.

Roughness (in./mile)

Ga.-7 (Milepost 0-l) Ga.-362 (Milepost 4.5-5.5)

Table 3. Retest of tra¡lers after setting on GA-7.

Avg Readinga (in./mile)

Ga.-7 G¿.-3

T¡ailer Date No¡thbound Southbound Northbound Southbound

T¡ai.le¡ Raw ARS Raw ARS Raw ARS Raw ARS

No¡thbound Southbound
Lane Lane

Eastbound Westbound
Lane Lane

4s3 6124180
464 6l2sl8o
46s 6120180
471 6123180
472 6126180
473 6123180
474 6123180
47 s 6126180
476 6126180

Avg

22.8
22.O
23.7
20.5
23.6
22.7
24.0
1ao
21.9
11 1

22.4
20.7
2r.0
21.7
22.7
2l.o
19.8
19,6
22.6

21.3

66.0
67.7
66.1
64.9
58.2
63.4
64.6
66.3
56.8

63.8

59.7
64.4
61.5
59.5
53.4
59.s
60.1
60.4
55.2

59.3

453 27.1
464 20.3
465 19.8
47t 21.2
472 22.4
473 24.1
474 29.2
475 37.3
47 6 24.2

Avg 25.1
Range 17.5
8967â 28.1

28.9 33.0
26.4 19.5
18.7 22.4
19.4 24.3
16.7 27.2
14.4 27.2
22.2 34.8
33.8 39.2
27.4 28.0

23.1 28.4
t9.4 19.7
12.7 31.7

34.8 56.0 57.5
25.7 56.3 60.8
21.3 56.8 55.7
22.5 56.9 55.5
2t.6 57 .5 53. I
17.8 56.3 49.2
28.0 6 t.l 54.9
35.8 62.t 59.3
31.2 60.3 63.5

26.5 5 8.1 56.6
18.0 6.1 14.3
16.4 69.5 56.2

64.0 65.4
54.1 58.7
60.0 58.9
55.4 54.0
56.5 52.O
57.4 50.4
5 9.8 53.6
62.7 59.9
58.4 61.6

58.7 57.2
9.9 1s.0

62.8 49.2

Note: .All trailers set on ca.-? (smooth) atrd check made to 6ee whethe¡ all ¡gad the
sme on Ga,-3 (roughe¡). Setting on adjusted average of all traile¡s: 23 northbound atrd2l southbound on Ga.-?,
aAverage of five runs afte¡ adjustmetrt.

Table 4. Surface tolerance specificat¡ons for asphalt concrete pavcments.Note: Runs we¡e ñade immediately afte¡ t¡aile¡s were set on ARS.
âTorino wagon.

úocation
Itlain line
Ramps

Measur ing
fnstrunent
llays neter
Profilograph

Roughness
( in.,/mile)
65
14

Roughness (in./mile)

Open-Graded Friction
Courses Dense-Graded Mixes

Ttrget
Value

35 35

35 45

25 30

25 35

Conection
Value

Target Cor¡ection
Value Value

llteasuring
Direction Instrunent
Longitudinal Profilograph
Transverse StraighÈedge

For ground concrete pavement the specifications
require a value of 50 in./rnite with the t{ays neter
and, if the pavement does not pass, a naxinun of 7
Ín.,/mile r.rith Èhe profilograph. Finâtly, the speci-
fications for bridge decks are as follows:

Type of Project

New construction and
Interstate resurfacing

Other

Note: Applicable to mait line and ¡amps more than 0,5 mile long.

for new construction and ground concrete surfaces.
The profilograph is used to deternine srìoothness on
brldge decks and on ground concrete pavement sur-
faces that fail Èo rneet the ltays meter reguirenenÈs.
The profÍIograph is used as a secondary acceptance
tool on ground concrete surfaces because the grind-
ing equipment can only renove smâll surface variâ-
tions over short distances. Grinding of concrete
Pavenent is not done to remove roughness cauEed by
swells, dips, or severe settlement of the pavement,
all of which affect roa¿l-meter results.

USE OF ROUGHNESS DATA

Since 1972 the ceorgia DOT has used a reBponse-tlzpe
roåd tneter in acceptance of road construction proj-
ects for smoothness. ?he enphasis by the Georgia

Rouqhness
15 in.,/mile
0.2 ín./LO ft

The reguirements also vary within each pavernent type.
These values are presenteal for infornation pur-

poses only and woul¿l not necessarily be valid for
Mays neters installed in vehicles or trailers that
have ilifferent weights and wheelbases. Asphaltic
concrete pavements have dÍfferent reguirements for
nerd construction, open-graded friction courses, and
non-Interstâte resurfacing. The requirements also
contain a target value that is the speciflcation
value and roughness levels at $rhich correctíon of
the surface will be required. For portland cernent
concrete pavenents there are different requirements
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DqI on obtaining smooth-riding roads has haal a pro-
found effect on the riilâbiLlty of roads in ceorgia.
The trends since 1972 are clearly indicated in Fíq-
ure 3, nhich shows the statewide roughness averages
for Èhe period in which the PCA meter was beÍng
used. The preconstruction roughness level has de-
creased substantially sínce 1972, and the srnoothness
leve1s of neyr construction and overlays have also
inproved gteadily over the years.

The smoothñess requirements forced contractors
and field personnel to pay attentlon to smoothness
in paving operations. Better scheduling of trucks¡
for instance, leads to fewer starts and stops ând
fer¿er joints¡ r¿hich cause ride disco¡nfort. The
emphasis on obtaining s¡nooth-riiling roads is further
aideal by giving the project engineer roughness re-
sults during construction on the leveling, lnterne-
diate, and final surface layers. These early results
allow for correction during Èhe construction process
and result in fener surprises when the finaL surface
is tested for ridability acceptance.

The recently adopted ltays neter systen gives a
graphical representatÍon of the roughness input to
the meter and can be usedl by the engineer to deter-
¡níne where leveling is requireit. fn addition, when
corrections are to be naile to the final surface
course, ít allows the engineer to pínpoint the loca-
tÍons that need corrective rsork. An in-alepth analy-
sis can be conducted by the engineer or the con-
tractor fro¡n the l¡lays neter graph by plotting the
roughness level for each 0.05 mile or any other
convenient length versus distance as shown in Figure
4. The graph shows that the roughesÈ section is
Iocated between nileposts 6.6 and 6.9. The roughness
represented in Figure 4 could be caused by poor
construction joínts or other problens. This should
be verified in the field. Corrective actions could
include resurfacing anal other nethods.

Figure 3, Historical trends of rouglrness levels in Georgia.
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The snoothness levels obtained on constructíon
projects are conpiled on. a quarterly basis for al1
completeil projects. This report contains rankings
for overall snoothness by highway districts and by
contractors. The report is ¿listributed throughout
the ceorgia DOT an¿l to each contractor Liste¿l ln the
report. This fosters a competitive spirit anong the
highway districts and anong indiviilual contractors.
The report contains data that compare the roughness
values obtaineil statewide with the specified values,
and the roughness obtained for each of the various
asphaltic concrete surface ¡nixes is compared.

CONCI,USIONS AND RECOM!¡IENDÀTIONS

Based on the Georgia DOT experience, the following
conclusions have been drawn.

1. The response-type road rneter is a rapid,
inexpensive instrunent that can be used to nonitor
the riilability of road construction projects.

2. Calibration is a problem and freguent cali-
bration checks are necessary when the roughness
rneter . is used for acceptance or rejection of con-
struction projects.

3. Shock absorbers are the most corunon reason
for roughness neters being out of calibration.

4. Specifications for surface tolerance nust be
realistic, and the lirniting values should be estâb-
lished based on results obtained on projects that
hâve acceptâble ride quality.

5. The inclusion of the pCÀ neter andl the ¡¡tays
neter in the specificatlons has inproved the overall
ride guality of ceorgia roads.

It is reconnended that

1. Reseârch continue on irnproving calibration
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Figure 4. D¡str¡but¡on of roughness plotted from Mâys Meter graph.

ilevíces, especially on developing lovt-cost devices
for ¡neasuring pavenent profilest

2. High-quality shock absorbers designed for
roughness testlng be ¡naile available; and

3. Àny agency that wants to adopt ridability
values established by other agencies do so only
after correlations have been obtaineil between the
roughness meters of the two agencies.

M.J. FLEMING, J.C. WAMBOLD, AND G.F. HAYHOE

A microcomputer-based data acqu¡s¡tion and processing system developed as a

replacêment for the Mays ride meter is described. The system reta¡ns the same

bas¡c operat¡onal character¡st¡cs as the Mays meter but offers iinprovements in
resolution, cost-effectiveness, and ease of use and requires a min¡mum of opera-
tor train¡ng. System operation ¡s interactive, and the operator is prompted by
an alphanumeric display and backl¡ghting of the data ¡nput keyboard. Highway
eyent data and roâd roughness measurements are stored on magnetic dig¡tal
cassette tape for automatic transfer to a road ¡nventory or pavement manage-
ment system data base.

The vehicle-mounted lrtays ride meter (!4Rr¡!) is witlely
used by highway departments to make records of road
roughness. These records are used to inspect ne\t
construction anil to dêtermine the ¡naintenance needs
of existing roads. A modification of the com¡ercial
t'inM systern was deslgned at the PennsyLvania Trans-
portation Institute by Bhârgava (1). The systen re-
ptaced the graphical output of the comrnercial ldRltl

system with printed nu¡nericaL output from an on-
board computer. rhe systetn uses the photocell-based
transducer uEeal in the comnercial !¡lRl¡l to neasure
roughness input.

REFERENCES

1. T.D. Gillespie, !1.w. Sayers' anil L. Segal.
Calibration of Response-Type Road Roughness
l,teasuring Systems. NCHRP' Rept. 228' Dec. 1980.

2. Georgia Þ1ays l,leter Control Procedures and Opera-
tors Gulde. Georgia Depart¡nent of Transporta-
tion, Atlanta, Oct. 1980.

The development of a systern that uses an incre-
mental digital encoder as the transilucer is de-
scribed in this paper. The systen was developed in
cooperation with the Pennsylvania Departnent of
Transportation (PennDOT) to perforn onboar¿l pro-
cessing of the encoder output and to store the re-
sulting measurements of road roughness on a digital
cassette tape recorder.

COMI,TERCIAL MÀYS RIDE I4ETER

The comnercial ÈtRIq operates in a vehicle traveling
at highway speeds and is powered by the vehiclers
12-v electrical system. There are t$¡o nain compo-
nents of the system: the transnitter. vrhich mea-
sures the motion of the rear axle in relation to the
vehicle body, and the recorder, which records data
from an odorneter' an event button, ând the trans-
nitter.

The transmitter is attached to the body of the
vehícle above the differential. Digital signals
sent to the recorder by the transtnitter indicâte the
novenent of the rear axle in relation to the vehicle
body with a resoluèion of 0.1 in. (0.25 cm). - The
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transtnitter ís linked to the rear axle by a rod con-
nected to Èhe differential that senses the vertical
position of the rear axle.

The recorder sits on the front seat of the vehÍ-
cle and is connected to the transmítter by a níre.
The recorder traces axle displacernent, an odoneter
nark, ãnd an event mark on a strip chart (see Figure
f). The râte of chart advancenent is proportional
to the rate of axle displacement so that rough areas
of the road generate more output than do snooth
areas. Notes can be written on the chart as data
are generated (3).

Figure 1, Mays ride meter output.

PENN STATE AUTOUATIC ROAD !¡tElER

Systerî Description

The Penn State auto¡natic road meter (PSARM) is a

self-contained mícroconputer-based systetn designed
to neasure road roughness. It also records the
type, location' and duration of nany different kinds
of events or landmarks encountere¿l in testing a sPe-
cific section of pavemenÈ. The device is desiqned
to be installed on the dashboard or the front seat
of any car, sÈation rdagon, or truck that has a 12-v
electrical system. Data are stored on a digital
casette tape and can be input directly into a com-
puter-based pavement mânagement syste¡n.

The operator provides ínput through a 32-key
pushbutton panel. Each key is backlit r,rith a
switched incandescent buIb. À 20-character Light-
enitti.ng diode (LED) dísplay is used to communicate
to the operator the stätus of the system, test re-
sults, andl warning conditions if they exist. A 20-
character thermal príntêr provicles hard-copy output
of the test results. Each of the input and output
systems is described in more detail in the follo\ting
paragraphs. A simplifie¿l diagrarn of the system ar-
chitecture is shown in Figure 2.

fnputs

Rear Suspension Travel

A rotary incremental digital encoder'is mounted on
the vehicle to neasure the relative motion bet\deen
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the rear axle and the frame of the vehicle. Às the
relative distance changes, the encoder generates a
stream of pulses. Counting the nunber of pulses
generated while the vehicle travels a specified dis-
tance gives a direct measufe of the total relative
axle-body displacernent over the count period.

Distance Traverse¿l

Seven s!¡mnetrically spaced nagnets are ¡nounted on
the rin of the left front tire. À proxi¡nity sensor
generates pulses that are input to a Nurnetrics 1072
distance meter, which provides a digital readout of
the total distance traveled frorn the beginning of a
test on a gíven section of roadway. Calibratêd
pulses Ieach 0.0001 mile (0.00016 kn)] are routedl
fron the ¿listance meter to the conputer to be used
for counting and internal tining.

Pushbutton Inputs

Thirty-two labeled pushbuttons are located on the
front panel. These are divided into two 4 x 4
sets. The fírst set is used to control the test
systern ancl includes such functions as powèr on-off,
Èest begin, test end, test abort, and read in tape.
The second set is used for data entry, and the keys
are numbered 0 to 9 and lettered À to F. They are
prinarily used to record events as they occur but
also to input nunerical data.

Tape Drive

À !,lenodyne 333C digital tape dríve is used to read
in a prerecorded tape that contains information
about the sites to be tested. When an eiqht-aligit
síte code is entered on the keyboard at the begln-
ning of each test, the conputer searches through the
input data an¿l finds the correct header associated
\dith that particular stretch of hÍghway. Testing
can then proceed. If an input Èape has not been
entered, the header search can be bypassed and only
the site cocle is stored.

AIl Èape operations are progratnrned in software.
Rewinil, fast forward, recording, and playback modes
are included automatically when reguired. The oper-
ator need only inser! the tape and engage and disen-
gage the hea¿ls when pronpted by the LED display.

Outputs

LED Display

A 2o-character LED display is used to communicate
with the operator. It asks for infornation ancl
echoes back data entries. The display warns of bad
user inputs and notifies the operator when certain
systen rnalfunctions occur. It indicates testing
progress anil shows that information is being prop-
erly read fron and stored onto tape.

Pr inter

A 2o-character thernal tape printer nounted on the
control panel gives a hard-copy sunmary of the re-
sults of each test. Site location and testing con-
ditions are printed, and a chronological list of
recorded events (typê, location, and duration) also
appears. The printer nay be deselectedi the oper-
ator tnay choose at any time if paper output is to be
generated.

Lights Under Pushbuttons

At any given instant, the driver may validly push
only a few of the 32 possible buttonsr and Èhe sys-
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Figure 2. Simpl¡f¡ed diagram of PSARM system architecture.

tem will illuminate only those selections that are
correct responses to its pro¡npts. When the light is
off, the dead-font pushbutton appears as an indis-
tinguishable, unlabeled, textured gray matte. When
1it, the color-coded keys dísptay a black, engraveil
legend.

Warning Buzzer

À sna1l panel-nounted buzzer has been included to
attract the driverrs attention. A new input nay be
required, or an important message may be displayed
on the reâdout. Invalid keyboard entries are dis-
couraged by an annoying 2-sec beep. Continuous aud-
itory feedback reminds the driver to close out the
recording of an event.

Tape Drive

Accumulated ¿lata are durnped to tape at the end of
each site testing operation. The software auto-
natically rewinds the tape, advances off the leacler
and onto oxiile, and records the dígital information
at the same time that it appears on the ilisplay.
The tape is advanced 3 in. (7.6 cm) between tests.

System Architecture and Hardware

Figure 3 shows the irnportant elements of the systen

Figure 3. PSARM system hardware.

Topa ùiY.

architecture. The PSARIi is based on a Rockwell
ÀIIt{-65 nicroconputer. The AIM has been ¡nodified and
expanded to neet test system requirenents. The lrlí-
croflex expansÍon syste¡n has been used to ad¿l extra
nemory for the temporary storåge of tape input and
test results. Input-output capabilities have been
expanded to acco¡nmodate the interfacing of the data
acquisition peripherals and the tape drive.

The AIÈt-65 as delivered consists of tl{o nodules
(a rnaster nodule and a keyboaril noflule) intercon-
nected by a plug-in ribbon cable. On the master
¡nodule are mounted a 2o-character LED clisplay and a
2o-character thernal tape printer. À conprehensive
systen monitor is store¿l in onboard reail-on1y nenory
(ROM) to drive the various peripherals.

The standard keyboard ¡nodule on the AIM-65 is a
sinple switch array that is scanned by an R6532 RIOT
chip. l4achine-code subroutines in the ¡nonitor are
used to read inputs. Because the ASCII keyboard is
inpractícal to use in the test system, it has been
replaced by a custon switch array especially de-
signed for use by the PSARM. The 32 test system
pushbuttons that serve as inputs replace elements in
the array supplied by Rockwell (see Figure 4). The
new switch array is connected to the master rnodule
by the sarne 16-pin dual in-line package plug used by
the standard keyboard moilule. The input routinea in
the nonitor are not altered by this change.

The display and printer are attache¿l to the
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F¡gure 4. PSARM control panel.

master ¡nodule at the factory. They have been relo-
cated in the psÄRu systern so that they can be
mounted on the front panel of the test system con-
trol nodule. short, flat cable jurnpers are used to
transnit information to the new rnounting positions.

Program Storage

The operating system is ¡¡ritten in 6502-based as-
senbly language and is stored ln ROIq on the AIIrt-65
board. This ROU chip replaces the optional as-
se¡nbler and uses a vectored starting location at
DOOH. Progra¡n size is slightly less than 4r000 bytes.

System Operation

When the power is turned on, the system is initial-
ized and comes up in the ÀI!,f-65 monitor. Depresslon
of the RESET key starts execution at the beginning
of the control program. An inflnite loop ensures
that the only possible exit frorn the testing soft-
ware Ls a co¡nplete power-down of the systern.

Before testing can begin four activities must
take place:

I. The user must enter identification infor¡na-
tion, such as operator nunber, vehicle nunber, and
date.

2. The distance-recording systetn nust. be cali-
brate¿!. The softr{are consists prirnarily of a set of
instructions to be used with the Numetrl.cs lOZ2 dis-
tânce neter.

3. The axial dlsplacement system must be cali-
brated. This involves testing over a known sur-
face. The results are then conpared with known val-
ues to arrive at a calibration constant that will
yield outputs in engineering units.

4. The input tape, which contains infortnation
about the sites to be tested that day, is read in.

The systen Ls now fully prepared for operation.
ft traits in a stand-by mode for testing to begin.

When the TEST BEGIN key is depressed, the com-
puter asks for infornaÈíon about the next site Èo be
tested. Data for the site code, section nunbers,
starting nllepost, spee¿!, direction ot' travel, and
testing lane are entered from Èhê keyboard. The de-
presslon of the START key sígnals the beginning of
the test. The only requirement of the driver is
that he nainÈain a testing speed close to the previ-
ougly entered value.

The user may choose at any time to log in an
event or landnark as it occurs durÍng testing. The
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type of event is selected by depressing one of the
precoded event keys on the hexadecimal kelpad. The
exact location of the beginning of the event is re-
corde¿l by pushing the START-STOP key. A second de-
pression stores the ending point. A1I distances are
referenced fro¡n the beginning of the test.

When different types of roads are to be tested,
it is possible that unique sets of events wlll be
encountered. Depending on the type of road, the
driver may choose any I of 6 sets of 16 events for
any given test. The correspondence of events to in-put keys is cornpletely arbitrary ¡¡íthin a given set
and ís precoiled by a clear plastic overlay similar
to the ones used for progranning scientific calcu-
lators. Before a test the dríver enters the overlay
code (Iabeled A-F) for the set of evenÈs to be used.

For all of.the overLay codeÊ, event key F is used
to ídentify a discontinuity in the numbering of mile
markers. The first rnite rnarker of thê renunbered
seguence is enÈered from the keypad, anal its exact
distance from the beginning of the test is stored.

The end of the test is signaled by the TEST END
key. The computer a¿lvances the tape and rêcords the
roughness data and åny information about events that
have been togged. Àfter the tast test of the day,
the digital data tape is renoveil fro¡n the recorder
anal the systen is turned off.

Data Acquisition svstem

Road roughness infornaÈion is continuously collected
and reduced as long as the systen is turned on. The
control systern iletermlnes when (ancl for hoe¡ long)
the data will be perrnanently saved to be recordedl
later on tape. AlI of the peripherals associate¿l
níth data acquisition are slaved to the central pro-
cessing unit (CpU). A sÍngle interrupt is generated
to the CPU when any of these devices need to be ser-
viced. When an interrupt occurs, the program con-
trol im¡nediaÈely transfers from the control systern
to a handler routine thât iletermines the nâture of
the disturbance. The highest-priority interrupt inthe data acquisition process is the 0.000l-mlIe
pulse from the distance rneter. lvhen this interrupt
has been acknowledged by the handler routine, con-
trol passes to a subroutine that reads the encoder
pulse counter, adds the count value to a tenporary
accunulator, resets the counter, lncrenents a dis-
tance pulse accumulator, and checks v¡hether data for
0.05 ¡nile (0.08 k¡n) have been recordeal. On overfLoe,
of the 0.05-mile accumulator, the value in the en-
coder pulse accunulator is transferred to data mem-
ory, the accunulator is set to zero, and the dis-
tance traveled from the start of the têst count is
updated. Otherwise, control is passed back to the
nain program to await the next ¿tistance pulse inter-
rupt or a key closure signifying that an event has
occurred.

When an event has been acknowledged, the event
code is stored. The value of the total-distance-
traveled counter is store¿l in tenporary mernory on
the first and second closures of the START-STOP
switches. À11 relevant event information is then
fornatted and stored in ilata rnenory with an event-
identifying header.

Preliminary Test Results

The systetn has been tested by pennDOT on selected
sites that have a wide range of road roughness. The
eguiprnent was rnounted ln a pennDOT roaal-meter vehi-
cle. and the encoder was drlven dlrectly from the
shaft of å rotary trtays transducer already installed
in the vehicle so that direct comparison with the
Mays meter chart output was possible.

Linear regression of.the PSÀRM results versus the
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Mays neter results gave a correlation coefficienÈ of
0.99. Both systetns therefore have almost identical
characteristics over a wide range of operating con-
ditions except that the PSAR!! shows better resolu-
tion and autonatícalIy reiluces an¿l stores the data.
In the test configuration' the resolution of the
axle displacement neasurenent was approximately 100
tirnes bettêr with the PSARM systern than with the
Mays neter.

CONCLUSIONS

A microprocessor-basecl data acquisition systetn is
the basis of the PSAR!,i, which has been developed as
a replacement for the !{ays ride meter currently used
by nany state highway departments. The systen of-
fers substantial inprovements in resolution, cost-
effectiveness, and ease of use anld requires a ninl-
mum of operator training. It provides a1l of the
functions currently found on the Mays neter and adds
several inportant features:

l. Strip-chart outputr which is expensive Èo re-
duce, has been eli¡ninated in favor of realuced data
storage on digital cassette tape. Information can
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now be fed directly into a road inventory data
base. sumrnary data are provided in hard copy as the
test proceeds.

2. The event identification and recording pro-
ceilure has been streanlined, and more infornation is
obtained. The type, locationr anil duration of any
event are stored directly onto tape with a minimun
of user input.
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Mechanistic Model for Predicting Seasonal Variations in
Skid Resistance

KAZUO SAITO AND J. J. HENRY

Some of the f¡ndings of a 3-year research program to develop a basic mecha-

nistic model for pred¡cting seasonal and short-term variations ¡n sk¡d resis-

tance as a function of environmental and traffic conditions are described,
The model treats seasonal and short-term vât¡at¡ons separately. Data from 21

test surfaces in State College, Pennsylvania, and 10 surfaces ¡n Tennessee and

North Carolina were analyzed. For the seasonal trend, an exponent¡al curve

was fitted to the skid number data for the asphalt pavements whereas a

linear relationsh¡p best f¡t the data for portland cement concrete surfac€s.

The coefficients of the resulting seasonal variat¡on curves were related to
pavement and traffic parameters to provide predictors for long-term effects,
Significant predictors were found to be Br¡tish pendulum number (BPN)

and average daily traffic. Other predictors for pavement pol¡shing are sug-

gested in place of BPN to predict the rate of decrease ¡n skid resistance over
an annual cycle, After the data for seasonal variat¡ons were adjusted, the re-

main¡ng short-term variations were regressed aga¡nst ra¡nfall. temperature,
and macrotexture parameters. The short-term variat¡ons can be pred¡cted
by dry spell factor and pavement temperature, but the ¡ntroduction of the
measured percentage normalized grad¡ent was found to improve the re-
gressions. Although good agreement was observed for the test data from
the two locat¡ons, ¡t ìs suggested that s¡m¡lar ¡nvest¡gat¡ons be conducted
in other geograph¡c areas.

It is generally recognized that the skid resistance
of pavement surfaces changes with time. Two decades
agor Giles and Sabey (!) reporte¿l that investiga-
tions on so¡ne British pavenents revealed the exis-
tence of significant differences betr¡een surnrner and
winter ski¿l resistance. They also presented data
that shorded a strong relationship bett{een seasonal
variatíon in skid resistance anil personal-injury ac-
cidents.

Skid-resistance neasuretnents nade on public high-
ways in Pennsylvania and other states in accorilance
with À51]Il1 8274 (2) exhibit seasonal and short-terrn
variations (!.-Þ). Seasonal cycles have been ob-
serveil in the nõrthern statesr where skid resistance
ten¿ls to be higher in winter tttrough spring than in
sunmer through fall. Superímposed on these annual
cycles are short-tern variatíons that apPear to re-
sult fron rainfatl and other local weather condi-
tions. These variations ¡nake it dífficult to estab-
1ísh a rational maintenance progran in which skid
resistance is one of the important factors.

During the past tvro deca¿lesr several transporta-
tion departments and other agencies in the United
States have conducteil extensive skid-resistance sur-
veys. but until the past few years little attention
was paicl to seasonal variations in these measure-
ments. Until recently, the tnost cornprehensively
docurnented studies invotving both seasonal and
short-term skiil-resistance variations were the ones
undertaken by the Pennsylvania DepârÈment of Trâns-
portation (4rå). The skícl-resistance tneasuretnents
made in the firsÈ of these studies shoned thaÈ, hthen
the pavenent surfaces had stabilizeil after being ex-
posed to weather and traffic for 1 or 2 years, they
exhibited cyclic skid-resistance variations. sev-
eral other states have reporte¿l tct FIIWA their obser-
vations on seasonal ski¿liresistance variations. Ex-
treme seasonal variations as high as 30 skid nunbers
have been observed as well as nore typical varia-
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tions in the range of 5 to 15. These observatíons
were sunmarized in J-977 by RÍce (6). Analyzing
these large changes, which occur rather systemati-
ca1ly, Hegmon (71 concluded that there are real
changes in skid resistance that are related to
changing conclitions.

Observed seasonal and short-term variations in
skid resistânce make it difficult for a state trans-
portation agency to deternine the nini¡num skid-
resistance value for a given road surface. It is
obviously impossible for the states to conduct their
entire inventory program in the short period in
which pavenent ski¿l resistance is expected to be at
its lordest value. sone states conduct ski¿l tests
during nost of the yeãr, except for periods of
freezing weather. Ir¡here the testing season is
shortr it ¡nay require several years to conduct a
conplete inventory of a state highway system. Thus,
there is a need to establish analytic procedures
that provide corrections to measured skid resistance
for seasonal and short-term variations in test con-
d itions.

The observed skid-resistãnce variations reported
by various agencies are helpful in provicling guali-
tative infor¡nation on the trends and magnitude of
seasonal and short-term variations in skid resis-
tance. However, the measurernents have not been
taken frequently enough to provide the information
needed to develop a nodel that coul¿l be used to pre-
dict the lov¡est skid number expected during the year
on a given pavement.

FHIIA recognized the need for analytic ¡neans of
interpreting skid-resistance data subjected to sea-
sonal and short-tern variations. In 1978 FIIWÀ íni-
tiated a 3-year research program with the Pennsyl-
vania Transportation fnstitute of Pennsylvania State
University to collect frequent skíd-resistance nea-
surements of pavements Ín various geographic areas
of the United States and to develop predictor models
for describing seasonal variation in skid resistance.

rn this paper, the findings of a portion of this
research progratn are described--i.e., the develop-
¡nent of a basic nechanistic model for predicting
seasonal ând short-tern varíations in skid resis-
tance as a function of environmental and traffic
conditions. The model is based on 21 pavements in
Pennsylvania and 10 pavements in Tennessee and North
Caro1ina. conplete results of the project are re-
porte¿l elsewhere (8).

DATA BASE

The data base consisted of skid-resÍstance measure-
nents taken at various speeds, pavenent-related
data, and vJeather data recorded at vreather stations
located near the test sites.

Test Sites

Skid testing was performed on 21 test pavenents in
Pennsylvania between January and Dece¡nber 1980. The
2l sites represented a variety of aggregates and nix
designs and included 16 asphalt pavements and 5
portland cenent concrete (PCC) pavements, which were
subjected to a wide range of average daily traffic
(ADT). During the same period, data were collected
for 10 sites in Tennessee and North Carolina. The
pavement and traffic parameters for each site are
given in Table l. The const.ruction materials anil
locations of the test sites have been ful1y de-
scribed by Henry and Dahir (9).

skid-Resistance Tests

For the Pennsylvania sítesi the daily skid-resis-
tance tests vrere made in the transient slip mode
(10). Thêse tests provided SN64 ¿lata according to
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ASTI{ E274 ând also brake sLip nu¡nbers at 16,
48 knrzh lIO,20, and 30 mph), which can be usc-
approxirnate SN15r SN32r änd SN4g (lq). For
the Tennessee and North Carolina sites, Iocked-whee1
skid-resistance neasurernents were conducted primar-
ily at 64 km,/h (40 mph), although sone tests r.rere
made at 48 and 80 krn/h (30 and 50 mph). Air, tire,
and pavement temperatures vrere recorded at the ti¡ne
of each test.

Texture lrleasurements

!4onthly texture írìeasurements madle at each site in-
cluded British pendulurn nu¡nber (BPN) according to
ASTI!! E303 Q) and Íìean texture depth (MTD) according
to the sand-patch nethod described by the American
Concrete Paving Association (1!).

Weather-Related Data

The weather data available in the daily data base
for Pennsylvania sites were obtained fron weather
records provideil by the Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity r,reather station at University park. For North
Carolina and Tennessee sites, inforrnation was ob-
tained from weather statíons at Ashville, North Car-
olina, and Knoxville, Tennessee.

Pavernent Pôlishing Data

During July J-980 the penn State reciprocatíng pave-
ment poLisher (12) h¡as use¿l in a series of tests
carried out on the pennsylvania sites. The device
uses a loaded rubber pad (1OO by 150 nn) through
which a slurry containing abrasive is introduced.
Each pavenent was sutrjected to 2,000 cycles of po1-
ishing with a 0.05-mn silica abrasive; neasurements
were taken initially (BpN6) r after 500 cycles
(BPNsOO), and after 2,000 cycles (8pN2000). The
polishing was performed on unpolished porti.ons of
the pavenent (out of wheel tracks). The results are
given in Table 2. In nany cases the BpN values were
higher after 500 cycl-es of potfshing than initially;
this is thought to be a resuLt of the renoval of the
surface glaze.

DEVEIOPMENT OF MECHANISTIC I4ODEL

In the course of evaluating the data co1IecÈed in
the research program, sone cyclic patterns were ob-
served. Measurements showed that the seasonal vari-
ations from spring to fall were similar for all of
the bituminous pavements: the skiil number was Ìow
in the fa1l and was brought to approximately its
original level as skid resistance was rejuvenated
over the winter season (see Figure 1). Superirnposed
on thÍs seasonal cycle rrere shÕr!-term variations
that resulted in 1ow skid numbers after a dry period
and high (rejuvenated) skid nu¡nbers after a rainy
period (seê Figure 2) (3,_13,t4). These trends indi-
cated that it niqht be possible to develop an equa-
tion or a model to predict the low skid nunbers that
occur in the falI fron a skid-resistance rneasurenent
taken at any tine during the year.

Based on these observations, a rnechanistic nodel
that treats seasonal and short-ter¡n variations sepa-
rately has been developed (I5-IZ). In this ¡nodel it
is hypothesize¿l that seasonal variation is due to a
reductíon in the nicrotexture and the nacrotexture
as a result of polishing and grear of the aggregate.
Polishing causes a reduction of microtexture, and
wear results in a reductíon of macrotexture. The
short-terrn effects are attributed to contaminants
that accunulate on the pavetnent (lq) and, in sone
cases, to chemicaL reactions such as those that
might occur betvreen 1i¡nestone aggregate ancl acíd
rain. The short-terrn effects, therefore, have been
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Table 1. Pavement and trãff¡c parameters.

3I

State Site
Type of Yer of
Pavement Construction Coa¡se Fine

Type of Aggregate
Percentage
No¡malized B¡itish
Gradient Pendulum
(h/km) No.â

Mean
Texture ADT
Deptha (no. of
(mm) vehicles)

Pennsylvania DG
PCC
PCC
DG
DG
DG
PCC
DG
DG
OG
PCC
OG
DG
DG
PCC
DG
DG
OG
OG
DG
DG
DG
DG
PCC
DG
DG
BST
DG
PCC
BST
DG

Tennessee
and North
Ca¡olina

I
2
3

4
8
9

l0
l1
t2
t3
14
l5
l6
17
l8
l9
20
2t
22

25
I
2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
ll

1970
1 9ó0
t973
1972
t9'12
1972
1973
1963
t970
t969
1967
t969
1966
1961
t973
I 968
1 968
1969
t969
1963
1963
t976
1968
196'1
\916
t962
1967
1910
197 1

1972
NA

0.83
0.32
0.71
0.84
0.61
0.69
0.77
0.79
0.63
0.53
0.83
0.53
0.88
0.67
0.66
0.81
0.82
0.68
0.5 8
0.83
0.68
0.49
0.41
0.81
0.44
0.43
0.3 8
0.50
0.60
0.4t
0.70

5 8.5
53.0
70.0
62.5
55.0
69.s
72.4
56.0
60.0
90.5
62,Q
86.5
50.0
53.5
77.0
54.0
65.0
64.0
84.5
54.0
8l.0

86.3
56.8
68,2
54.0
57.2
71.0
58.2
7 5.2
t2.o

Limestone NA
Limestone Natural sand
Limestone Natural sand
Limestone NA
Umestone Silica sand
Limestone Silica sand
Limestone Silica sand
Limestone NA
Limestone NA
Umestone NA
Limestone NA
Limestone NA
Limestone Límestone
Umestone Limestone
Limestone NA
Limestone Silica sand
Limestone Silica sand
Limestone Silica sand
Gravel Silica sand
Limestone NA
Gravel NA
G¡avel Natural sand
Gravel Natural sand
Límestone Natural sand
Gravel Natural sand
Limestone Natural sand
Limestone Natural sand
Granite Granite
Gravestone Gravestone
Gravestone NA
Slag NA

0.368 6,630
0.394 7,700
0.330 3,640
0.330 3,640
0.864 1,820
0.645 1,7tO
0.292 | ,7 t0
0.432 4,490
0.648 4,490
0.978 7,920
0.368 8,770
1.194 7 ,9200.394 6,500
0.745 800
0.470 1,200
0.508 7,000
0.508 7,000
1.029 2,500
t.384 2,500
0.432 4,490
0.521 7,920
0.945 2,377
1.600 2,107
0.785 tl,347
1 .1 86 4,610
1.389 1,773
1.344 640
0.856 3,973
L524 6,475
|.636 2,310
1 .034 4,354

Note: DG = dense graded, OG = opeû g¡aded, and BST = bituminous surface treatmeÍt.
aAverage value of tests made in Ap¡il and Mây.

Site

Table 2. Results of polishing tests w¡th Penn State reciprocating
pavement polisher for Pennsylvania sites: 1980.

BPN5oo - BPN2ooo

Figure 1. Five-year h¡story of sk¡d.res¡stânc€ variations with t¡me for
Pennsylvania site 16 (dense{raded asphalt},

'+9 
75r 9r4 tO97 t279 t46'Z

TIME (DAYS}

where

S\ = "Xi¿ number at velocity V (km,/h);
SNO = s¡i6 number/speed intercept, which corre-

lates well wíth tnicrotexturei and
PNc = percentage normalized gradient (h,/km).

PNG, defined as - (100,/SN) . td(SN)/dVl, correlates
erell ÌrÍth nacrotexture.

For skid resistance at 64 km,/h (40 mph),

SN6a = SNeexp(-0.64PNG) A)

The terrn SNg (mícrotexture) has both sêasonaland short-terrn components (SNOL and SN¡¡) r where
Sn6¡ is the residuals after curve-fltti;g a sea-

After After
Initial 500 Cycles 2000 Cycles
(BPN0) (BPN5oo) (BPN266e)

BPNs oo

(7.)

1s960
2 68 75
37479
458ó8
76870
8 56 5l
9 71 66

l0 70 72
1l 67 68
12 87 82
13 89 85
t4 73 68
15 87 85
16 70 62
l7a
l8 74 73
19 65 62
20 65. 62
21 6'7 74
22 81 76
24 50 59
25 79 '.77

59
64
70
64
7l
50
69
75
66
73
87
66
8l
56

I .67
16.00
u.39
5.88

-1.43
|.96

-4.55
4.t7
2.94

10.98
-2.35
4.17
4.7 \
9.68

-l .61
8.22

-1 .61
8.11

-z.oJ
5.08
7.'19

67
OJ

63
68
78
56
7l

aSite 
has been resurfaced.

¡nodeled as causing short-term nodifications to
nicrotexture.

The model uses the penn State rnodel Ê9),
vrhich .SNo is related to nicrotexture an¿l pNG
related to macrotexture3

SNy = SN¡ exp [-(PNG/100)V]

the

1n
is

(r)
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Figure 2, Skid number (SN6a) and ra¡nfall data for Pennsylvania sites: 1977 test season.

Unilirrsily orivo
Po. Rûrls 45
Po. Rout€ 26-Sqrth
US. Routo 322-B€lwn ths Wh€€l Trocks

sonal trend SNOL. Thus, the value of
tine can be expressed as

SNo=SN0L+SN0R

The values of SN¡ deduced fro¡n data collected
throughout the year typically exhibit seasonal varia-
tlons, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows
the results for clense-gradedl asphalt cernent sur-
faces. The seasonal trend for this case can be con-
sidered to be exponential ín nature, whereas the
trend in the data for PCC surfaces (Figure 4) is
I lnear .

For asphalt surfaces, the seasonal coÍrponent is
rre1l-described by an exponential relationship at any
time t when a measurernent is made:
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20
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o
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¡o"*6", - 
1

SN6 at any Figure 3. SNg versus t¡me for dense-graded Pennsylvania s¡te 8: 1980.

(3)

dz
ú,

o
6

SNs¡ = SN¡p + ASNoexp(-t/r)

For PCC surfaces, however,
better fits the observations:

SN6¡ = SNs¡ + (ASN6/r) (z -t)

where

(4)

a linear relationship

(s)

SNOp = level of SNg after the pavement ís fully
polished (SN6¡ is independent of both sea-
sonal and short-term vâriations) t

^SNO 
= polish susceptibÍlity of the aggregate (an

aggregate property) t and
a = polishinq rate of the aggregate, a combina-

tion of aggregate property and ADT.

Àt âny tine t wben a neasurenent of SN64 is
rnacle, Eguations 2 through 4 combíne for asphalt
pavement surfaces to yield

SN6a = [SN6p + SN.F +^SNoexp(¡/r)] exp(-0.64PNG) (6)

The level of skid resistance at the end of the sea-
son (SN54g) cån be nritten as follons (note that
the mean of the residuals SNoR is zero):

Figure 4, Si¡o yersus t¡me for PCC Pennsylvania site 2: 1980.

d2ø

TIME (OAYS)

TIME (DAYS}SNe¿p = SN¡pexp(-{.64PNG) (7)

ozø
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Substituting Eguation 7 into Equation 6 to elini_
l3tl sNOf and rearranging produces a relatíonshipthat can be used to predict the leveÌ of ski¿l resis_tance at the end of the year (SN54¡) from a nea_
surenent taken at any other tine d-uîing the season
(sN64):

SNe+n=SN64- ISN¡R+ASN.exp(-tlr)]exp(-4.64pNG) (S)

For PCC surfaces,

SNocr = SN64 - ISNoR + (ÂSN¡/r) (r - t)] exp(_o.64pNG) (9)

The short-term conponent SNoR in Eguation 3 can bedescribed by variables retaõea to weather anal tex_ture in the form of the foLlowing linear moilel:

SN¡¡ =a9 + at xl + a2 x2 t ...+ an xn (10)

wlere 1i is a coefficient determined by multipleregression and xi denotes variables related to
r.reather and texture.

FITTING OF SEASONÀL RELATIONSHIP

The reduction in the skid resistance of asphalt
pavements that occurs over the testing season ap_pears to be exponential. Sirnple regression tech_
nigues cannot be used to fít an exponential rela-
tionship to the seguence of all data points in the
forrn of Equation 4. There are three variables for
which values are to be found: SNOF (the magnitude
of SNo at t . -) r 

^SN0 
(the difference be-

tween the intercept at t = 0 and SN6¡), and T(time constant for the exponential decreaåå¡.
To overcone this problem and to fit the data sys_

tematically, for each site data ¡¡ere first averaged
for each month, and these average vâlues of SN'
were assigned at the middle of each month. ttextl
the seasonal variations of rnonthly averages of SNn
r,rere fít according to the shÍfted model instead oi
Equation 4 because the highest recorded values of
9l{O .t each -site were observed at the beginning ofthe season, in nid-trtarch (t = 74 days):

SNs¡ = SN6¡ + ASN0 exp [{r _ 74)/r] (11)

Figure 5 shor¡s the basic concept of this model¡
and trigures 6 and 7 shon the procedure used to ob_
tain the best fit of the nonthly averaged data toEquation 11. The value t is treated as an inde_
pendent variable, and the ¿lata are regresseil for afixed value of t. To fit the data, t is varied

Figure 5. Bas¡c concept of mechanistic model.
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and the data are regressed to provÍde values ofSNof and AsNo for each value of r. When
there is sufficient traffic and the pavement has
enough polish susceptibility to reduce the value of
SN0F to its terminal value (Figure 6), the regres_sion that provides the highest correlation is se_
lected_ (see Figure 8). When the terminal value ofSN¡¡, is not reached within the season (r.igure Zj,a maximum correlatíon coefficient does noi occur fÕr
t less than 290 days. In this case the criterionis to setect a data set that corresponds to an in_provement of the correlation coefficient (Rr) ofless than 0.001 for a 10-day incre¡nent of t (see
Figure 9). The results for all asphalt concretè
surfaces fron the pennsylvania, Tennessee, and North
Carolina sites a.re surnmarized in Table 3.

For PCC surfaces, the data exhibited a linearly
ilecreasing trend in SNO \rith time over the testing
season. The following linear nodeL was applÍed toyield the average value of SNoF an¿l the rate ofdecrease (^SN0,/1), where 

" 
"i. fixed at 275

days (mid-Decenber):

sNo¡ = SNop + (ASNo/r) (r -t+14)

These results for pennsylvania sites
in Tabte 3.

Figure 6. Annual variation of SNg¡ for site rrutrose
terminal value ¡s reached.

(12)

are also given

r (T¡m-Doys)

Figwe 7. Annual var¡at¡on of SNg ¡ for site whose terminal
value is not reached because of insufficient polishing.

Erui mncn Tr (r.7tLJ
rwinlÍPr?iod l--(r-74)
(?a¡uilrorion
t¡ll ocqr)

ffi

ffi
t (T¡m.- Doy¡l
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Table 3. Parameters of model for seasonal variations in skid
resistance.

PREDICTION OF SEASONAL PARÀIqETERS

Àfter the values of SN6¡r ôSN6r and r v¡ere
obtained from ¡neasured data' nethods of Pre¿licting
then srere trieil. SN3F is a neasure of the micro-
texture of the pavement after renoval of the sea-
sonal and shorÈ-terrn effects. Thus, it seetned
like1y that a microtexture Parameter could be used
to preilict SNg¡.. 'Monthly neasurements of BPN ldere
available for each of the test pavernents. A regres-
sion of SN6¡, versus BPN (the average value of ¡nea-
surenents in April and May) for asphalt pavement
surfaces (see Figure 10) yields the following. For
the Pennsylvania sites
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Figure 8. Procedure for determining best f¡t of data in Figure 6.

Figure 9. Procedure for determ¡ning best fit of data in Figure 7,

t50 200
T(DAYS}

A regression for Pcc surfaces in Pennsylvania yields

ÂSNo =29.51-0.2898PN -0.0001714DT R=0.796 (18)

The results for Pennsylvania sites indicate that
the depolishing of the Pavement that occurs as a re-
sutt of the use of ¡¡inter deicing chemicals is off-
set by the mechanical polishing that occurs with
moderate traffic volu¡nes. At the Tennessee ând
North carolina sites' the effect of the ilePolishing
of the pavernent in winter is less apparent because
the aqgregate is polished further by the mechanical
polishing that occurs wíth larger traffic volunes.

The rnechanical asPects of pavenent rejuvenation
becorne i¡nportant \then the winter use of studded
tires is consÍderedt. Data are available for five of

State
Type of
Surface Site ASN6 SNo¡ R2

Pennsylvania Asphalt

PCC

North Carolina and Asphalt
Tennessee

I
4
8
9

lt
l2
13

l5
16
17
t9
20
2t
22
24
25

2
3

l0
L4
l8
I
2
4
5

6
7
9

lt
3
8

190 22.8
160 26.s
80 28.6
40 28.0

110 t9.4
210 32.5
160 26.6
2t0 3l .0
170 14.8
130 26.4
i40 19.9
90 23.1

150 26 .2
1?0 32.5
190 20.4
210 25.3
275 12.4
275 l 1.5
275 8.2
275 9.6
11< < L

390 2r.2
500 23.5
2s0 28.4
190 7 .8

5 0 t0.2
20 20.9

100 lt .4
2t0 23.9
27s 25.9
27s 3.2

44.2 0.'165
47.9 0.848
43 .t 0.919
64.9 0.672
44.2 0.7 87
46.9 0.795
7 8.4 0.926
77.0 0.939
34.3 0.656
40.0 0.750
44.2 0.844
57.6 0.893
40.4 0.767
66 .7 0.8 66
39.6 0.720
69.4 0.963
40.5 0.544
66.7 0.546
77.8 0.512
60.6 .0.597
73.0 0.323
60.0 0.695
50.3 0.545
53.6 0.746
38.1 0.41 I
39.t 0.672
70.4 0.508
62.7 0.791
47.3 0.803
35 .2 0.514
52.2 0.046

SNoF =-16.32+ 1.068BPN R=0.989

For the Tennessee and North Carolina sites

SNep = -33.73 + 1.281BPN R = 0.983

ÂsNo = 6.69 + 0.3248PN -0.0008524DT R=0.921

For Tennessee and North Caro1ina,

A regressíon for PCC surfaces in Pennsylvania yielcls

SNo =-32.83+ 1.4458PN R=0.938 (ls)

The ASNO paraneter is a neasure of the reju-
venation of skid resistance (Figure 5) that occurs
during the winter ¡nonths as a result of the depol-
ishinq effects of r'rinter conditions €) and is also
a ¡neasure of the polishing susceptibility of the ag-
gregate by traffic. Therefore, BPN and ADT seerned
likety parameters to be used as pre¿lictors. A lin-
ear regression of ôSNO versus BPN and ADT for
asphalt pavenent surfaces (see Fígure 11) yields the
following. For Pennsylvania'

(13)

(14)

(16)

20 30¿to 50r60 70 80 90too [o t20t30t¿tot5o t60r (DAYS)

l*r":

1(DAYS)

200

ASN. =-15.3t +0.3698PN+0.003484DT R=0.944 (17)
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the asphalt pavenents ln Pennsylvanía for a perlod
of three consecutive winters. In the winter of the
second year (1978-1979), the use of studded tires
was prohíbited. The data given in Table 4 show that
ÁSN6 is consistently greater for the trdo winters
during whích studded tires were use¿i. Specifically,
ASNo is greatest for the first winter, during
whieh stu¿lded tires were used by a large number of
rnotorists, and for the third winter, cluring which
studded tires were used by a relatively small number
of motorists because it s¡as uncertain until late
Novenber whether the use of studs would be per-
rnítte¿|. These results appear to support the theory
that a signifícant factor in winter rejuvenation of
the surface texture is the nechanicaL interaction
betvreen tíre and pavenent.

Figure 10. SNOF yersus BPN for asphalt pavement surfaces.

50 60 70 80 90
BPi¡

(Avrogo volu6 ol April ond i¿loyÌ

roo

Figure 11. Prediction of ASNg from BPN and ADT
for asphalt pavement surfaces.
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The time constant t is associated wlth the rate
of decrease ín sklcl resistance over an annuaL cycle
and with the polishlng rate of the aggregate.
Again, BPN and ADT appear to be useful pararneters
for prediction. À llnear regression of the data,
however, yields a poor, though significant, correla-
tion. The resulting relatlonship for asphalt pave-
ment sites in Pennsylvanla is

r = 56.3 + 0.9728PN + 0.007214DT R = 0.731 (1e)

The relationship for sites ln Tennessee and North
Carolina is

r = -370.1 + 9.0088PN - 0.01 12ADT R = 0.570 Q0)

The lntro¿luctlon of polishing parameter BpN2g6g
instead of BPN is found to improve the predlction of
1 sígnificantIy. For pennsylvania sites (see Fig-
ure 12),

r=-22.6+0.009334DT+2.1208PN200o R=0.875 (21)

where BPN2ggg is the rneasure of the polish suscep-
tibifity of the aggregate, the value of BpN after
2¡000 cycles of polishing with 0.05-mm silica abra-
sive and the Penn State reciprocating pavenent pol-
isher.

PREDTCTTON OF SHORT-TERM RESIDUALS

The seasonal variations in skid resistance âre as-
surned to be a function of pavement aggregate proper-
ties and traffic density. The short-tern residuals,
however, are a result of rainfall effects, tenpera-
ture effects, and errors in skid-resistance measure-
ments. The largest source of neasurement errors is
the variation in the lateral placement of the test
tire. Hill and Henry (fl) discussed these three
factors on the basis of 1979 data for 21 test pâve-
nents ín Pennsylvania. À tnultiple regression of
SNoR versus dry spell factor (DSF) and pavement
temperature (Tp) was perforned. The resulting rê-
gresslon equatlon rdas

SN6* = 3.79 - 1.17DSF - 0.l04Te Q2',)

where DSF = ln (tR + I), r{here tR is the nurnber
of days since the last rainfaLl of. 2.5 rnm or nore.
The upper linit is 7 days¡ hence, 0 < tR < 7.
TD is the pavenent te¡nperature at the tine of the
t'est, measured continuously in the wheelpath not be-
ing teste¿l. Thê correlation coefficient (R) of this
regression was 0.35 (17). The resuLt thus does not
yield a good prediction of short-terrn resÍduals.

Figure 12, Predict¡on of r from ADT and BPN2gsg
for asphirlt pavement surfaces: Pennsylvania sites, 1980.

40
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Table 4. Polish suscept¡bility of aggregntê (ÂSNo) for
six Pennsylvania asphalt pavements over three
consecutive w¡nters.

^sNo
t977-t978 1978-1979 I 97 9-l 980

þ
ô
U
Þ(J
õ
U
E

ló
t'7
19
20
2t
22

28.0 14.0
31 .7 24.9
36.3 23.2
27.3 22.4
30.3 21.5
37 .8 l5.3

14.8
26.4
19.9
23.1
26.2
32.s

o tldth Cæl¡m ond Tmnoso Sil6
ô Famsylwnio St6

o Ndth Cdolino 6d lennc!!ð Silü
ô P6în3ylwnio Sitrs

T. -22.6+OOO933 ADT+2.t20 8PN26
R2=O765 (R=0.875)

MEASURED T
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To inprove the modelr the pararneter PNG, e¡hich
can be deduced fron skid-test data by using Equation
1 or predicted fron a ¡nicrotexture neasurement (fÐ,
was introduced. A multiple regression was perforned
for the 1980 data. The results for each site are
su¡¡unarlzedl in TabLe 5. the introaluction of PNG was
found to improve the prediction of SNg¡ signlfi-
cantly.

For asphalt pavement surfaces, the regression
equation for PennsyLvanía (16 sites) is

SNe¡ = -9.971 - 2.654DSF + 0.057Te + 7.81lPNG R= 0522 Q3)

The regression equation for Tennessee and North
Carolina (8 siÈes) is

SN6e = 3.534 -0.669DSF - 0.016Te + 10.022PNG R = 0.539 (24)

For PCC surfaces in Pennsylvania, the regression
equation is

SNs¡ = -11 .464 - 1.049DSF + 0.0005Te + 10.934PNG R = 0.436 (25)

PREDICTION OF ADJUSTED SKID RESISTANCE

Equations 23 and 25 can be used with Equations I and
9 to detertnine Èhe value of SN54¡ after adjustnent
for seasonal and short-tertn effects for the Pennsyl-
vania sites. The models that can be used to predict
the level of Bkld resistance at the end of the yêar
(SN54p) for a ¡neasurement taken at any other time
during the season (SN64) are as follords. For as-
phalt pavement surfaces in PennsyÌvania,

sNo+n = sNuu - { asNoexp l-(t -7$lrl - 9.971 - 2.6s4DSF
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Figure 13. Comparison of measured and ad¡usted SN64 for asphalt
pavement surface: Pennsylvania site 8, 1980.

Figure 14. Comparison of measured and adjusted SN64 for PCC surface:
Pennsylvania site 2, 1980.

The predicted values of SN64F were calculated
for each Pennsylvania site by applying Equations 26
anð 27 on eaeh day a neasurement was ¡nade in 1980.
The mean anil stan¿lard ileviation of the predietions
for each site are conpared in Table 6 with the ob-
served values of SN64r for Èhe site. The nean
predicteil values agree well wíth the observed vaI-
ues: the stanclard deviation of the predicted values
ranges fro¡n I.68 to 3.70 skid nu¡nbers. These values
are less than the variations in SN64 neasurenent
expected to result from neasure¡nent error and other
sources of error (20).

It should be note¿l that the derivation of Equa-
Èions 26 and 27 requires the assurnption that PNG
(tnacrotexture) does not vary between the tirne of the
test and the end of the season. This assunption is
reasonable for pavenents with relatively durable ag-
gregâtes and moderate traffic voluner as in the case
of the Pennsylvania data. The value of PNG does in-
crease as macrotexture tlecreases with aggregate
wear, which is a function of ÀDTr aggregate proper-
ties, and tine.

CONCLUSIONS

The followlng conclusions can be drawn from the
analysis of the mechanisÈic modlel:

1. In the course of evaluating the data col-
lected, it hras observed that large variations in

+ 0.057Te + 7.8 1 lPNGlexp(-0.64PNc)

For PCC surfaces,

SNo¿r = SN6a - [(ASN6/r)(r -t+74) -11.464- l.04DSF

+ 0.0005Te + 10.934PNc1 exp(-0.64PNG)

(26)

(27)

Figures 13 and 14 show the adjusted SN64F vaLues
compared r¡ith the original data for two Pennsylvania
sites. The resuLts for other sites are similar.
Ideally, SN64F shôuId be constânt with time after
all of the seasonal anil short-tern effects are ac-
counted for. The comparatively low correlation co-
efflcients obviously limit the ability of regression
Equations 23 and 25 to smooth the ¿lata for short-
tern varíations.

TaHe 5. Short-term parameters for Pennsylvania sites: 1980.

I}pe of Suface Site At R2a3

Asphalt

PCC

I
4
8
9

1l
12
l3
15
t6
17
t9
20
21
22
24
25

2
3

l0
l4
l8

-l 1.854 -3.587
-27.665 -3.583
-26 .949 -l .1 7l
-24.638 :2.025
-26.006 -2.556
-20.614 :2.658
-20.477 0.086
-18.635 0.725
-16.159 -2.419
-26.934 -5.5 94
-21.138 -2.124
-23.706 -2.251
-37.018 -2.785
43 .41 5 -t .17I
:26.206 -2.7 86
-12.345 -1.27',1
-29.867 -2.216
-30.446 -0.760
-20.154 4.493
-l5.l5l -1.938
-19.t74 -0.1 69

0.039 9.807
0.1i6 t7.348
0.026 24.026
0.151 t4.447
0.084 18.416
0.085 t7 .27 5
0.091 15.033
0.054 15.647
4.042 16.41I
-0.083 38.053
4.042 2t.391
-0.019 22.573
0.069 32.793
0.132 37.t66
0.013 22.295
0.022 I1.832
0_088 20.154
0.124 t9 .876
0.052 t3 .940
0.005 10.821

-o.005 23 .07 I

0.431
0.467
0.665
0.298
o.490
0.538
0.283
0.229
0.498
0.570
0.506
0.6 l3
0.877
0.538
0.5 63
0.1 09
0.510
0.430
0.178
0.1 7l
o.56'1

TIME (OAYS}

TIME (DAYS)

Note: SNoR = al + å2DsF + a3Tp + a4PNG.
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Table 6. Compar¡son of est¡mted and averaged SN64F
values for Pennsylvania sites: 1980.
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Observed Values
of SN6ap

Mean and Standard Deviation
of Prediction From All Observa-
tions

Mean Standard Deviation
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skid-resistance rneasurernents occur systematically
over a long period (frorn one season to another) and
over a short period (day to clay). The measurements
showed that friction levels generally decline fron a
maxi¡nun in early spring to a mininun ín late fall
and then are rejuvenated to apProxinately their ini-
tial leve1 during the vrinter. Superimposed on this
seasonâI cycle are significant short-tern variations
that result in low skid nunbers after a dry perioal
an¿l high (rejuvenated) skid nu¡nbers after rainfall.

2. Based on these observations, an effective and
sinple mechanistic nodel that treats seasonal and
short-terrn variations separately has been devel-
oped. In the rnodel it is hypothesized that seasonal
variations are caused by a reduction in the ¡nicro-
texture and the macrotexture as a result of polish-
ing and wear of the aggregate. A procedure for sys-
tematically perforning this ¡nodel fittíng has also
been establisheil.

3. ft was found that the level of skid resis-
tance at the beginning of spring is a function of
surface microtexture as measured by BPN, average
daily traffic volune, and ¡nechanical effects such as
the roughening of the surface by studded tires in
the winter.

4. The Level of SN0 after renoval of the sea-
sonal and short-term effects (SNoF) can be pre-
dicted by the average BPN obtained in ApriL and May.

5. The rate of decrease in skid resistance at-
tributable to polishing of the aggregate can be ade-
quately predicted by ADT and by the BPN2000 value,
whích can be obtained by using the Penn State recip-
rocating pavement Polisher.

6. The short-tern variations can be pre¿licted by
dry spe1l factor anil pavement temperature, but the
introdluction of PNG is founcl to improve the short-
tern prediction ¡node1 signif icantly.

7. It has been shov¡n that the mechanistic rnoõlel
developed here can be used to predict the leveL of
ski¿l resistance at the en¿l of the season from a nea-
surenent taken at any time cluring the season.

8. Although fairly good agreenent has been found
between the results for the sites in Pennsylvania
and those in lennessee ancl North Carolinar sinilar
investigations should be conducted in other geo-
graphic areas.
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Skid-Resistance Measurements with Blank and

Ribbed Test Tires and Their Relationship to

Pavement Texture

J.J. HENRY AND KAZUO SAITO

A prediction model for the ratio of skid numbers obtained with the r¡bbed
ASTM E501 test t¡re to those obta¡ned w¡th the blank ASTM E524 test t¡re
at any speed has been developed by using data from 22 pavetnent test s¡tes

in Pennsylvania, The pred¡ct¡on ¡s based on the Penn State model for skid-
resistance speed behavior. The model was developed as a function of a macro-
texture parameter defined by sand-patch mean texture depth (MTD). Appli-
cat¡on of this model permits the pred¡ction of the blank-tire sk¡d number at
any speed from a measured ribbed-tire skid number and a macrotexture mea'

surement, A simplif¡ed model for the blank-t¡re skid number at a test speed
of 64 km/hr was also developed. Values calculated from both models show
good agreement with each other as well as with the acfual data. An effort
was also made to relate skid resistance measured w¡th both types of test
t¡res to pavement texture, The results show a strong relat¡onsh¡p between
skid numbers with both test t¡res and pavement macrotexture and m¡crotex-
ture. Therefore, by performing a pavement skid-resistance survey with both
the blank E524 and the r¡bbed E501 test t¡res, the levels of macrotexture
and microtexture can readily be estimated. Seasonal and short-lerm var¡a-
t¡ons ¡n data with the two t¡res were also compared. Short-term vâr¡at¡ons
do not pose as great a problem in the blank-tire data as in the r¡bbed-t¡re
data.

Adequate tire-pavement friction on wet pavement is
inportant for ¡naintaining safe vehicle operation.
The vret-pavement friction of the primary highway
systems of most states is ¡nonitoreil in annual sur-
veys by using the test procedure specified in ASTI'i
test nethôd 8274-79 (Il. This nethod is used to de-
ternine the skict resistance of the wet pavernent with
a ribbed test tíre specified by ASTM E501-76 (I)
under futly specified test conditions. Thê E501
test tire has seven smooÈh, longitudinal ríbs sepa-
rated by six grooves, which provide for drainage of
water fron the tire-pavement interface as the tire
slides over the wet Pavenent during the test. The
specification requires that the tire be cliscarded
when the mini¡num depth of the grooves reaches 4 mm.

Recently, the use of the E501 test tire for eval-
uating wet-pavement safety has been guestioned
(2,3). Pavement grooving is widely accepted as an
effective ¡neans of reducing skidcling accidents on
vret pavement. However, the skid number neasured

with the ribbecl tire is not significantly ímprovecl
by grooving (j!J). In a l¡tichigan study (t) r skid-
resistance neasure¡nents ltere made with both ribbed
and blank tiresr both before and after longitudína1
grooving, at a site that had a high rate of s¡et-
pavement accidents. weÈ-pavement acciilents de-
creased dramatically in the grooved areas, which
showed only a slight increase in skid resistance
when measured with the ribbed tíre but a large in-
crease when measured vtith the blank tire.

FÍqure I shows a conceptualízed profile of a rib-
bed test tire superimposed on a typical pavement
grooving pattern. Because the presence or absence
of the grooves does not affect the skid number, it
is apparent thât sufficient drainage is provided by
the tire grooves. Therefore, if the skid number
measured with the ribbed test tÍre Ìtere a true nea-
sure of safety¡ pavenent grooving could not be jus-
tified. Because of its adequate drainage, the
ribbed test tire is not sensitive to the drainage
capability provided by the pavement macrotexture.
The skid resistance measureil \dith the ribbed Èest
tire on dense-graded (fine-texturêd) pavenent vroulil
not predict the 1ov¡ friction Potential that such a

pave¡nent rnight have for a car with worn tíres if the
pavenent were covered with a thick water filtn U).

Severâl state agencies are investigating the use
of the blank tíre specified by ASTÞ1 8524-76 (1). À

Connecticut study suggesÈed that tests with the
blank tire correlate wetl with frequency of wet-
pave¡nent accidents, especially hydroplaníng acci-
dents, regardless of pavenent type (-9.). A study of
31 test sites in Virginia, including both bituminous
and portland cenent concrete (PCC) pâvenents' corn-
pared the skid numbers measured with both blank and
ribbed tires by grouping the pavements by texture
depth (9). On sorne Pavenents with high nacrotexture
the blank ancl ribbed skiél nu¡nbers were al¡nost iden-
tical, whereas on the pavements ¡¡ith 1ow levels of
macrotexture they differed significantly.

A stu¿ty sponsored by FEWA was initiate¿l åt Penn-
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Figure 1. Geometry of interface of a r¡bbed tire and typical grooyed pavement (0.6$ x 0.6$mm
grooves on 25-mm spacing).

(.65x.65 mm qrooìæson 25mm spocing)

sylvania State University Èo obtain aalditional data
in Pennsylvania and to co¡npare the results with
those of Èhe state projects. The prelirninary re-
sults indicate that the 8501 tire is a poor discrin-
inator of macrotexture. Although the safety of
pavenents can be ãdequately ranked wiÈh a narrow
range of nacrotexture by using the 8501 tire, it is
not possible to correctly conpare, for example,
dense-graded (Dc) and open-graded (Oc) asphalt pâve-
ments or grooved and ungroovecl PCC pavements @.
Based on these results, it has been concluded that
the ribbed E501 test tire provides a good evaluatíon
of microtexture but is not sensitive to macrotex-
ture, \dhich is a significant factor in $¡et-pavenent
safety.

Ideally, a pavenent skid-resistance survey should
be performed with both the ribbed 8501 and the blank
E524 tires. By comparing the skid-resistance values
obtaíned fro¡n both tires, the leve1s of nicrotexture
and macrotexture can be readily estimate¿l and thus
the cause of poor skid resístance and the choíce and
likelihood of success of correctíve neasures can be
assessed.

In this paper a prediction no¿le1 is developed
that can be used to estimate the ski¿l-resistance
level of pavements for a blank tire frorn actual mea-
surènents nade \rith a ríbbed tire and fron the pave-
¡nent nacrotexturê. An attempt is also made to de-
velop the relationship betereen pavernent texture and
skid resistance with both tires.

DÀTA BÀSE

Data are available frotn tests with both blank and
ribbed test tires on the 22 pavernent test sites of
the skid-test progran conducte¿l by Pennsylvania
State University. The pavenents at these sites rep-
resent a variety of aggregates and nix designs and
include both asphalt and PCC. The pavements are
subject to a wide range of average daily traffic.
The skid tests rdere made in the transient slip node
(10), which not only provides SN54 data aceording
to ÀSTl4 E274 but also yields brake slip numbers at
L6. 32, and 48 kn/h, which can be used to approxi-
mate SN15r SN32r and SN¿g for both blank and
ribbed test tires. Texture measurenents made at
each site included British pendulum nu¡nber (BPN) ac-
cordíng to ASl'Itt 8303 (f) and nean texture depth
(l4TD) by the sand-patch test according to the À¡neri-
can Concrete Paving Àssociation method (11).

ROLE OF PÀVEIITENT TEXTURE IN SKID RESISTANCE

When skid testing is perforned with a particular
test tire, pavement surface properties are the main
factors that affect the measurenent. The pavêment
surface characteristics that affect skid resistance
can be dÍvided into tv¡o groups: microtexture and
nacrote)<ture. Microtexture, with a spacê-frequency
content greater than 2,000 cycles/n¡ is a function
of the asperities and surface roughness of individ-
ual aggregate particles. llacrotexture, with a

space-frequency range from 25 to 21000 cycles/n¡ is
a function of aggregate gradation (12). Ir{icrotex-
ture penetrates the water filn to provide dÍrect
contact with the tire; macrotexture provides chan-
nels for water to escape fron the tire-pavenent in-
terface and thus plays an inportant role in the pre-
vention of wet-pavement accidents.

Leu and ¡Ienry ($) have shown that skid number
data decrease exponentially with speed according to
the Penn state ¡no¿leI:

SNy =SNeexp[-(PNG/100)v] (l)

where

S\ = "tia number at velocity V (kn/h);
SNO = 5¡1¿ nurnber/speed intercept; anil
PNG = percentage nornalized gr'adient (h/km), de-

f ined as -(100,/sN) ' td(SN),/dvl .

teu an¿l Henry (13) also founil that, for the
ribbed-tire test data, SNO is highly correlated
with such microtexture pâraneters as height of the
nicrotexture profiles and BPN and that the rate at
yrhich the skid nu¡nber decreases wlth spee¿|, ile-
scribeil by PNG, is correlated with nacrotexturê pa-
raneters such as the height of nacrotexture profiles
and sand-pateh üTD. A significant advantage of this
nodel is that it separates the effects of macrotex-
ture and nícrotexture. Good skiil resistance at
traffic speeds such as 64 kn/h requires high levels
of both tnacrotexture anil ¡nlcrotexture.

MODEL FOR PREDICTION OF SKID NT'TI{BER WITH BLANK TIRE

RelaÈionship Between Skid Nunber and SÞeed
for Blank and Ribbed Tires

The relationshÍp betneen skld nurnber and speed for
blank and ribbed tires can be developed by using the
Penn State no¿lel. given as Equation 1. The nodel
for ribbed-tire ilata can be expressed as

sN$ = sNf exp[-(PNcR/ioo)v]

The nodel for blank-tire data is

sN9 = sNF exp [-(PNGB/1oo)v]

where

sS = "fia number ¡rith the ribbed tire at veloc-
ity V (kn/h),

sS = "Xia nurnber with the blank tire at velocity
V (km,/h),

sS = "ti¿ 
number,/speetl Íntercept for the ribbed

t lre,
s4 = "tiA number/speed intercept for the blank

tire,
PNd = PNc for the ribbed tire, and
Pnd = PNG for the blank tire.

The ratio ot sr$ to sr.r$ is then fortned:

39

Q)

(3)
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sN?/sN$ = (sNf/sNf) exp [(pNcR - pNcB)v/100]

or

SN$ = 5¡qç ao .'o (^PNc/ 1 oo) V

where Cg = sr$ZS$ and ÁPNc = pucF - pNGF.

If 1t is posslble to correlate C0 and ôpNc
niÈh pavement texture, Equation 4 or 5 òan be used
to predict blank-tire skid nu¡nber from neasured
ribbed-tire skid number and pavernent texture at any
speed. It hâs been shown in studies in Illinois
(1,Ð and Nen York (I5) that the difference between
the ribbecl-tire and blank-tire skid nunber ls a
function of macrotexture and that the dlifferences
are larger at lovr rîacrotexture than at high nacro-
texture. Therefore, it is assume¿l that both C¡
rnd ôPNG are the function of macrotexture.

C0 Versus l¡tacrotexture

To test the hl¡pothesis that a nacrotexture parameter
can be used to predict Cgr ân atternpt eras ma¿le to
correlate C6 with !¡lTD for the data obtained in the
fa1l of 1979 (see Table 1). A high degree of corre-
laÈion was found, as shonn in Figure 2. A least-
squares regression analysis yietds

co=0.87(MTD)o'413 R=0.958 (6)

Here and in subseguent equations, IrtTD ls expressed
in ¡¡i11imeters.

ÁPNG Versus llacrotexture

Next, a correlation betr.een ôpNG and ¡lTD rras at-
tempted as a neans of testing the hypothesis that

^PNG 
can be predicted by macrotexture ¿lata. fn

Figure 3, ôPNG is plotted versus MTD for the 20
test sites. The resulting relationship is

APNG=0.0238(MTD)-1.?5 R=0.817 0)

The results sholv that the difference between the
ribbed-tire and blank-tire values for pNc decreases

Table l. Skid*esistance and texture data.
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sharply as nacrotexture increases anil approaches
zero at high nacrotexture.

By conbining Equations 5 through 7, a relationship
arnong skid nurnber with a blank ti¡e (SNÐ), skid
number with a ribbed tire (sNÐ), sand-patch
MTD, anal speed (V) can be obÈained:

sN9=0.87sN$(MTD)o'aI3exp[0.000238V(MTD)-1?5] (8)

Skid nunber values at 32 km,/h (SUl2) and 64
E¡r/tt (sq4 ) , calculated f rom the ïib¡ea-tire
data at the corresponding speed and macrotexture by
using Equation 8, are compared with the neasured
skid numbers in Figures 4 and 5. BotÉ figures show
excellent agreement betneen neasured skid numbers
and predicted ones.

Figure 2, Cs versus MTD: fall 1979.

Êo2
at,

.-oo7z
tit

Co' .87(MTD)o'al!
(R = 0.958)

t.25 t.50

(4)

Prediction of Skld Numbers for Blank Tire from
15ì Ríbbed-Tirelleasurernentsandtlacrotexture

oo

Summer I9794

Cqo

Fall I 979b

Site
Type of
Pavement

MTD
(mm) co(sN8/sN$)

APNG
(h/km) C¿o

MTD
(mm) BPN

I
2
3
4
7
8

9
l0
ll
12
13
t4
15
16
t7
18
l9
20
21

22
74
25

DG
PCC
PCC
DG
PCC
DG
DG
PCC
DG
DG
OG
PCC
OG
OG
DG
PCC
DG
DG
OG
OG
DG
OG

0.529
0.5 54
0.527
0.642
0.5 5l
0.830
0.724
0.430
0.ó30
o.741
0.914
0.5t5
0.996
0.671
0.8 78
o.667
0.536
0.657
0.968
o.969
0.5 34
0.717

0.263 0.451
0.300 0.541
0.263 0.513
0.225 0.589
0.225 0.5 12
0.700 0.801
0.588 0.722
0.225 0.456
0.263 0.537
0.438 0.681
1.025 0.934
0.325 0.495
1.388 0.936
0.250 0.583
0925 0.862
0.463 0_674
0.413 0.562
0.413 0.6 l0
1.138 0.876
1.250 1 .001
0.275 0.508
0.765 0.681

0.250 0.530
0.072 0.557
0.163 0.562
0.078 0.61 1

0.191 0.575
0.072 0.901
0.109 0.766
0.445 0.527
0.172 0.597
0.200 0.769
0.025 0.939
0.272 0.5 83
0.034 0.973
0.166 0.632
0.044 0.842
0. i 00 0.696
0.159 0.603
0.141 0.646
0.044 0.927
0.001 0.985
0.125 0.547
0.097 0.742

0.263 44.0
0.338 58.5
0.325 69.0
0.200 56.5
0.250 69 .0
0.700 4t.0
0_575 47.5
0.2t3 65.5
0.338 51.0
0.375 57.5
t.113 8?.0
0.325 60.5
L263 78.0
0.338 43.0
0.825 52.5
0.400 68.5
0.375 48.5
0.375 s8.0
1.163 51.0
L488 81.0
0.3 13 51 .0
0.575 7 5.5

MEAN TEXTURE DEPTH, MTo (mm)

aAveraged values for July and August. bAveraged values for September aûd October.
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Figure 3. APNG versus MTD: fall 1979.

.25 .50 75 t.OO t.æ t.50

MEAN TEXTURE DEPTH, MTD (mm)

Figure 4. Measured versus predícted SNl2.

simÞlified Èlodel for Testing Spee¿l

The skid test is usually performed at 64 km/h. The
tnodel in Equation I can be used to predlct the skid
nunber with the blank tire at the test speed of 64
kn/h, as shorún in Figure 5. Butr because this moclel
ís so¡neerhat cornplicated, a simplifie¿l ¡nodel was cle-
veloped.

The skid nu¡nber measured yrith the blank tire at
64 krr./h is designated Slq4, and that measured wÍth
the ribbed tire is desÍgnated SNä¿. The râtio of
stSa to SNf,4, defíned as c5a = sr{j,zsu$a, is again
correlated erith macrotêxture (MTD) for the data ob-
tained fro¡n Èhe 22 test sites in the suÍìmer and fall
of 1979 (Table l-). In Figure 6, Ce¿ is plotteil
versus MTD. A least-squares regression analysis
yields

Figure 5. Measured versus predicted SNfia.

Figure 6. C64 vetsus MTD: summer andfall 1979

o .25 .50 .75 t.OO 1.25 t.50 t.73
iCAN TEXTURE DEPTH, MTD (mm)

guiÈe goocl, but Equation 8 rnust not be used for mac-
rotexture levels belo$, those used in the development
of the model--i.e., <0.25 Íun.

The relationship between skiil nunbers with both
blank and ribbed tires at 64 krn/h for various macro-
texture levels is shown in Figure ?. Conversely, it
couLd be shonn that the UTD can be pre¿licted by
using this relationship when the skid resistance for
the pavenent with both types of test tires is known.

RETATIONSHIP BETWEEN SKID RESISTANCE WITH BOTH TYPES
OF TEST TIRES AND PAVE!4ENT TEXTURE

Ribbed-Tire Versus Blank-Tire Skid-Test Concept

In an attempt to better define the skid-resistance
values of pavenents, Henry 12, has compared the
skid-resistance data neasured with both the ribbed
and blank test tires in the falI of 1978 and the
spring of 1979. Linear regression equations were
used to relate the test results for each tire to a

4t

70

t.75

Co+ =0.887(MTD¡o:6 R= 0.969

or

SNfo = g.33t ttfo¡trlro;o' 3 6

(e)

(10)

In the same way, an expression for C54 can be de-
veloped fron Equation It Figure 6 shows the results
of both Equations 8 and 9. Agreenent is seen to be

aPNG =.023a(MTD)-r.76
(R =O.817 )

o Scpt mbor 1979
ô Ociobcr 1979

V¡64 kmlh

MEASURED SN&

o Scpismbôr 1979
ô Octob€r 1979

V= 52 km/h

Lino ot Eguolity

o.8
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measure of nicrotexture, define¿l by BPN measure-
ments, and a measure of macrotexture, defined by MTD

as determineil fro¡n san¿l-patch tests. The resulting
regression equations have shov¡n that the ribbecl-tire
skid number is highly sensitive to surface nicrotex-
ture and the blank-tíre skid number is sensitive to
both macrotexture and ¡nicrotexture. The expressions
for BPN and MTD were prelirninary at that tine and
required further valiilation. However, the concept
of using boÈh types of skid-test data shows promise
as an indirect method of macrotexture and microtex-
ture measurement.

CorrelaÈion of Skicl Numbers vrith Texture Datâ

Data are available from skid tests conducted with
both typeB of tires during April and octobêr in 1979
and 1980 on 22 test sites in Pennsylvania. As in
the previous studyr linear regression equations were
used to correlate the test results for each tire
with BPN and MTD. The multiple regression analysis
was perforned on all data in the following forn:
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(16,17). Extreme seasonal variations as hlgh as 30
skid numbers have been observed along wiÈh more tl4)-
ical variations in the range of 5 to 15 (_17). These
variations make it difficult to establish a rational
maintenance progran in which skid resistance ís an
inportant factor.

Data are available from tests with the ribbed anil
blank tires for 1980. Figures I ancl 9 conpare sea-
sonal variations in skid nu¡nber (SN54) with the
ribbed and blank tires for a ¿lense-graded asphalt
surface (site 1) and for a PCC surface (site 4).
The figures shon clearly thât long-tern (seasonal)
variations for both tires exhibit alrnost the sane
trend whereas short-tern (¿laily) variations for both
tires are significantly ilifferent.

As shown in the paper by Saito and Henry in this
Rêcord, the short-ter¡n variations in skid resistance
with the ribbed tire show faír1y large fluctuations
resulting from rainfall, pavenent tenperature, and
short-tern changes of ¡nicrotexture paraneters and
PNG. on the other hand, the short-tern fluctuatíons
with the blank tire are small ancl probably negligi-
b1e. The standard deviations of the skid numbers
with the ribbed tire are I.83 for the asphalt sur-
face and 2.05 for the PCC surface; the corresponding

Figure 7. Relationship of SN$a. SNfia, and MTD.

.125 mm

otoæ304050607080
sKrD NUMBER WlrH RIBBED TIRE, SNå4

Figure 8. Comparison of seasonal var¡ations in SN64 with ribbed and blank t¡res:

PCC surface, 1980,

SNla = as + ar MTD + a2BPN

SNpa = b6 + bl MTD + b2BPN

Thê resulting regression equations are

sNå4 = -9.7 + 4.72MTD + 0.7668PN R= 0.922

SNå4 =-19.5 + 17.3MTD +0.6288PN R=0.917

BPN=co+clSNla+c2SNla

MTD = do + d, SNla + drSNfa

The resulting regression equations are

BpN = 20.0 + 0.40ssNå4 + 0.039sNå4 R= 0.905

MTD =0.490 -0.0289SNå4 + 0.0426SNå4 R= 0.853

The coefficients are quíte si¡nilar to the earlier
results (2). They confirm the conclusion that skid
measurenents with the ribbed test tire are highly
sensitive tÕ pavement surface nicrotexture and rela-
tively insensitive to rnacrotexture and that skid
rneasurements wíth the blank test tire are sensitive
to both macrotexture and ¡nicrotexture.

Correl-ation of Texture Data to skid Nunbers

Equations 13 and 14 could be solved for BPN and UTD

in terns of both Sr€¿ andl SNå¿. However'
to examine the validity of the correlatíon' a linear
regression analysis of the ilata was performed to re-
late BPN and MTD to skid numbers with both tires.
The multipte regression anal.ysis vtas performed on
all data in the following forn:

(1 i)

(r2)

( 13)

(14)

(l s)

(16)

(17)

(18)
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As expected' the result for BPN shovrs that SNB¿
plays only a s¡na1l role in the prediction of the
level of BPN anal it rnay be possible to pre¿lict BPN

so1ely frorn st$4. To test this hypothesis, an aÈtetnpt
was nade to coiielate BPN with Sw$4 for aII available
data. The Least-squares analysis yielils

BPN = 22.2+ 0.99SSNå4 R = 0.894 (1e)

COMPARISON OF SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN SKID RESISTANCE

WITH RIBBED AND BLANK TIRES

Skid-resistance measurenents with the ribbed tire on
public highways in Pennsylvania and other states
have exhibited seasonal anil short-term variations
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Figure 9. Comparison of seasonal variations in SN5a with ribbed and blank t¡res:
asphalt surface, 1980.

standard deviations irith the blank tire are 0.65 and
0.9r.

It can be concludetl from these results that the
measurements vrith the blank test tire are not sensi-
tive to short-tern variations and therefore that the
blank E524 tire is less of a problen with respect to
short-tertn variations in skicl-resistance neasure-
nents.

CONCLUSIONS ÀND RECOMMENDATIONS

fn this study, the prediction noilel for the ratio of
skid resistance erith a ribbed tire to that with a
blank tire at any speed has been developed by using
the Penn State ¡nodel for skid-resistance/speed be-
havior. The moclel was ileveloped as a functÍon only
of a nacrotexture paraneter, described by san¿l-patch
I[{TD. By using this model, skid-resistancê levels
can be predicte¿l for the blank tire at âny spee¿l
fro¡n a measured skid number obtained with the ribbed
tire at the same speed and â macrotexture meâsure-
ment. For the userrs conveniencer'a sinplified
rnodel has been ileveloped to preilict skid nunber with
the blank tire at a test speeal of 64 kn/h. The val-
ues calculated from both models show gooil agreement.

The study results âlso show that the ribbed 8501
tire provides a good evaluation of ¡nícrotexture but
is not sensitive to nacrotexture, lrhich is an inpor-
tant factor in weÈ-pavernent safety. The btank 8524
tire is sensitive to both nacrotexture anil mícrotex-
ture. ff both macrotexture and ¡nicrotexture mea-
sure¡nents are nade, the level of skid resistance can
readily be esti¡nated. Conversely, by perforrning a
pavetnent skid-resistance survey with both the ribbed
and blank tires, the level of pavement rnicrotexture
and nacrotexture can be estÍ¡nated.

Because skid-test trailers are extensively used
by nost states, this concept of lndirect texture
neasure¡nent can be inpletnenteil easily and relatively
inexpensively. If skíil-resistance surveys are to be
performed nith only one tl¡pe of tire, the blank 8524
tire appears to be the stronger candidate, because
it is more sensitive to nacrotexture and poses less
of a proble¡n with respect to short-term variations
in skicl resistance.
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Tire Noise and Its Relation to Pavement Friction

ROBEBT G. BARAN AND J.J. HENRY

Pavement friction and near-field and fa¡-field t¡re-pavement noise were mea-
sured on six pavements representing a wide range of textures. T¡rÈpavement
friction was msasured in full-scale locked-wheel tests with both blank and
ribbed test tires, and Br¡tish pendulum numbers were measured. Near-f¡eld t¡re
noise was measured on the same pavements by an on-board microphone
mounted near the tire. Far-f¡eld t¡re noise was measured by coast¡ng the vehicle
through the test s¡tes past a microphone located 15 m from the edge of the
pavement, Attempts were mâde to correlate near-field tire noise w¡th pavement
texture to determine whether charactoristics of the near-field noise spectrum
could be used to predict texture and skid resistance. The data from portland
cement concrete payements produced satisfactory results, but the correlation
was poor for asphalt ôoncrete pavements. Relationships among the three mea-
sures of pavement skid resistance and far-field noise were developed. Good cor-
relations were obta¡ned between pavement fr¡ct¡on and A-weighted sound pres-
sure levels at 64 and 80 km/h, but at 48 km/h the correlations were poor.

The noise generated at the interface betereen a tire
andl the surface over r¡hich it operates is a functlon
of speed, tire properties, and tire operating condi-
tions. Other factors, such as surface ternperature
antl weather conditions, may also play a role but
probably a secondary one. For a given tire operat-
ing under fixed conditionsr the differences between
the nolse generated on two pavetnents ¡nust be aÈtrib-
uted to differences ín the texture of the pavements.

Skid reslstance, or the friction of a test tire
sliding over a neÈ pavement, is a function of the
sane factors. The skÍd resistance of a pavement can
be rneasured in accordance with ASl'¡{ test nethods
8274 and 8303 (f). rn this reseârch the full-scale
lockecl-wheel skid resistance of the pavements was
measured nlth both a blank test tire (ASI1!I 8524) and
a rlbbed test tire (ASTII 8501) (I). The values of
skid resistance ¡neasured with the two tires, to-
gether with the Brltish pendulun nutnber (BPN) (ÀSTM
E303), were used to characterlze the frictional per-
for¡nance of the pavements.

The first objective of thls study yras to use the
near-fleltl tire nolse signature (thê characteristics
of the noise spectrun generateil neâr the tire-pave-
ment interface andl sensed wlth an on-board ¡nicro-
phone) to predict the skial resistance of the
pavement. If successful. this would provide an al-
ternatlve nethod for measuring skid resistance. The
second objectlve was to deterr¡ine whether there is a
strong relationship betseen skid resistance and the
A-weightedl souncl levels (elB¡) of far-fietd tire
noise (the sound preEsure level of the noíse re-
ceivedl by a rnlcrophone placed 15 n fro¡n the roadnrây
as a vehicle coasts through a 30-rn length of the
roadway). The skid resistance was neasured over the
same 30-m path. AttemptÊ r¡ere made to. retate the
A-weightedl sound pressure levels of the far-field
noíse to the three measures of pavement friction!
BPN, blank-tire skid resisÈance 1snf,a), and
ribbeil-tire skid resistance (SNã¿) .

EXPERI!{ENTAI¡ APPROACE

Conslderable work has been done on identlfyÍng the
major sources of noise generated by a moving vehi-
cle. Veres (2) and Eaton Q) have categorized these
sources as follows¡ the tire-pavernent interface,
aerodynanic sources, engine, anil exhaust. Engine
and exhaust noise can be eliminated by coastíng the
vehicle wlth the engine off. The aeroilynanic
sources contribute little to noise at hígher fre-

guencies, as shown by Hayden L!). A study done at
the ceneral !¡totors Proving Ground by Richardls (5)
upholds the findings of Hayden.

If these three noise sources are elininateil,
tire-pavenent noise becomes the dominant source.
Tire-pavement noise ls affected by seven paraneters
12-!,61: vehicle speed, wheel load, inflation pres-
sure. tread pattern, dlegree of tread wear, tire size
and construction, and road surface texture. To in-
vestigate the relationship of tire-pavement noise to
texture, the first six parameters must be held con-
stant. The variations ín the resulting tlre noise
are then cause¿l solely by pavenent surface texture
and may be useful as measures of it.

DÀTA COLLECTION

Near-Field Noise Tests

Recordings of near-field tire-pavement noise have
been nade by a nunber of researchers (?-år-?.). The
method useil in this study is similar to thât usedl by
Veres (21 and Eaton (g), which was developeil at
Pennsylvania State University in 1972 (see Figure 1).

The testing was con¿lucted at 22 sites on publÍc
roails where the Pennsylvania Transportation Insti-
tute (PTI) has perforned frequent tneasurements of
texture anil skid resistance. À skid tester was used
to record the noise. The test wheel was stripped of
aIl unnecessary equipment to reduce extraneous
noise. The nicrophone was nounted 53 c¡n behindl the
axis of the test tire andl 20 cm above the road sur-
face. This posltlon was determlned by Veres anil
Eaton to be the optimm one to maximize the response
to texture changes. Each component lras callbrated
by using standard procedures recommended by the nan-
ufacturers. The systern was calibrated by using a
25O-Hz. I24-alB piston phone with an output of I V
peak-to-peak. The amplifier gain was then set so
that the naximun noise level vras also 1 v peak-to-
peak at 64 kn/h.

The tape recorder was operated in the frequency
rnoilulation ¡nocle, which yielded a bandwidth from 0 to
101000 Hz, an¿l the hlgh-pass filter nas set at I00
Írz. Therefore, the overall effective bandwiclth was
100 to 101000 Hz. A signal generator was used to
locate each site on the tape. The notor generator
used to poner the systern was isolâtedl so that Ít
wou]d not contribute to the noíse. The testing was
conducte¿l by coasting the vehicle at 64 kn/h during
the late night hours to elimlnate any pass-by noise
frotn other vehlcles on the roads. Before and inrne-
diately âfter each test, the píston phone was used
to check the systen to ensure that it was operating
properly ancl renained in calibration.

Far-Field Noise Tests

Thus farr on11z lirnitecl success has been notecl in at-
tempts to relate far-field tire noise to texture
¿lata. Sone positive results have been reporteal for
pavements v¿ith large differences in texture depth
(8-fq). By coasting Èhe vehícIe noise from the en-
gine and êxhaust can be elininated, but many site-
relate¿l problens retnain, such as reflecting sur-
faces, ground absorption, ther¡naI gradients, wind
speeds greater than 20 kn/h, ambient sound leve1s,
and the presence of other vehicles.
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Figure 1. System for measurement of near'field t¡re-pavement no¡se.

Output Signol I I lnput S¡gml

To nini¡nize these sÍte-related problens, ad¿li-
tional tests were con¿lucted at the PTI test track.
The six sites to be tested were chosen adjacent to
each other. The same recor¿líng equip¡nent was use¿l
for both near-field an¿l far-field noise. The ¡nethod
useil to record the far-field noise was a co¡nbination
of two SAE methods: sAE J574, Sound tevel of High-
way Truck TÍres, and SAE il986b' Sound Level for Pas-
senger Cars and Light Trucks. The test site config-
urationr which was as described in SAE J57a, is
shown in Figure 2. Severâl runs were ¡nade at speeds
of 48, 64, and 80 kn/h.

DATA ÀNALYSIS

Digitization

The analog noise signals Ìtere digitized at the Penn-
sylvania Stâte University Hybrid Conputer Center.
The EÀI 680 analog patch panel uses an internal
clock to sarnple the analog signal at a rate of 20
kHz. The digitized signal" nas stored in nernory in
blocks of L024 points. The rnernory was then trans-
ferred to nagnetic tape for analysis. Each site
consisted of at teast 48 blocks, or 49rL52 Pointst
corresponding to 2.625 sec of real sanpling time.
To el-ininate any transients and to analyze the
steady-state responser a start-up li¡ne of 2 sec of
real tine Ì{as allo¡reil at the beginning of each
site. The block diagrarn in Figure 3 shows hord this
was achieved.

The analog signal was recorded at a tape speed of
152 crn/sec. The tape eras played back at a speed of
19 cm,/sec to naxirnize the frequency response in the
l- to 10-kHz rân9€r erhich \tas expected to be of
greatest interest. Figures 4 and 5 show typical
power spectral ilensitíes in decibels versus fre-
quency for the near-field noise tests.

statistical Analysis

The Statistical Ànalysis systen (sAS) package was
used for all statisticâ1 analyses. The stepv¡ise
procedure ldas the basis of the work' and maxi¡num
correlation coefficient (R) was used as the main
criterion for no¿lel improvenent. This procedure
Iooks for the best single-variable modelr Èhe best
two-variable nodel, and so forth. It begins by
fincling the single-variable nodel with the highest
correlation, then adils or deletes the next highest
variable to produce the greatest improvement in cor-
relation. AIso inclu¿led was a tecbnique that en-

Figure 2. S¡te for tests of far-field noise.

Figure 3. Block diagram of digitization procedure.
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{ear-Field Noise SÞectrutn versus skid-Resistance Data

An ínclusive approach was used. The noise spectrun
was regressecl against all of the available neasure-
rnent techniques' including 64-km/h skitl-resistance
measurements vrith the blank tire (swf,{ r the
ríbbed tire (sr*f,a), and BPN. These regressions
were done for eac'ir'siter and 512 points of data r'tere
used for each variable. Figure 6 shows that the
spectrun has three hurnps--one fro¡n 10 to 2.7 kHzr a
second from 2.7 xo 7 kÊz, ancl a third fron 7 to 10
k:l.z. Thereforer the spectrun was ¿livi¿led into three
sections' and regressions that usecl all of thê vari-
ables were applied to see r¡hich, if any, procluced
satisfactory correlations and which section of the
specÈrun had the highest levet of significance ín
preclicting pavement frictíon.

The site-by-site analysis showed that SN54 (blank
and ribbed tires) and BPN had the highest correla-
tions rvith the midsection of the spectrun. This re-
sult suggested ilividing the spectrun into 10 band-
widths, as clefineil in Table 1. Sets of regression
equations were developed for asphalt and portland
cernent concrete (PCC) sites:

a1SL1 + a2SL2+ a3SL3 + aaSL4+ a5SL5 + a6SL6+ atSLT

+ asSLS + aeSlg + a1sSL10 + all = SNfa (1)

brsl.l +b2sl2 +b3sl3 + b4sl4+ bssL5 +b6sl-6 + b?sL7

+ b8sl8 + besl.g + broSl-lo + brr = SNå+ (2)

c1 SLl + c2SL2 + caSL3 + caSL4 + c5SL5 + c6SL6 + c7SL7

+ csSLS + ceSlg + c1eSL10 + c11 = BPN (3)

where sI,l to SLI0 are frequency bands ilefineil in
Table 1.

The preceding approach deter¡níned the best
v¡eiqhtinq of the sPectra to find a model that coul¿l

be used for either asphalt concrete or Pcc sur-
faces. The spectra consistedl of 512 points, an¿l the
rnidsection fron 2'700 to 7,000 Hz contained approxi-
mately 170 points; a three-point average for each
ban¿twidth was used. The three models vtere developed
from the average¿l points for each site to relate the
weightecl noise levels to the skid-resistance tlata'

Far-FÍeld Noise Levels versus skid ResisÈance Data

Àn overall approach was again used to deternine the
relatiÕnshíp between the noise spectra and the fric-
tion data variables. 1o re¿luce the nurnber of data

Figure 4. Power spectral dens¡ty of near-field noise versus frequency for a

PCC pavement.
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points, a smoothing routine was applied. This
yieldecl a spectrutn vJith 128 Points, which was then
recluced to the A-weighted sound pressure level. Fig-
ure 7 shows the poe¡er spectral density before the
smoothíng, and Fígure I shows the sane sPectrurn
after the snoothing. The far-field noise levels are
given in Table 2.

To sinulate this rnodel the following equations
were used:

dBa=¿g¡{Bo+6 (4)

rlBo=u5¡n *O (5)

dBA = aBPN +b (6)

dB¡ = ¿r3¡no + d2SNå4 + d3BPN + d4 (7)

These regressÍons were perforrnetl for each of the six
sites for noise levels processed at speeds of 48,
60, and 80 km/h. Another test was used to verlfy
that the topography of the PTI test track met SAE

standarils. À dense-gradedl asphalt site gtas located
that conplies with the topography required by sAE

and has a surface sirnilar to that of the ¿lense-
graded asphalt site at the PTI test track. A corn-
parison of the spectra of these t¡ro sites showed
cLose agreêment. A regression to cornpâre the sPec-
tra for these two sitesr characÈerized by 72 points
each for three test speeds' yietdeil the following
r esult !

Figure 5. Power spectral density of near'field noise versus frequency for an

asphalt pavement.
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Figure 7. Power spectral density of far-field noise before smoothing.

6 7 89

Figu¡e 8. Power sp€ctral density of far-field noise after three-point smoothing
rout¡ne was used.

Table 1. Bounds for central hump of near-field no¡se spectrum.

Frequency Range (kHz)

Band Number Lower Bound Upper Bound Center Frequency
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SLl
SL2
SL3
SL4
sL5
SL6
SL7
SL8
SL9
SL1 O

2.7
3.13
3. s6
3.99
4.42
4.85
5.28
5.71
6.14
6.57

3.13
3.56
3.99
4.42
4.85
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5.7 |
6.t4
6.57
7_O

2.915
3.345
3.77 s
4.205
4.635
s.065
5.495
s.925
6.3s5
6.785

Table 2, Far-field tire no¡se data.

Site dBoo, dBeo¿ dB^uo sNåq sNåc BPN

3
4
5

6
7
8

18.88
37.67
36.49
3 5.10

38.04

40.82
44.20
51.84
41.36
44.20
44.87

4',1.64
53.40
50.52
42.7 5
45.68
46.97

)2 t
1t a

26.9
25.2
25.9
23.6

31 .2 6r.4
30.6 59.3
44.1 72.5
30.9 65.7
44.3 '14.1

33.6 64.8
.o\, 50

l-
6240I
J
É30t-o
l¡J

s20
.E
l¡J

=roR

dB(testtrack)=0.993 dB(SAE)+ I x l0-7 ædB(SAE) R=0.99

This resuÌt showed that there vtas good agreenent
tween the two sites and that the site geonetry
the test track was satisfactory in the range
noise frequencies tested.

RESULTS

Near-Field Noise

The results for the asphalt pavetnents, obtained
by using the sane criterta, were less satlsfactory:

(0.6078)SLi + (-0.344s)SL3 + (0.29ss)SL4 + (-0.8380)SL7

+ (1.is23)SL8 + (-0.7789)SL9

+ 7.886 = SNå¿ R = 0.5 i
(-0.64ss)sL1 + (0.3120)SL2 + (-0.8579)SL6 + (0.9286)SL7

+ (1.0r47)SL9 + (-0.6905)SL10

+38.723=SNå¿ R=0.45

(-0.7086)sLl + (0.4217 )SL2 + (-0.2s 64)SL4 + (-0.6406)SL6

+ (0.9340)SL7 + (0.9921)SL9 + (-0.6856)SL10

+39.536=BPN R=0.46

In all cases, regression analysis yrith parabolic
logarithnic variables yielded poorer results
did the linear regression.

Far-Fie1d Noise

(12)

(13)

(14)

and
than

Correlation at the 90 percent confidence level has
been alemonstrated betereen tire-pavenent noise spec-
tral densÍty and pavenent friction measurements
(3). The investigation of thê I0 spectral bands be-
tween 2.7 and 10 kHz produce¿l satisfacÈory correla-
tions and reasonable regression eguations for Pcc
pavenents. The foltowing equations were obtained:

(-0.4337)SL1 +(-0.34e7)SL2 + (-0.s061)SL3 + (1.1899)SL4

+ (0.3473)SL7 + (-0.7441)SL8 + (-0.3397)SL9

+ (0.6721)SL10 + 31.i4 = SNå¿ (e)

(-0.sss3)slr + (-0.478s)SL2 + (-1.1876)SL3 + (2.0443)SL4

+ (-0.es24)SL8 + (0.4481)sL9 + (1.3398)SL10

+53.89=SNå+ R=0.86

(-0.s378)sl2 + (-1.3s7)SL3 + (1.960)SL4 + (-0.s99s)sl-6

+ (-0.9s49)SL7 + (1.434s)SL10

+84.63=BPN R=0.72

The single-variable regressions in the forn of Equa-
tions 4, 5, and 6 yielded ¡roor results: R ranged
frorn 0.077 to 0.69. of these, Èhe regressíons with
the 64-km/h data anil correlation coefficlents rang-
ing from 0.58 to 0.69 were the best.

Two-variable models were investigated by using
the tno skid nurnbers as the inclependent variâbles.
As in the case of the single-variable ¡nodels, the
most significant result ltas obtaineil for the 64-kl¡¡,/h
dâta:

dBaoq = 0.88 sNå4 + 0.30 sNå4 + 11.66 R = 0.71 (l s)

The three-varLable regresslons ln the fortî of
Equation 7 yieliled rêlâtively high correlation coef-
ficients at 64 and 80 km,/h but Poor correlations at
48 kn/h:

dBao, = 2.03 sNå4 - 0.007 sNå4 - 0.039 BPN - 14.2? R = 0.38 (16)

dB¡o+ = 3.53 SNå4 + 1'10 SNå4 - 1'62 BPN + 25'61 R = 0'85

dBeao = 2'07 SNå4 + 1.54 SNå4 - 2.30 BPN + 93.61 R = 0.93

(8)

be-
at
of

(10)

(l 1)

(17)

(18)

FREQUEI,ICY' Hz
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ft has been shown that there are significant rela-
tionships between tire-pavenent friction and tire-
pavenent noise. Near-field noise data obtained by
the procedures developed in this research have spec-
tral characterLstícs relateil to the ski¿l resistance
of PCC pavenents. Over the wider range of asphalt
concrete surfaces included in this study, however,
poor agreement was noted between the spectral char-
acteristics and pavenent frictlon.

Far-fie1d noise data at 64 and 80 k¡n,/h show defi-
nite relationships with skid rêsistance. The nost
sígnificant variable in these relationships is
blank-tire skid resi.stance. Thls finding indicates
the importarit effect of pavernent macrotexture on
far-fleI¿l tlre nolse in that blank-tlre skid resis-
tance is nost strongly affectecl by pave¡nent nacro-
texture (]-I). Increasing skid resistance and in-
creasing nacrotexture are seen to proiluce increased
levels of far-fie1d noise.
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The repair of deteriorated pavement ealges anil un-
paved shoulders adjacent to pavement edges is a
¡naintenance activity that requires continuous effort
by all state and local highway agencies. Although
it is generally accepted that pavenent edges of ex-
cessive height have an effect on vehicle stability
an¿l thus on facility safety, this effect has never
been conprehenslvely quantif ied.

the research described in this paper--the anaty-
sís of avai-lable Iiterature and the testing pro-
gran--allows a realistic evaluation of the effect of
pavernent eilges on autonotive safety and further de-
fines the effect of certain critical driver and ve-

Pavement Edges and Vehicle Stability:
A Basis for Maintenance Guidelines
RICHARD A. ZIMMER AND DON L. IVEY

The repair of pavement edge geometry ad¡acent to unpaved shoulders is a

ma¡ntenance act¡vity that requires continuous effort on the part of all state and

local agencies, Although it is generally accepted that these roadway discont¡'
nuities have some effegts on vehicle stabil¡ty and thus on fac¡l¡ty safety, these

effects have never been comprehensively quant¡fied. A comprehensive treat-
ment of th¡s problem is presented that was developed by using tesearch con-
ducted prev¡ously by the California Department of Transportat¡on and Systems
Technology, lnc., and adding a testing program to supplement and extend the
earlier work. Recommendations are made for the use of this ¡nformat¡on to
establish ma¡ntenance guidelines. Appropriate use of this ¡nformat¡on by
highway engineers can. ¡n t¡me, have a maior impact on reducing accidents
affected by pavement edges, This can be accompl¡shed by reducing unnecessary
maintenance and spending available maintenance funds on areas that have real
safety sign¡f¡cance.
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hicle factors so thât the urgency of the need for
maintenance can be accurately assessed.

Pavenent edges can represent a significant prob-
le¡¡ in vehicle control. In sorne cases the problem
can be worsened and even made critical by inappro-
priate forms of caution on the part of drivers (see
Figure 1). Vthat may happen in such a critícal sit-
uation can be described as follows:

1. À vehicle is under control in a traffic lâne
adjacent to â paverRent edge where the unpaved
shoulder is lower than the pavement elevatíon.

2. Because of driver inattention or distraction
or for some other reason, the vehicle is allowed to
move or is steered into a position ín which the
right siile wheels are just off the paved surface.
The right side wheels are now to the right of the
pavenênt edge on a surface elevation belord that of
the nain lane.

3. The clriver then carefully tríes to steer
gently back onto the paved surface without reducing
speed significantly.

4. The right front rdheel encounters the pavenent
edge, which prevents it from moving onto the pave-
ment. The driver further increases the steer ãng1e
to make the vehicle regain Èhe pavenent. The vehicle
still does not respond. At this point there is
equilibriurn between the cornering forces to the left
acting on both front tires and the pavernent edge
force to the right acting as shown in Figure 1a.

5. The critíca1 steer angle is added by the
clriver, and the right front r+heel mounts the paveil
surface. Suddenly¡ in less than one wheel revolu-
tion, the edge force has disappeared and the right
front cornering force nay have doubled as a result
of increases in the available friction on the pave-
nent and increases in the right front }rheel 1oad
caused by cornering (Figure lb).

6. The vehicle yaws radically to the left, piv-
oting âbout the right rear tire, until that r+hee1
can be dragged up onto the pâved surface. The ex-
cessive left-turning yaw continues, too rapicl in íts
¿levelopment for the driver to prevent penetrating
the oncoming traffíc lane (Figure lc).

?. A collision ¡{ith onconing vehicles or
spin-out and vehicle ro11 ¡îay then occur.

Although this phenonenon does occur on highway
facilities, ín nany cases the same result, vehicle
loss of control, nây occur without the effect of a
pavement edge. À loose or rnuddy shoulder can have
the same effect if the driver overreacts srhen trying
to regain the pave¿l surface. Freguêntly, a pavê¡nent
edge of nodest heiqht is blaned ¡vhen excessive
steering input ís the cause.

Figure 1. Loss of yeh¡cle control caused by driver's attempt to return to the roadway,

FI lnd Fr .r.
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LITERÀTURE SURVEY

The gualítative effect of pavement edges, or
so-called lip drop-off, has been understooal to some
degree for many years. In the Traffic Accident fn-
vestigatorrs l¿lanuäI (!r publistred by Northwestern
University and oríginally cornpiled by Baker, the
foJ.lowing statenent is found: nLip drop-off ís sin-
p1y a 1ow shoulder at the edge of a hard pavenent.
It is irnportant rrhen the shoulder is more than three
inches below the pavenent....' Based on a telephone
conversation with Baker in September 1982, it was
deterrninecl that this conclusion was reached by in-
for¡naI testing at Northwestern University as early
as 1959.

Ivey an¿l Griffin p) clealt with surface discon-
tinuities inclucling pave¡nent edges in a paper pub-
lished in 1975. Based on 15,968 accidents in the
North Carolina accident file, there was an overrep-
resentation of the key words associated with a
shoulder or pavement edge drop--i.e., dropped, soft,
curb. and edge. A Delphi stualy includetl in this re-
port ranked pavenent edge-shoulder drop-off a¡nong
the top accident-related pavement ¿listurbances.

A series of tests reported by Nordlin (3) in the
¡nicl-1970s Íncluded a range of automobile Gizes anct
edge drop conditions frotn I.5 to 4.5 in. Nordlin
concludecl that there was no significant safeÈy haz-
ard for vehicles in mountíng edges up to 4.5 in.
This work diil not include testing of the scrubbing
situation, in which the offsíde tire scuffs along
the pavernent edge before the steering input causes
it to nount the edge. This scrubbing action is the
nost critical situation. In further testing at the
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans),
Stoughton (4) observed the effect of a broken as-
phaltic concrete pavetnent edge and muddy shoulder on
vehicle stability. The tests included sna1l, rnedí-
urtr and large passenger cars an¿l a pickup truck
driven at speeds up to 60 rnph. Agâin, pavement eilge
drops of f.5, 3.5, and 4.5 in. were tested.
Stoughton reacheil the following primary conclusion:
nThe pavenent drop-offs had little effect on vehicle
stability and controllability in all tèsts." Again,
the scrubbing situation wâs not tested.

Klein et al. (5) proiluöed a report in 1976 that
included analyses of accident data, questionnaire
surveys, and a variety of both open-loop and close¿l-
loop tests. In close¿l-Ioop tests, naive drivers
were used. Special efforts were ¡nade to achieve the
edge scrubbing condítion. In tests of edge drops up
to 4 in. highr loss of control was encountered at
the higher speeil levelsr generally more than 30 nph.

Another itnportant discovery nade by K1ein is
shown in Figure 2, which illustrates the steering-
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F¡gure 2. Steering-wheel angle required to climb various edge he¡ghts

from edge scrubb¡ng cond¡t¡on.
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wheel angle required to cli¡nb various edge heights
fro¡n the scrubbing condítion (5). The curve ín Fig-
ure 2 could potentially be use¿l to ilescribe the
safety of the nâneuver in that the initial rela-
tively linear range (in Figure 2' from 0 to 3 in.)
is reasonably safe. As the curve becomes curvilin-
ear, the maneuver becones significantly more diffi-
cult. As the curve starts a precipitous rise, again
approaching a straight line, the difficulty of the
maneuver beco¡nes extrene.

Klein presented the nost analytically appealing
and experimentally conprehensive work done on this
subject. The ¡nain limitation is that he tested only
one, albeit the nost criticalr pavenent edge geo¡net-
ric condition--that of an extreme 90 degree angle
with tittle e¿lge rounding. The Iinitations in scope
of the two princípal studies--the noninclusíon of
the edge scrubbing condition in the study by Nordlin
and the inclusion of only one Pavement edge geonetry
in the study by Klein--¡nade the present stu¿ly nec-
essary. The testing plan r.tas designed to comPlenent
and extend the earlier studies.

TEST PROGRÀT¿I

A co¡nprehensive test Progratn was developedl to evalu-
ate the effects of edge conditíons base¿l on a vari-
ety of drop-off heights, vehicles, tires, drivers,
speeds, and positions. The conditions chosen ilo not
represent every conceivable sítuation involving an
edge conilition. This would produce an extremely
large and unwieldy test ¡natrix. The variables for
the initial fu1l-scale testing prograrn were chosen
as representative of those typically found on the
highways today, which woulcl extend the information
already devetoped by Nordlin Ll) and xlein G).
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Edge HeighÈ and Shape

To obtain a sufficient nu¡nber of data points without
allowing the test matrix to beco¡ne too nassivet
three shouldér-to-pavenent heights were chosen--l.5t
3, and 4.5 in.--along r.tith a construction tolerance
of 10.25 in. neasured at intervals of I0 ft.

To evaluate these heights, a 500-ft test course
was constructed âÈ the Texas Transportation rnsti-
tute (TTI) Proving Grounds adjacent to an existing
concrete runway. To produce a soil shoulder' the
vegetation and topsoll were first removed fron the
runrday eilge over approxirnately a 20-ft width. Nextt
a sandy loam was a¿lde¿lr graileil for drainager antl fi-
nally rolled. vlith the soil at the level of the ex-
isting concrete, a 1.5-in. pad of asphalt, 12 ft
witle and 500 ft 1ong, was appliecl to the concrete.
This produced an asphalt-soil interface with a
1.5-in. height.

The edge Ìras left un¡nodified, as it was in-
stalled, to provide a typicâl edge condition or
shape with approximatêly a 1.5-in. radius. Figure
3a shows the no¡ninal shape of this eclge and the
sliqht variations that occur over the length of the
Èest course,

On completion of the 1.5-in. test runs' the soil
was cut down 1.5 in. and regraded to produce a 3-in.
edge height condition with the sane asphalt shape as
the 1.5-in. condition and a vertical face 1.5 in.
belovr that, as shordn in Figure 3b. The 4.5-in. con-
dition was produced in the sane way by removing 1.5
in. of soil and regradingr as shown in Figure 3c.

To gain sone insight into edge shape, at the
4.5-in. condition the first haÌf of the course was

Figure 3. Edge profiles.
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no¿lified (see Figure 4) to produce a sharper edge
with approximately a 0.75-in. radÍus. By using an
epoxy base paving ¡naterial, with aggregate sinilar
to the asphalt pavenent, the requireil edge was fi-
nally produced by grin¿ling to the desired contour
and texture. The final edge type tested is the 45
degree sLope shown in Figure 5. fnforrnal testíng on
sinilar edges had shown the potential of this georn-
etry to reduce the dísturbance to a traversing vehi-
cle. The urunoclified test course is shown in Figure
6 in the 4.5-in. rounded edge conilition and in the
6-in. 45 degree edge condition.

vehicles

Passenger auto¡nobiles and a pickup truck were
tested. To evaluate the effect of weight, suspension
system, and wheel size, a minicompact, an intermedi-
ate-sized autonobile, and a fult-sized autonobile
r,rere tesÈed along with a standard-slzed pick-up.
The vehicles ranged in weÍght from 1,668 to 4,713 lb
and in \dheel size fron 12 to 15 in. (see Figure 7).
Each vehicle rdas set up to manufacturerrs specifica-
tíons with respect to the suspension and steering
syste¡n before testing änd was perÍodícally inspecteil
during the course of the testing. Each vehicle was
equipped with a rolL bar and racing lap and shoulder
belts to provide an added margin of safety for the
test drivers.

Tires

To deternine the effect of tire construction' the
internediate- and full-sized sedans were tested with
both bias p1y and radíal tires. The other two vehi-
cles were tested with only radial tires. Only
full-tread tires were considered ín this testing be-

Figure 4. Profile of modified 4.5-in. edç.

Figure 5. Profile of modified 45 degree edge.
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cause snooth or danaged tires could be consiilered a
special case for future investigation. fn all cases
the tire inflation was adjusted to reconmende¿l cold
pressures just before testing.

Dr iver s

Closed-loop tests are those in which the ilriver is
free to steer or brake as needed to ¡naintain stabil-
ity. Driver skÍll level is notoriously dífficult to
assess. To evaluate the effect of skill level, four
drivers were chosen:

1. À professional who teaches high-perfornance
driving techniques;

2. À seniprofessional, a technician who occa-
sionally perforns as a test vehicle driver¡

3. A typical nale, a construction supervisor
e¿ith no special drivíng skills; and

4. A tlplcal fenale, a technician with no spec-
ial dríving skills.

Only driver I drove the complete natrix of tests,
because it nas felt tbat professional skílls were
required for any tests involving a potentially haz-
ardous situation. Driver 2 perforneil all tests ex-
cept those for the 4.5-in. drop-off. Drivers 3 and
4 ¡nade a selected number of runs at the 1.5- and
3-in. edge heights.

Test Speeds

To evaluate the effect of vehicle speed, for each
test condition runs were ¡nade at 35, 45, and 55
nph. These values were chosen to cover the spectrum
of speeds that nay be encountered in a typical edge
recovery situâtion.

Figure 6. Unmod¡fied test coune: (top) minicompact cars on 4.5-in. rounded
edge and (bottom) full-s¡zed automobile on 6-in. 45 degree edge.
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Figure 7. Description of vehicles used ¡n study.

(a) Ueigtrt Less Driver and lnstruments

vehicle Positions

Once â vehicle has left the roadvray and has a wheel
or wheels on the shoulder, 6everâ1 rnethods of re-
turning to the roadlway are possible. Three of these
nethods were investigatedl duríng the stualy.

The first is the scrubbing condlition' ín which
the driver allows the vehicle to move laterally to-
nard the roadsay at a very slow rate until a tire
contacts the roadway-shoulder 1ip. At that point
lateral notion stops anal the tire is ln intimate
contact erith the roadnay edge (scrubbing) rphÍle
continuing to travel forrrard. To tîount the edge the
ilriver is reguired Èo input an lncreaslng anount of
steering toward thê roadway.

In the second condition, the right front andl rear
wheels are r{eÌl on the shoulder hthile the other tero
v¡heels are still on the roadway. The driver then
steers to the left at a confortable level to prodluce
a lateral velocity high enough to precludle any con-
tinuous scrubbing conclitíon as the vehicle returns
to the roaalway. In the Èhird condltlon' the vehicle
returns to the roadway as in the second condition
except that all wheels are on the shoulder before
the return naneuver ls lnitiatedl.

Subjectlve Rating Svste¡n

In ad¿lltion to the photographic and electronic data,
a system nas developed to allow the drlver to reftort
the severity of each test run irnmediately after con-
pleting it. This systen consisted of a nu¡nerical
ranking from 1 (no iletectable effect) to 10 (com-
pletê loss of control). The following list' refer-
re¿t to as a severity coder sras prepared to assist
the drivers in assigning a number to their ímpres-
s ions:
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1. Undetectable;
2. very nildt
3. Èrild;
4. Definite jerk;
5. Effort reguireil;
6. Extra effortt
7. Tire slip (slight lateral skidding) ;
8. Crossed centerline and returnedi
9. Crossed centerline, no return; and

10. Loss of control (spin-out).

Even though this systen is subjective and tends
to vary from driver to driver, it proved a gooil in-
dicator when confined to any onê ¿lriverrs reacÈions
Èo the entire ¡¡aÈrix of tests. This rating value
was Later used as the dependent variable in sortíng
by êornputer on various combinations of conditions.

DTSCUSSION OF RESULTS

1o evaluate the effect of the three edge heights on
trdo modes of returning to the roadway (scrubbing and
a snooth return), average severltiês were obtained
by usíng the professional driver. OnIy Èhis driver
was used for these data becausê he conpleted the en-
tire test ¡natrix.

Figure 8 shons the average values for each of the
conditions when the vehicle snoothly returns to lhe
roadway fron a posltion in whlch it is about half on
the earth shoulder and half on the pavenent.
Clearly, there is litt1e difference between either
vehicles or edge heights (3 versus 4.5 in.).

Figure 9 shows the same series of tests for a
different prereturn condition. In this case the
right wheels are in intinate contact with the pave-
ment edge (the scrubbing con¿lition) before the re-
turn to the pavenent is âttenpted. Once again the
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Figure 8. comparison of veh¡cre performance in nonscrubtring condit¡on at 3s,45, and bb mph.
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Figure 9. Comparircn of vehicle performance in scrubbing condit¡on at 35, 45, and 55 mph.
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difference betr¡een the vehicles is quite small. Butthe effect of edge height on the rounded edge ispronounced in the case of the 4.5-in. heíght: liigure9 shows the severity of the return maneuver for allvehicles at this edge height extending ínto the up_per half of the graph--i.e., the critical severiiy
range. There is â narked reduction in severity for
the 4- and 6-in., 45 degree edges co¡npared vrith the
rounded edges.

To deternine the effect of ilriver skill 1evel,
averâge severity levels were obtained from threedrivers (the professional, the semiprofessíonal, andthe untrained male). Data fro¡r all vehicles at eachtest speed for the 3-in. edge height were sumna_rized. The average values for each driver under
each prereturn condition were fundanentâlly equal.

Because both bias and radial tires were tested onthe intermediate- and full-sized vehicles, it waspossible to nake a comparison by usíng the simil-ar
conditions of each test speed, the professional
driver, and the intermêdiate-slzed vehicle at the
various edge heights. Only the scrubbing condition
was considered.in this comparison because it in_volves tire construction ¡nuch more' than the other
two conditions. The rnodifieil 4.5-in. edge (0.75_in.
radius) was also used in this comparison. The bias

ply was found to produce slightly hÍgher severity
levels than thê radial at all edge heights.

Finally, the effect of the speed ât which the ve_hicle returned to the roadway was considered (see
Figure 10). OnIy the runs na¿le by the professional
clriver were evaluated to ¡naximize the scope of theconparison. fn addition, only the scrubbing condi_
tion was considereil because it has been shown to
lead to the nost hazardous conditions.

The test resuLts for all vehicles rrere averaged.
As Figure I0 shows, withÍn each edge-height condi_
tion a nearly linear increase in severity occurs asthe speed increases. As before, the 4.5-ín. edgeheight is a potentially unsafe condition, even atthe 35-mph speed. It shoul¿l also be noted that 45
and 55 mph exceed the critical speeds found by Klein
l9): In the case of a 6-in., 45 degree edge, a con-dition approaching a severity rating value of 5 oc-curs as the vehicle speed approaches 55 rnph.

Steerinq Angle

Steering-$rheel movenents reguired to perform a spe-
cific maneuver is one of the nost graphic ¡neans of
¿leveloping an appreciation of the ¿tifference between
a relatively safe and a potentially hazardous condi-
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tion. The difference between the rnaneuvers for 3-in.
and 4.5-in. edge heights is shown in Figures lI and

]-2. Figure 11 shows the results of a typical run
nade by the professional driver at 55 nph in the in-
ternediate-sized vehicle. In this run. the driver
returns to the pavement over a 3-in. drop height.
Figure 12 shons the results of a run nade under the
same conilitions but at the 4.5-in. edge height. No-
tice the extreme arm novenents of the driver at 4'67
and 5.75 sec in Figure 12.

Figure tO. Averaged test results for all vehides in scrubbing cond¡tion at 35,

45, and 55 mPh.

45 Drgre. Edgc

45 55

VELOCITY (MPH}

Figure 1 1. Steer¡ng"wheel mãneuvers by professional driver in scrubbing

condition: 3-in. edge he¡ght. intermediate'sized vehicle, at 55 mph'
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The anount of lateral acceleration generate¿l af-
ter returning to the roadway to avoi¿l entering the
oncoming lane of traffic has a signíficant effect on
safety. Figure 13 shows the average lateral accel-
eration developed over the three speed ranges by the
four test vehicles at the various eilge heights. The
two conditions of prerecovery position are consid-
ered. Driver opinion levels obtained from Kumrner

and Meyer (!) are indicated on the chart. À level
of lateral acceleration greater than 0.3 g is con-
sidered excessive. This would be a potential limi-
taÈíon irnposed on themselves by nost drivers, who
may not attenpt co ilevelop all of the available
friction to renain Ín their lane of traffic. The
scrubbing condítlon produced guíte high values--0.7
to 0.8 f-for the 4.5-in. e¿lge, which provecl to be
near the naxinum available frietion levels because
lane violations and s1Ípouts dicl occur.

The results of the non-scrubbing-condition test
runs conpare favorably with the edge mounting work
done by Noritlin (J). No loss of control of the test
vehicle and no Lane encroachment up to and including
the 4.5-in. edge height occurred in Nor¿llinrs study
or in the research rePorted here.

The influence of the edge shaPe is brought out by
conparing the results of this study with the results
of a study by Klein Q) r who used a smooth' near
vertical concrete surface for an edge with a 0.5-in.
radius at the top. This edgê produced similar
steering angles for the return maneuver fro¡n a
scrubbing conclition at the 4.5-in. height. KIein
reported a steering angle of 9 degrees compared with
the 7 degrees observe¿l in this study. The large
difference shows up at the tower heights, where 2.5
and 5 degrees vtere required on the sharp edge at the
1.5- and 3-in. heights cornpared wlth the 1.5 degrees
neetled on the ¡nore rounded asphalt edge used in this
proj ect.

LIMITATIONS OF THE TEST PROGRAM

Although the choice of vehicles would seen to be
adequate to define a fairty wide spectru¡n of vehi-
cle-hanclling characteristicsr this has not been ex-
perimentally verified. To evaluate objectively the
spectrum of vehicles covered, paraneters such as in-
ertial properties, spring stiffness, ånd tire corner-
ing stiffness should be defined. Other factors, such
as vehicle loading and the effect on vehicles other
than four-nheeled autonoblles, were not considered.
The effect of differential tire pressuresr espe-
cially low pressures on one or nore rear tires, was
not specifically investigated, aLthough lt is antic-
ípated that ânything that enhances oversteerlng
would be more crltical in a scrubbing edge naneu-
ver. It should also be noÈed that the subjective
ratíng technique was attenpted with only four sub-
jects. this is a limitation' although it was sur-
prising how consistent the ratinga were within that
group. Although it has not been possible to Prove'
by using vehícle accident statistics, r¡hether the
scrubbing situation is in fact å contributor to a
significant nu¡ìber of accidentsr in an effort to be
conservative that test condition ís thought to be a
reasonable indicator for use in the develoPrnent of
maintenance guíde1ines.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the study are sunmarized in Figurê
14, where relative degree of safety, in terms of the
subjective severity levels defined previously, is
plotted versus change in longitudinal edge eleva-
tion. Three curves are shownr one for each Pavement
edge profile shape: ShaPe À is the sharp edge tested
by Klein' shape B is the rounded edge shown in Fíg-
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Figure12. Steer¡ng-wheel maneuversbyprofessional driverinscrubbingcondition:4.5-in.edçhe¡ght,¡ntermediate-sizedvehicle,atSSmph.
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ure 3, and shape C is the 45 ¿legree edge shonn in
Figure 4b.

The terms used to describe relative degrees of
safety can be defined as follows!

1. Safe indicates that, no rnatter how irnpaired
the driver or how defective the vehicle, the pave-
ment edge will have nothing to ilo h'ith a loss of
control. (This incLucles the infLuence of alcohol
and other drugs and any other infirrnity or lack of
physical capability.) The term includes the subjec-
tive severity levels I through 3.

2. Reasonably safe indicates that a pruilent
driver of a reasonably maintained vehicle would ex-
perience no significant problem in traversing the
pâvement edge. the tern incl-udes subjective sever-
ity levels 3 through 5.

3. Marginally safe indicates that a high per-
centâge of drivers could traverse the pavetnent edge
without significant difficulty. A s¡oall group of
ilrlvers might experience sone dlifficulty in perforn-
ing the scrubbing tnaneuver and rernaining within the
acljacent traffic lâne. The term inclucles subjective
severity levels 5 through 7.

4.ouestionable sâfety inilicates that a high
percentage of drivers would experience significant
difficulty in perforning the scrubbing naneuver and
remaining within the adjacent trafflc lane ancl full
Ios6 of control could occur under sorne circun-
stances. The term includes subjective severity
levels 7 through 9.

5. Unsafe lndicates that alnost all drivers
would experience great difficulty in returning frorn
the pavement edlge scrubbing conilitíon and loss of
control would be I1kely. thê term includes subjec-
tive severity levels 9 through 10.

FÍgure 14 represents an effort to sumnarize alL
research and testing results available for interpre-
tation' including the testing by Caltrans, Systens
TechnoJ-ogy¡ Inc., and TTI. It eras necessary to use
subjective judgnent in constructing this figure,
based on the preceding definitions of safêty. The
figure is subject to the Iinitations previously
stated an¿l represents average vehicle and speed con-
ditions. Atlæical vehicles, vehicle loadings, tire
conditions, and speeds could result in significant
shifts in the positions of tbe curves.

Figure 14 could have direct application to main-
tenance reco¡nmendations. For exarnplê, conslder the
point on the shape B curvê r.vhere the curve crosses
line l--i.e., at the 2.5-in. eLevation change. This
height night indicate a need to prepare for nalnte-
nance before the edge leve1 increases to the point
where the curve crosses line 2--at 3.5 in. For
shape A edges, ¡naintenance would be sonewhat nore
critical: maintenance activities are indicated at a
height beteeen 2.0 and 3.0 in., roughty correspond-
ing to the crossing of lines 1 and 2.

The advantage of avoiding shape A is also appar-
ent Ln Figure 14. ff shape C can be constructed,
either during the original construction or as a
maintenance activity, the need for edge naintenance
coul.d be significantly reduced. It is thought that
these curves can be used as a guidle for the malnte-
nance of pavenent edges and that they lndicate the
desirability (base¿l on determinations of cost-effec-
tiveness) of gradually moving tonard edge shape C.
Shape C ¡nay also result ln significant gains in the
reduction of edge deterioration.

Using data frotn Michiganrs Highvray Safety Rê-
search fnetitute, Indlana alata, and his. own survey
guestíonnalre, Klein (5) has shown pavement edges to
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Figure 13. Maximum lateral accelerat¡on and edç height.
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be the most signifÍcant safety-related roadway dis-
turbance. Klein's research was the nost significant
after the California data and eras among the top twô
ín inportance in earller studies by T1I. Appropri-
ate use by highway engineers of the inforrnation con-
Èained in these studies can, in time, have a major
inpact on reducing accidents affected by pavenent
edges. By establishing maintenance guiclelines baseil
on the findings shown in Figure J-4, unnecessary
rnaintenance of shoulders can be reduceal and avail-
able rnaintenance funds can be concentrated ín areas
that have real safety significance.
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